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Abstract. Children’s wear lacks an anthropometric study to better fit clothes on the body of the 

child, providing greater comfort for users. Initially, this thesis project in fashion design 

intended to measure Portuguese children between the ages of 2 to 10 years, enrolled in primary 

schools in the region of Minho in Portugal. During the data gathering, held in the months of 

June, July, October and November 2016, about 600 children were scanned and measured using 

a 3D body scanner. The purpose of this paper is to report the difficulties and limitations 

experienced during data collection of the anthropometric study and the adjustments that were 

needed, as well as discuss some of the data collected.  

1.  Introduction 

During the new product development process, especially in design stages of children's clothing, it is 

fundamental to meet the user's body and its interaction. According to ergonomics, the product 

"garment" requires the application of a series of scientific knowledge related to methods and 

techniques to assure that it is designed in the right way, providing comfort, safety and efficacy to the 

user [1]. The comfort is one of the main features of children's clothing because it needs to respond to 

the requirements of movements of childhood such as running, jumping, dancing, playing, among other 

activities. It is through pattern design, with the proper use of anthropometric measurements, that 

different shapes and volumes give freedom of movements to the target audience. Studies claim that 

"uncomfortable clothes hamper these movements and could even cause health problems, such as 

posture, allergic reactions, poor circulation caused by tight clothing (...), psychological problems" [2]. 

Therefore, the pattern design process provides the means to reflect the designer’s worries about the 

garments characteristics for this active population.  

Whenever possible and economically justified, anthropometric measurements should be carried out 

directly, taking a significant sample of subjects who are users or consumers of the object being 

designed [3]. When designing ergonomically correct clothing products which meet the physical, 

psychological, cultural and ethnic needs, it is necessary to use scientific methods in the survey of the 

anthropometric measurements, requiring an adequate planning and a precise definition of the 

anatomical reference points (standardization, as well as the position of the child at the time of 



 

 

 

 

 

 

measurement). Hence, children's clothing must be functional to allow the growth and to provide 

comfort, safety and to stimulate a sense of independence.  

Motivation to address the issue of children's clothing design came from informal conversations 

with mothers referring their grievances in buying clothes for their children. One of the biggest 

complaints were related to the size of clothes, as generally they do not correspond to the body size of 

the child. A 2-year-old child wears clothes labeled as size 4 or even size 6, expected to be used by 4 

and 6 years old. Current tables of measurements used by the industry do not correspond to the 

anthropometric measurements of the children of today. Approximately 40% of the returns and reasons 

for consumer dissatisfaction are connected with the measurement standards used, which do not fit 

properly in the consumer’s body. There is an inconsistency of sizes, requiring the consumer to try a 

great number of pieces to find a size that better fits their body measurements [4]. 

It is important to highlight that when clothing production moved from individualized and made to 

measure by home dressmakers to mass-production, there was a need to build a standard size table with 

body measurements for the different commercial sizes, related to children’s age.  
 

Many clothing experts worldwide in an effort to enhance the quality of RTW garments have 

comprehensively studied issues of clothing sizing systems. Standard sizing systems have been developed for 

all populations ranging from babies to adults for both genders. (...).These surveys are conducted mainly to 

have a better understanding of the human body, so that the range of body shapes and sizes can be established 

in each particular country. (...).Thus, the main objective of most sizing system research is to find the optimal 

number of sizes that can accommodate the highest percentage of the target population. These sizes then 

accurately describe the many actual sizes and shapes found among the sample population [5]. 

 

Some researchers performed an anthropometric study of the Portuguese population [6] but infant 

and children were not included in the universe of the sample. A recent anthropometric study of the 

Portuguese population started in 2015 using a body scanner technology, but also it does not cover this 

population. Probably, the difficulties faced in working with children is the reason for not being 

included in the two studies mentioned above. There are few studies in this area, involving the design 

of children's clothing. 

Hence, the lack of research with children’s body measurements for clothing production, justifies 

the relevance of this anthropometric study of the Portuguese children’s population.  

The objective of any size system is to choose the size groups in such a way that a limited number of 

sizes will provide clothing that fits the majority of individuals in the population [7]. However, this 

does not occur within children’s wear, mainly in clothing produced in plain fabric without elasticity. 

Clothing is part of the basic needs of human beings, as dressing is considered as one of the basic 

physiological needs. Hence, an anthropometric study is the starting point and has fundamental 

importance for scientific research of infant’s garment design, especially allied with ergonomics, 

aiming for the development of an optimal design according with the needs of the users. 

2.  The experimental planning 

The research field planning began with a formal request to local schools to join the study, explaining 

the importance of the study for different sectors and industries, as well as for the school, as it will 

access relevant information about the metrics of their students. In a second phase, a letter of 

authorization, including also a detailed explanation about the study and the methodology used, was 

printed and delivered in each school to be taken home, in order to obtain their signed permission to 

participate in the study. It is worth mentioning that both approaches experienced several obstacles, 

since the way the school welcomes the study and consequently sensitizes parents and staff has a direct 

relationship with the sample size available to participate in the study. When there is a greater 

involvement of the direction of the school there were a greater number of parent´s consent allowing 

their children to be measured. The physical planning, i.e. the definition of the most suitable location is 

directly proportional to the measuring instruments. To install the 3D body scanner, it was necessary to 

consider the thermal comfort and enlightenment, because the equipment was sensitive to high 



 

 

 

 

 

 

temperatures and direct sunlight incision undermines the sensors, causing that, often, the system failed 

to measure.  

After installation of the equipment, it was necessary to follow a calibration procedure, assuring 

each of the four sensors were acquiring correctly the image of the body. Then, it was necessary to 

prepare the space to receive the children in order to be able to register their weight (in a calibrated 

scale), height and confirmation of head circumference (using a flexible tape measure). Although all 

data related to the measurements was available in the software of the 3D body scanner, data for each 

participant was exported and collected in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, for future processing and 

statistical analysis. A separate folder was created for each school to store the measurements collected 

from their students and an identification code of each child was used, both in manual as in the body 

scanner files. Later, the images generated by the system software were treated, in accordance with the 

requirements for the study. The knowledge about the shape and measurements of the main parts of the 

children’s bodies, will allow us to identify the most common biotypes of the population, which will be 

the basis to create and develop a children's pattern design methodology with focus in ergonomics. 

3.  Anthropometric measurements and 3D body scanner 

The anthropometric measurements of the children were obtained through the methodology of 3D 

scanning technology. The system used was called KBI - Kinect Body Imaging, developed by the 

researchers at University of Texas at Austin and University of North Texas at Denton (USA). This 3D 

technology is able to capture the real body shape of the children’s body, generating automatically 110 

body measurements and volumes of the main parts of the body in a ¼ of a second.  

The use of 3D technology to measure human body is being used increasingly around the world, 

making it possible to obtain faster a greater number of human body measurements with a reduced 

degree of subjectivity, as manual procedures require the definition of accurate landmarks, which can 

vary from person to person, especially when more than one person is doing the measurements. 3D 

body scanners methodology are very important nowadays to obtain children’s dimensions, as they are 

very fast to use, provide greater accuracy, as well as privacy and a contactless method to measure 

children’s body. The amount of measurements we have made in three hours would take months in a 

manual measuring procedure. So, the KBI system facilitates and expedites the procedure of taking 

anthropometric measurements as well as increased the accuracy of the results. The KBI system uses 

four Kinect sensors to capture the entire human body, as shown in Figure 1 [8]. It provides not only 

the measurements but also the 3D shape of the bodies that can be manipulated afterwards for several 

analyses. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Set up of the KBI system 

adapted from Bragança et al. [8]. 

 

 Figure 2. Example of all obtained 

measurements from KBY software 

 

4.  Selected measurements for the study  

For the purpose of this study, a reduced number of forty-eight measurements were selected among all 

automatically collected from the child's body by the3D body scanner. The selection criteria was based 



 

 

 

 

 

 

in the relevance that each measurement had for the pattern design process. These selected variables 

were similar to the variables collected by other studies [9]. The measurement of the head in this 

segment of the population is important for the design of children's ergonomics clothing and was not 

properly obtained with the body scanner. Therefore, the dimensions of the greater perimeter of the 

head of each child participant was obtained manually, using a flexible measuring tape. The results of 

all measurements for one participant can be observed in Figure 2. 

5.  The survey of anthropometrics’ data of Portuguese children 

Data collection was conducted in schools in the Northern Region of Portugal, Minho. The first contact 

was carried out with the school directors to obtain the needed authorizations for the study. There are 

several schools in each District of the Region, but only those who had a significant number of 

acceptances to participate in the study were selected, considering also the distance, to minimize 

logistics. At District A, we got agreement with three schools: 14children in first school, 24 in second 

and 60 in third school. It´s worth noting that the majority of consents obtained came from parents of 

younger children, who had a daily routine of checking their child's backpack and, therefore, accessing 

the formal letter regarding the study. Older children had forgotten to warn their parents. At District B 

we were very excited because there were 1116 children enrolled, although only 693 children fitted the 

research profile. We waited fifteen days to obtain responses from parents. The return in 4 schools was: 

34 children in first school, 63in second, 50 in third and 43 children in the fourth, resulting in a total of 

190 children. Data was also collected at a local Association, connected with a large school, Casa do 

Povo, where 49 children were measured.  

A first analysis of collected data was performed and Table 1shows the absence of a constant 

difference between the measurements of each age group, which implies on difficulties to create a 

standard for graduation for children sizes. Although the data is not yet enough to a final conclusion, as 

only were considered 60 children from the third school of District A, it gives us an idea of the main 

body differences found in the children's segment with distinct variations between sizes.  

 

Table 1. Comparison of the arithmetic mean of the measurements of head circumference, height and 

weight by Age between girls and boys– Sample of 60 children from one of the schools at District A 

Age 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Head 

circumference 

mean (cm) 

girls - 50,13 50,0 52,0 53,44 55,13 54,14 

boys 53,15 50,88 48,5 51,75 54,19 53,69 53,32 

difference - + 0,75 - 1,5 - 0,25 + 0,75 - 1,44 - 0,82 

Height mean 

(cm) 

girls - 105,5 116,6 117 127,2 134,7 141,7 

boys 102 107 110,5 120,25 127,38 131,13 117,25 

difference - + 1,5 -  6,1 + 3,25 + 0,18 - 3,57 - 24,45 

Weight mean 

(cm) 

girls - 17,3 22,2 22,4 26,9 39,1 36,4 

boys 17,4 17,68 17,65 30,93 27,2 29,6 33,6 

difference - - 0,38 + 4,55 - 8,53 - 0,3 + 5,5 + 2,8 

 

The book "Devenir modéliste: le vêtement d' enfant" proposes two infant measurement tables for 

German, Portuguese, Norwegian and Korean children: one first table for 2, 3 and 4 years and a second 

table for 5, 6,7, 8 and 9 years, as shown in Table 2[10]. Other measurements tables of different authors 

do not include the child's head circumference, using only the neck base girth. Head perimeter is a 

measurement of fundamental importance in designing children's clothing, as it has direct impact in 

children’s comfort, causing difficulties in dressing/undressing when not properly considered. 

The two measurements presented in Table 3, were extracted from the book "Metric pattern cutting 

for children's and babywear” for the standard American public [11]. The author includes in the same 

table the ages from 3 to 14 years old, although, there is no information on how the table was built, 



 

 

 

 

 

 

where and how the measurements were obtained. The difference of head circumference between the 

ages varies 0,4 cm within the ages of 3-5y; 0,6 cm within the ages of 5-7y; and again 0,4 cm within the 

ages of 7-9y. It is also possible to observe that the difference of neck base between ages also varies. 

 

Table 2. Head and Height measurements of children by Age (Wargnier, 2014, p. 29, p. 39) 

Age 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Head circumference (cm) 52 53 53 54 54 55 55 

Height (cm) 98 104 110 116 122 128 134 

 

Table 3. Head, Neck and Height measurements of children by Age (Aldrich, 2009, p. 17) 

Age 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Head circumference (cm) 51,2 51,8 52,4 53 53,6 54 54,4 

Neck circumference (cm) 26,6 23,6 24,4 25,2 26 27,1 28,2 

Height (cm) 98 104 110 116 122 128 134 

6.  Children’s behaviour 

As the study was moving, some amendments were necessary, as working with children results in 

increased difficulties. A first amendment was related with the ages of the children. Although the first 

plan considered ages from 2 to 10 years we were forced to redefine the range as 3 to 9 years. It was 

not possible to carry out the study with children of two years of age, as it was not possible to maintain 

them in the correct position during acquisition to allow an accurate image. Some were scared by the 

dark color of the cabin, refusing to go inside alone and others. In future, a more attractive decoration 

of the interior of the cabin is recommended for younger children. Another factor identified was that 

children at this age still wear diapers, affecting important measurements, like the circumferences of 

hips and thighs. A second amendment was related with ages above 9 years, excluding the 10 years old 

age range, since the goal is to develop an unisex table of measurements, and at the age of 10 girls are 

already in the process of changing through a female body.  

7.  Undressing and dressing 

Despite the measuring process had been explained in the formal letter to parents, referring that the 

measuring process consisted of a 3D image of the child's body, identified as a single code, with no 

name, some parents did not allow the participation in the research. Children were requested to bring 

their bathing suit or underwear close to body. The process starts with the child positioned inside the 

body scanner cabin, to undress. If he/she has difficulty, the teacher or an auxiliary is there to help. The 

child is requested to position in the scale to obtain the body mass in kilograms. The child’s height and 

head circumference is than manually measured with a flexible measuring tape. We found that the task 

of undressing and dressing was the most time consuming, where girls took longer as they are required 

to properly trap and loosen the hair. To expedite the process, whenever possible, boys from girls were 

measured separately. The period of the year in which the study was carried out also interfered in the 

process, whereas in the Summer the process was easier and faster due to the use of less clothes and 

easier to undress and dress. In winter was harder, due to the climate and the amount of clothes that the 

children used, usually 3 sweaters, jacket, socks, and tights, among other pieces. One relevant 

observation during the study was that the neck of t-shirts and sweaters of the majority of children was 

very tight to pass through their head. 

8.  Final considerations 

Anthropometric studies with children revealed to be much more complicated than in adults. Since the 

first day of measurements, during the pre-test stage, we realized that it would not be easy to work with 

this public, due to the peculiar characteristics of child development, the acceptance of school directors 



 

 

 

 

 

 

and mainly their parents, in allowing their children to participate on the research, as well as the will of 

the child. Often parents had given the consent and the child has rejected to participate in the moment it 

was requested; sometimes the opposite occurred, when parents didn't give permission but the child 

observes his/her colleagues involved in the study and convince his/her parents to participate. It is 

unpredictable the number of children able to participate in the study in each school until the time of 

data collection. 

During the undress and dress process it was realized that the neck collar of t-shirts and sweaters are 

too small to the average child's head circumference, corroborating with the need of an anthropometric 

study to develop a new table of measurements, representing the reality of the new Portuguese children. 

It was also perceived that the width of the legs of the trousers, in general, were very fair, hindering the 

constant movements of the children, blocking blood circulation and the movement of legs. For this 

reason, many children requested help to undress and dress pants. Through this research we can realize 

the importance of a further study on the anthropometrics and shape of the children’s average body, 

considering their ergonomics and types of clothing used, in order to develop updated standard tables of 

measurements, that will provide the needed information for the pattern design process, with greater 

precision, and therefore, providing greater comfort for these children and reliable data for the industry. 
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Abstract.  The cost of the fabric which is the raw material of apparel constitutes approximately 

the half of the total product cost. So, it is highly important that the fabric should be used with 

the greatest productivity. Cost analysis are of great importance in terms of competitiveness of 

readymade clothing and apparel sector both in national and international markets. The 

proximity of costs to international average and the average cost of the countries that are 

competitors of Turkey in clothing market is essential for Turkey to sustain its effect in textile 

sector. In the contrary case, the sector won’t be able to maintain its competitive capacity 

sustainably [1].The main cost elements of textile and apparel sector consist of raw material, 

labor, energy and financing [2]. 

 

1. Introduction 

Cost analysis has importance in terms of compatibility of confection sector both in national and 

international markets. The long-term cost average of Turkey getting close to the averages of its rivals 

or international averages seems inevitable to maintain the influence of the country in textile sector. 

Otherwise sector won’t be able to keep its power to compete sustainably [1]. 

National production of cotton which is the main input for apparel and confection sector creates a great 

advantage for the sector. Labor cost being lower than that of EU countries has affected the costs 

significantly because of the intensity of labor-intensive manufacturing. Although the available cost 

advantages have begun to decrease with the increasing competition, Turkey still has an important 

advantage in terms cost among EU suppliers. The basic cost elements of apparel sector consist of raw 

material, labor, energy and financing costs [2]. 

On the other hand it is clear that economical use of fabric creates an intense source in terms of 

decreasing the product cost. It is known that a great part of the fabric loss in apparel arises during the 

making of marker plans [3-7]. 

The aim of this study is to determine the parameters that may effect fabric productivity, thereby 

raw material cost, in the preparation of the cutting placement (marker) plans and to examine these 

parameters. Model type, fabric type and fabric width are chosen as the variables to influence marker 

productivity within this scope. The chosen models are different in terms of both level of difficulty and 

number of patterns. Fabric types different from each other in terms of shrinking percentage are chosen 

because the fabric type is one of the most important factors effecting marker productivity. Fabric 

width is another important criteria influencing marker productivity, so marker plans are prepared in 

different widths. 

There are studies on cost of unit raw material in the literature, however these studies are not 

comprehensive enough to analyze the variables chosen in this study in together in different levels. In 

this study, model type is analyzed in 6 levels, fabric type in 4 levels and fabric width in 3levels and 



they are all evaluated together. The outcome of the study is also analyzed statistically and the 

relationship between cost of unit raw material and the selected variables are presented. 

 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

2.1.1. Selected Models 

Nowadays, consumers prefer clothing from knitted fabric that provides mobility comfort. In addition, 
knitted garments are the most exported product group in Turkey. Therefore, six different models for 

women knitted tops are chosen in this study. The shapes and numbers of the patterns are selected 

differently. Figure 1 shows the technical features and marker images of the models. The same 

assortment is used in the making of markers for each model in order to identify mode soundly the 

relation among the marker productivities. The chosen assortment is 16 and it comprises of different 

sizes, M size being more abundant. 16 is the most widely used assortment number in the enterprise in 

which the study was conducted. 

 
Figure 1.Technical drawings of selected models [8] 

 

 

2.1.2. Selected Fabrics 

100% cotton, 100% viscose and 95% viscose-5% lycra blended fabrics are preferred in this study. The 

shrinkage values of these fabrics are different from each other. Most knitted fabrics are prone to shrink 

in size unless they are exclusively handled [9]. While seam allowance is 1 cm in the fabrics that do not 

shrink in warping direction, the allowance may be assigned as 5 cm in the fabrics that shrink in the 

warping direction [10]. 

Dimensional change test is applied to the samples taken from the batches ordered by the enterprise 

in accordance with DIN 53892 and AATCC 135: Dimensional changes in home laundry. The means 

of obtained data are calculated and presented in Table 1. The allowable value for every kind (washing, 

steam, ironed, etc.) of shrinking value generally for apparel enterprises is accepted as 2-3% [11, 12]. 



 
 

 

Table 1. The dimensional change values of knitted fabric types after washing [13] 

 

Fabric material Knitting Shrinking value Evaluation 

100%Viscose Jersey Width:  1%, Length: 1% Low 

100% Viscose Interlock Width:  2%, Length: 3% Med 

95% Viskose-5%Lycra Jersey Width:  5%, Length: 5% High 

100% Cotton Rib Width:  3%, Length: 5% Very high 

 

2.1.3. Width of Selected Fabrics 

Fabric width is one of the most important parameters that influence marker productivity. Fabric width 

is the width of marker plan at the same time. This width needs to be usable. Usable width is the fabric 

width to be used in the cutting process. Three different fabric widths (145 cm, 165 cm and 170 cm) 

that are most common in this enterprise are used in this study [13]. 

 

2.2. Method 

2.2.1. Pattern Preparation, Grading and Marker Plan Preparation 
Gerber-Cad system is used in the preparation and grading process of the patterns for selected models 

for this study. Preparation process of marker plans is carried out automatically with Gemini Nest 

Expert program. The patterns should be placed to minimize the loss between the patterns and effective 

fabric width should be selected in the preparation of cutting placement (marker) plans. The proportion 

of marker area to the total pattern area is based on during the assessment of productivity of cutting 

placement plan. 

72 different marker plans are prepared for 3 different fabric width, 4 different shrinking value and 6 

different models in this study. The assortment plan for all marker plans is composed of size 10(1), size 

12(1), size 14(3), size 16(4), size 18(3), size 20(2), size 22(1) and size 24(1) that are generally 

available on the market [13]. 

 

2.2.2. Statistical Analysis Method 
To be applied the parametric tests, the data must be conformed to the normal distribution. Suitability 

of normal distribution of the data used in the study is analyzed by K-S test and supported by histogram 

graphs according to "central limit theorem" [14, 15].Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is used to test the 

hypothesis on whether the difference of average among the groups more than two is significant or not. 

It has been used to analyze how independent variables chosen in this study interact among themselves 

and the effects of this interaction on dependent variables. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

The varieties in raw material cost of the models are shown in the bar graph on the basis of fabric width 

(Figure 2). According to the graph, raw material costs are likely the change as the model and the 

numbers of patterns are changing. As it can be seen in the graph, the higher fabric width gets, the less 

raw material cost is. This trend is observed in all model types. 

 



 
Figure 2.Bar graph for model type-fabric width- cost of unit raw material [16] 

 

Shrinking value of the fabric is reflected on the patterns belonging to each model. The patterns are 

enlarged in accordance with the shrinking value of the fabric. This decreases marker plan productivity 

and increases fabric waste. Thus shrinking value is considered and analyzed as an independent 

variable.  

 

 
Figure 3.Bar graph for model type-% of shrinkage-cost of unit raw material [16] 

 

In the graphical evaluations, shrinking values are observed to have a significant effect on raw 

material cost per unit (Figure 3). Raw material costs per unit of models prepared with low shrinking 

values are obtained lower. 
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ANOVA analysis results of the data are summarized in Table 2. According to the table, when the 

effects of variables of fabric width, model type, total number of patterns and total number of small 

patterns on marker on raw material cost per unit is evaluated, it can be said that these variables have an 

statistically significant effect on raw material cost per unit because significant values on ANOVA 

table is lower than 0,05. Shrinking value doesn’t have any statistically significant effect on raw 

material cost per unit. In other words raw material cost per unit doesn’t present any significant 

difference through shrinking value. However, the important effect of shrinking value on raw material 

cost per unit can be clearly seen in Figure 3. This difference is just not statistically significant. 

 

Table 2.ANOVA analysis for unit raw material cost 

 
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean 

Square 
F Sig. 

Fabric Width 
Between Groups 66,085 2 33,043 7,942 ,001 

Within Groups 287,060 69 4,160   

Total 353,145 71    

Model Type 
Between Groups 266,620 5 53,324 40,675 ,000 

Within Groups 86,525 66 1,311   

Total 353,145 71    

Shrinking Value 
Between Groups 17,964 3 5,988 1,215 ,311 

Within Groups 335,181 68 4,929   

Total 353,145 71    

Total number of 

patterns on marker 

Between Groups 266,620 5 53,324 40,675 ,000 

Within Groups 86,525 66 1,311   

Total 353,145 71    

Total number of 

small patterns on 

marker 

Between Groups 252,405 4 63,101 41,968 ,000 

Within Groups 100,739 67 1,504   

Total 353,145 71    
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Abstract. The great challenge of this century is the creation of new models of fashion business
with sustainable principles. Therefore, it is intend to present in this paper the process that gave
rise to a set of differentiated designs for fashion accessories. This paper presents the
relationship of a set of concepts more or less interconnected, which brings together
sustainability principles of social and cultural, besides the environmental dimension, exploring
the cultural and intangible heritage of the Vianesa Costume. The Vianesa Costume reflects the
culture of a people and has a high potential for innovation, from both technical and aesthetic
point of view, in the sense of a more contemporary reading.

1. Introduction
The design area has been producing new models and project concepts that promote the development of
new services and products in a sustainable way not just focused in commercial needs, but also in
regional communities’ interests and cultural expressions. Manzini [1] defines this design paradigm as
“change in the way as the individual or the communities solve their problems and create new
opportunities”, at the same time as “both the social innovation and the technological solutions are
part of a transition for the sustainability, being less oriented to the material and more oriented for the
people” [2].

As territorial design2 increasingly shows, sustainable creation implies the valorisation and
reinforcement of local identities, through the preservation of their products, ideas, and production
guidelines. Handcraft work is one of the strongest aspects of territorial design insofar as in the
preservation of technical concepts, the application of specific materials and collective values, are an
identity that differentiates one region from the other.

2 “Territorial design consists of a project methodology whose result is the proposition of a vision of the future
about a certain geographic space, that considers the local vocations, the opportunities and the desire of its
inhabitants. A shared and constructed vision, including with an audience impossible to be present that are the
future generations but being present in the form of the projection of their needs and demands.”
(https://eduardobarroso.blogspot.pt/2015/02/design-territoral.html (Accessed in 2016 November 11))



Creative communities aim to have active participation of local populations, bringing and renewing
certain values and concepts that enrich local communities, allowing new perspectives to be explored
from the cultural heritage of the region. It is also necessary to clarify that this strategy is also oriented
for tourists and local people interested in knowing a little bit more of their region, and thus values
should be faithful to the original conditions of handcraft in order to avoid the misuse of cultural
expressions. “The concept of Creative Communities emerges as a proposal for the sustainable way, as
an alternative solution for products, systems and services, thus having a differentiated approach in
which linear relationships are avoided, preferably giving form to an interaction systemic of each
member" [2].

This new conceptual approach is due to the saturation of globalized markets, and the search for
new solutions for sustainable development, taking people and their regional contexts as the main focus
of action. The phenomenon of globalization has negatively influenced social sustainability in local
communities, as it promotes the capitalist economic system, often hostile to natural and social
resources of local communities.

On the other hand, the principles of cultural sustainability seek to establish strategies that promote
local communities using their resources in a dynamic and open system so that the present political,
economic and social conditions can be adapted to the environment without harming the following
generations [3]. "A sustainable society assumes that all citizens have the minimum necessary for a
dignified life and that nobody absorbs goods, natural resources and energy that are harmful to others.
This means eradicating poverty and defining the pattern of acceptable inequality, delimiting minimum
and maximum limits of access to material goods. In short, to implant the old and desirable social
justice"[4].

In the context of social sustainability there are other areas to be addressed, namely issues
associated with the preservation of culture and material or immaterial heritage. By culture we mean
the symbolic system shared by a community or society that structures its beliefs, values and practices
in all spheres of life [5]. Cultural sustainability refers to respect for the values and cultural heritage of
a given community, ensuring conditions for preservation, but also for transforming cultural practices
and traditions, in the perspective that cultural manifestations are dynamic and communities must make
decisions and take actions for the conservation of their cultural heritage, whether material or
immaterial.

The role of designers is, through observation and experimentation, to create means that promote
and make “part of the solution, precisely because they are social actors, more than anything, dealing
with the daily interactions of human beings with their artefacts. It is precisely such interactions, along
with the well-being expectations associated with them, that must necessarily change during the
transition towards sustainability" [1].

Therefore, the main objective of the present work, focused on valuing the immaterial cultural
heritage of Viana do Castelo traditional costume, is to promote innovation in fashion accessories,
having as a priority the collaborative work with the local knowledge and practices, as well as creating
a sustainable business model: From the Traditional to Global Fashion. The city of Viana do Castelo, in
the Northwest of Portugal, has a rich cultural heritage with a potential for valorisation by applying
sustainable development strategies, namely through the promotion and recreation of works and
traditions, such as its already certified Vianesa costume.

Thus this work intends to value ancient and current knowledge in the local culture regarding this
tradition, that is, "dressing the Vianesa costume”. Also, we intent to give a voice to this cultural



symbol and to the people who make these products, by creating new fashion products in co-working as
well as to demonstrate that tradition can be an asset in innovation in the creative industries.

2. The traditional costume of “Viana do Castelo”
There are not many documents that indicate a specific date of the origin of the traditional costume of
Viana do Castelo, however it is known that these costumes have arisen according to the need to create
clothing for daily activities. Until the middle of the 20th century, Portugal lived in a stage of poverty
and there were no resources to invest in clothes sold in the market. It was a time of self-sufficiency,
when people cultivated their fields and collecting from nature all kind of products that could
contribute to the sustenance of the family, such as food and the raw materials to make their clothes.
These materials were essentially made from wool, especially the wool of brown sheep (the “churra”
wool, typical from the North of the Iberian Peninsula). This wool was used because it turned out to be
more advantageous, as these clothes would serve to dress when working on the lands, and the dirt
would be more easily disguised.

Each costume "is the result of an intrinsic connection to the place where its raw materials are
produced, manufactured and dressed. This process carries it with particularities that bring together in
a single piece functional, aesthetic and significant elements that enrich it extraordinarily" [6]. In fact,
each community of the city of Viana do Castelo developed its own costume specificities, however not
intentionally, but as a consequence of community sharing of raw materials and crafts techniques ended
that certain details, cuts and shapes ended up resembling each other.

The festive costume was the most popular one, the richest and the most important. There are
several designations that emphasize this festive dress, such as "luxury attire" or "lavradeira (farmer)
attire", and were used mainly at village festivals and festivals in honour of Senhora da Agonia in the
city of Viana do Castelo. Along with the garments, the girls from the more rich families were adorned
with a lot of gold filigree in order to display the prosperity of their families [6]. This suit consisted of a
linen shirt, a vest, a skirt, an apron, a pouch, a pair of lace socks, wooden slippers, a scarf on the chest
and one on the head, and gold ornaments (filigree earrings and necklaces).

The traditional costume may have some differences depending on the location. Each parish of
Viana do Castelo3 has its rules regarding the dressing, especially the best known, as in “Afife”, which
denoted a greater simplicity, that of “Geraz do Lima” where the green colour predominates, the
“Areosa” reddish, the “Meadela” similar to the previous one, changing only some details in the skirt
and the colour of the scarf for the chest, and the one of “Santa Marta”, richer and attractive.

Figure 1 shows the clothes of the farmer (Lavradeira (a)), the Mordoma (b), the Bride (c), the
mourning (Dó (d)), and the one of first-born Daughter or Half Lady (Morgada (e)).

There is even the "Sunday outfit” for the Sunday rides, and it was not as elaborate as the festive
dress, but more carefully decorated than the simple “working outfit”. Normally it was used to go to the
mass in the church service, to saunter and sell in the market, because it allowed a decoration more
personalized than the other costumes previously referred. The working dress, as the name says, was a
costume designed for heavy rural labour, and was characterized as a simple suit, with less elaborated
materials [6].

There is even the "Sunday" outfit for the Sunday rides, and it was not as elaborate as the party
dress, but more careful and decorated than the simple work outfit. Normally it was used to go to mass,

3 As parish of Viana do Castelo there is: Afife; Geraz do Lima; Areosa; Meadela; Santa Marta



stroll and sell in the market because it allowed a decoration more personalized than the other suits
previously referred

Figure 1. Viana’s festive costumes: Lavradeira (a), Mordoma (b), Bride (c), Mourning (d), Morgada
(e).

3. Creating a new product

3.1 Methodology
The methodology approach of this project is based on the design thinking from Brow [7] summarized
in three phases: the inspiration, that identifies the real problem; ideation, which is the process of
creating ideas to generate innovation that solves the underlying problem and the selection of the
best(s) idea(s) and implementation, which as the name itself implies is the implementation of the
solution(s) idealized. This article presents the results of the inspiration (figure 2) and ideation starting
with a qualitative exploratory research through ethnographic observation, interviewing and literature
review.

The potential of the Vianesa costume is enormous, and the possibilities for innovation increase
progressively when associated with new concepts. One of the concepts taken into account throughout
this project is sustainability. Having valued the cultural, technical and innovative aspects (such as
materials, forms, and re-appropriations of use), as well as the social values underlying the experience
of dressing this traditional costume, the pillar of environmental sustainability has been the major
concern in the project.

Figure 2. Mood-board with different elements of the costume



3.2. Results
Viana’s costume is considered one of the most popular icons of Alto Minho region and even of
Portugal. Its material and symbolic characteristics are widely recognized and praised. Although it is a
symbol of great interest, there is a scarce development regarding the design of these costumes.
Therefore, the current project to create sustainable design concepts in the field of cultural heritage in
order to modernize and add value to a traditional object without changing its central and timeless
conventions.

From this setting of inspiration we have chosen two pieces of the costume with the greatest visual
expression, the apron and the pouch, for a contemporary reading. These pieces are characterized by
the diversity of patterns and shapes, depending on the type of costume and the parish to which it
belongs.

After analysing the elements in the inspiration panel (Figure 2), the ideation phase was developed,
resulting in the creation of a range of fashion accessory products (Figure 3).

In this way, accessories have been designed to value and differentiate the basic clothing. One of the
main characteristics of these products is the versatility of use that can be placed in the way that the
user wants, giving the possibility to innovation in its daily use. The valorisation of small colourful
textile flaps, (already used in the traditional costume), as well as the use of natural wool, are a
contribution to the environmental sustainability of the production process. Also in the implementation
phase, this project aims at the reuse of textile waste (with techniques of upcycling) in the perspective
of ecological sustainability.

Figure 3. Products created from the elements: apron and pocket of Viennese costume

One of the principles of valorisation related to the fabrics waste is the upcycling: "The reuse of
materials and the transformation of these into products with high added value gradually developed the
ecological awareness of who produces and consumes the products"[1]. Also the patchwork technique
was used, being the "art of the domestic economy that consists in the utilization of fabric wastes"[8].
For the design of new products, promoting the creation of new cloths with the combinations of
different patterns and colours, thus allowing the production of something genuinely and unique.

This project was also focused on promoting social development through the relationship between
artisans and designers based on the sharing of knowledge, so that designers and craftsmen can work
together, overcoming the current paradigm of the designer as the one who creates and draws an idea



and the craftsman as an agent for performing the idea and the products idealized by the designers. For
this project we established a partnership with an embroiderer of the city of Viana do Castelo, Isilda
Parente, who besides making time to embroider the pieces, shared her knowledge for the creation of
the innovative products. Figure 3 presents two of the products created which embody differentiation
and innovation, designing the Vianesa costume pieces in a way that gives them a novel application,
suitable for several occasions of use. Also these accessories require low maintenance and
conservation. Moreover, these pieces have a story to tell about local culture and they may promote the
desire to preserve and share the richness and exclusivity of traditional garments.

4. Final Considerations
This work is the outcome of a master's thesis project in Design and Marketing, carried out by a young
designer from the Minho region who is planning to establish a new Portuguese brand of fashion
accessories, based on uniqueness, authenticity and a consistent regional/national identity. We believe
the products may be very successful among clients who share the values of social, cultural and
ecological sustainability and have the ability to recognize the worth of contemporary revisiting of
traditional objects. According to the business model, (which is being worked according to the
CANVAS Business Model) the products will be sold online through an Internet site so that it can be
enjoyed and bought globally.
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Abstract. This paper is part of a PhD research in Textile Engineering at University of Minho
and aims to establish an ergonomic pattern design methodology to be used in the construction
of garments for elderly women, aged 65 and over, dependent of care. The research was
developed with a close contact with four institutions involved in supporting this aged
population, located in the cities of Guimarães (Portugal) and Teresina (Brazil). These clothes
should be adequate to their anthropometrics and their special needs, in accordance with
important functional factors for the dependency of their caregiver, such as: care for the
caregiver and comfort for the user. Questions regarding the functional properties of the
materials, the pattern design process, trimmings and the assembling process of the garments are
specially considered in the desired comfort levels, in order to provide an adequate handling by
facilitating the dressing and undressing tasks, but also to assure the user the needed comfort in
all its variables.

1. Introduction
This paper describes five important phases of the ergonomic pattern design methodology to be used in
the construction of garments for elderly women dependent of care. The first phase refers to the
elaboration of the basic patterns for upper body, skirt and trousers, adapted to the anatomical
complexion of two elderly groups from the cities of Teresina (Brazil) and Guimarães (Portugal). The
second phase refers to the development of the prototypes, with the selected materials, aiming to offer
greater comfort to the studied groups. The third phase refers to development of the basic pattern
design blocks. The fourth phase refers to determination of ease table. The fifth phase refers to
development of test prototypes.

For these five steps, we’ve quantified the measurements of the body to understand the most
common shapes and postures, which have allowed us to drape the garment according to the body
shape, compensation of asymmetries and changes in the somatic form. With this data, we intend to
identify the comfort requirements (in all its variables) and factors associated with functionality and
handling in the proposed clothing.

During the process, in two different moments, the measurements of the elderly women were
collected in a seated position, and experimental methods of the measurements were constructed,
developing size charts. The size charts correspond to an anthropometric dimension based on other
existing ones, that did not contemplate the public in question, since they fit to an age group up to sixty
years old. Therefore, the basic patterns design produced, emerging as a principle for the development
of the prototypes for validation of the final product of this study.

Interest and importance of studying this specific public results from issues related to the
demographic transition, which highlight an increase in life expectancy. This can become an economic
and social problem when there are no public policies and programs aiming the growing ageing
population. The demographic transition is a result of circumstantial changes from a young population
to a position with low mortality and birth rates.



In this context, the reflection of the prolonged life expectation is also due to procedures related to
health care, such as a healthier diet and the practice of more frequent physical exercises [1] [2].
Regarding these issues, the elderly public becomes relevant for research in different areas, as it
presents specific needs, involving a physical structure directed to their age group.

This paper is part of a PhD research in Textile Engineering at University of Minho and aims to
establish an ergonomic pattern design methodology to be used in the construction of garments for
elderly women, aged 65 and over, dependent of care. Clothing should be adequate to the needs of the
elderly in accordance with some functional factors for the dependency of their caregiver, such as: care
for the caregiver and comfort for the user. Aspects related to the functional properties of the materials
used, the pattern design process and the assembling of the garment, are fundamental in user’s comfort,
as well as the handling by the caregiver, related to the easy of dressing and undressing.

2. State of the art
On the subject of aging discussed in debates at world conferences, the World Health Organization
(WHO) has produced a policy report that helps people reach old age in the best possible state of health
in order to achieve economic and social development [3]. The International Plan of Action on Aging,
adopted at the First World Assembly in Spain in April 2002, has issued a policy statement with 19
articles, each stating that effective action is taken on the challenges that will be faced and promotion of
well-being in old age [4]. In the process of aging, the loss of mental and physical functioning is
perceived in the foreground, as the consequence of decay and deterioration [5] [6] [7]. It is the role of
health policies to help more people reach advanced ages in the best possible health condition. Active
and healthy aging is one of the objectives that seeks attention in the process of protection for the
elderly.

Considering the conditions of aging and the existence of a part of the policies aiming to improve
the life of the elderly, this research is about product design, considering the basic requirements of
comfort. Noyes [8] argues that the only way of accurately assessing the issue of comfort is the user's
own statement about the product. Jordan [9] states that products perceived to be comfortable are those
that provide pleasurable sensations to their users. Van der Linden [10] suggested that comfort
represents a well-being condition with absence of pain, discomfort and stress, defined from a feeling
of discomfort. Every professional, at the time of the elaboration of a product, has the responsibility to
guarantee the total interaction of the product with the user. It is important to use new assessments, still
in the beginning of the process, to re-evaluate the design, with the intention of finding the correct
answers to the human dimensions [11]. The responsibility becomes greater when the product produced
provides more direct contact with the user, as is the case of clothing. Ergonomics plays an important
role in the search for this state of comfort. Dul and Weerdmeester [12] point out that ergonomics
comprises several aspects, such as posture and body movements (sitting, standing, pushing, pulling
and lifting), environmental conditions (climate, lighting, noise and vibrations) and the relationship
between jobs and tasks (appropriate and interesting). It is with the combinations of these requirements
that is possible to develop safer, healthier, more comfortable and more efficient projects in the context
of the daily life of the elderly.

In this study, anthropometry participates with the measurement of the body, in order to obtain the
needed measurements, representative of the target population, to be used in the pattern design process.
Melo and Santos [13] described the role and scope of anthropometry in biomechanics and commented
on some applications and contributions, such as the importance of anthropometry on the measurement
of the body in biomechanical studies of skeletal musculature. Amadio and Serrão [14] define
biomechanics as the science that describes, analyzes and models biological systems. Therefore, we use
this area to understand the clothing handling by the caregiver when dressing and undressing the user.

3. Methods and process
The direct contact with the research participants allowed us to define the shape of the body, building
the basic patterns, representative of the elderly’s body. The most common shape found was the



rounded shape, an oval style with fat concentration in the abdomen and hips. Typical modifications of
the body are: a prevalence of fat mass, loss of height (deformations in the spine), alterations in skin
texture and muscle and bone loss [15] [16]. In addition, the advanced age of the research participants
further demonstrated the dependency condition, since the weakness of the age range from 65 years
onwards, with greater permanence of the elderly women in the sitting and lying positions.

Seventy-eight volunteers were measured in a sitting position, forty-six from two institutions in the
city of Guimarães, in Portugal and thirty-two from two institutions in the city of Teresina, in Brazil.
Measurements were obtained using a flexible measuring tape, in the position that the elderly women
were: casually dressed, sitting in any seat, wheelchair or other type of chair, in order to avoid causing
discomfort and stress, due to their sensible state.

3.1. First stage of the process: collection of the elderly body measurements
An optimized number of measurements were defined according to their importance in the pattern
design process. The eight selected measurements of the body were: Waist Girth (WG), Bust Girth
(BG), Hip Girth (HG), Front Bust Arc (FBH) - (armhole to armhole), Back Bust Arc (BBA) -
(armhole to armhole), Shoulder Length (SL), Arm Length - (AL), Crotch Depth (CD).

3.2. Second stage of the process: experimental method and selection criteria of the size charts
The proposed size charts for the elaboration of the basic patterns design, representative of the elderly’s
body, was developed from the average of all measurements. Some experiments were carried out,
starting from a possible size scale reference so that the samples would indicate acceptable results in
accordance with the pre-established criteria, presented in Table 1.

Table 1 presents the initial process of garment engineering. The execution of the basic patterns had
as principle the construction of rectangular geometric blocks, using the values of the obtained
measurements of the body of the elderly women. During the design of the basic patterns, divisions and
subdivisions (1/2 and 1/4 of the total contour) were made to the measurements of the developed table
with the means, found from an experimental method, considering 5 criteria: experimentation by HG;
reduced size table; larger sample representation of size M; smallest difference between averages from
one size to another (XS–XXS, S–XS, M–S, L–M and XL–L1) regarding HG; and larger unit of size
difference between contours (HG and WG).

The criteria were established based on a subjective evaluation that focused on selecting amounts
analyzed under field conditions, offering weight for each one that was more or less important. Thus,
each criteria was chosen on random occasions of analysis, as is the case of size M: usually prototypes
are made in this size because graduation is frequently started from this center size. Therefore, it
became the option that reached the highest weight, being defined as the most appropriate of the
average table found through five trials.

Table 1. Pre-established criteria and weight of selection of the adequate experimentation of the mean
of measurements.

Options Weight
(%)

Criteria

1 20 Experimentation by HG
2 20 Reduced size table
3 40 Larger sample representation of size M
4 10 Smallest difference between averages from one size to another (XS–XXS, S–XS, M–S,

1 Size letter according to the American and European standards. From the smallest to the largest size, the
following sequence is used: XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, and XXL.



L–M and XL–L) regardingHG
5 10 Larger unit of size difference between contours (HG and WG)

3.3. Third stage of the process: Development of the basic pattern design blocks
The design process of the basic pattern blocks was done using Cavalheiro and Silva [17] methodology.
The basic pattern blocks were composed by six basic patterns for the upper body, skirt and pants,
using the standard measurements from the methodology and the proposed measurements from this
study, necessary for a better adjustment to the new physique of the elderly in the sitting position.

When comparing both methodologies, in the skirt, the width was reduced at the front with the same
widening at the back and, when considering the sitting position, height was added in the back center;
in the body, most alterations occurred in the shoulder region (back) and an increase of the front and
back armhole; and in the pants, was added value in the center height of the back and a greater depth of
the front and back crotch line.

3.4. Fourth stage of the process: Determination of the ease table
In pattern design, the definition of the ease value to apply around the basic patterns is an important
step as it will determine the space between clothing and skin. This value will be crucial not only for
the aesthetics but also for the ergonomic comfort, according with the different static and dynamic
positions of the body throughout the day.

To guarantee that the ease values of the developed table corresponded to the correct applicability in
the pattern design of the final garments, a first prototype was produced and evaluated on the manikin.
This allowed a three-dimensional view of height, width and depth, i.e. length, neckline dimensions,
armholes, sleeve length and width, among other details of the garment in relation to the body. After
these observations, the ease table, presented in Table 2, was defined by body regions (bust, waist, hip,
and knee height) for each type garment (skirts, blouses, dresses, and pants).

Table 2. Ease values for the development of the final patterns for each style for the elderly women's
clothing.

Body region
(width)

Skirts
(cm)

Blouses
(cm)

Dresses
(cm)

Pants
(cm)

Bust 3-6 3-6
Waist 3-6 6-8 4-8 3-6
Hip 4-8 8-10 7-10 6-8

Knee height 12-16 14-20

Regarding this possible ease variation in garments Petrova [18] reinforces that it depends on the
desired fit for the style, therefore clothes of the same size can have different dimensions. So, it is
proposed a range of ease value for each body region, and during the pattern design process the right
value must be defined and tested according to the expected final result, material used and anatomical
shape of the user, in order to assure an adequate fit to the body.

3.5. Fifth stage of the process: Development of test prototypes
For the interpretation of the garments it was considered the initial phase of product design, the
improvement of comfort and the pattern design relative to the modified body. As this study aims the
development of an ergonomic garment, two ways of performing the experiments were used, as
mentioned by Iida [19]: one in the laboratory, under artificially constructed and controlled conditions;
and the other, from the observation of the phenomenon in the real conditions, in the field of research
itself. Therefore, when analyzing the body and its movements, both from the user (elderly) and from



the caregiver, during their daily interaction it is possible to better understand and comment about the
use of the products. This research involves vulnerable people, who present psychological
manifestations that affect the body, focusing on the choice of basic requirements for the comfort
condition of the product to be developed.

In a second moment of this ongoing validation process, the final garments will be produced in the
industry, in the final selected materials, fabrics, trimmings and accessories, available in the market, but
able to improve, the best way possible, the identified desired comfort variables.

4. Final Considerations
In addition to the phases presented in this paper, other stages of design will follow the process of
clothing production. These can be defined in: (1) Creation of models and elaboration of technical and
style drawings; (2) Analysis and interpretation of the models; (3) Marker planning and cut of patterns
in similar fabrics for the first assembled experiments; (4) Assembly and analysis of the models to
define the final assembly processes for each model (seams, trimmings, finishing processes); (5)
Marker planning and cut of patterns in the final selected fabrics for validation in the users body;
Assembly and analysis of the final models of clothing.

After validation of the products to be made, surveys will be applied both to users and their
caregivers, with questions about the ease of handling, openings, closures, feeling of comfort to touch,
microclimate management, aesthetics and their general experience of use. Each participant will use the
garments for the period of one month and their experience will be monitored by the research team in
both locations. The analysis of their feed-back will be used to identify adjustments and corrections in
order to improve the ergonomic quality of the products according to the objectives proposed in this
research.

Based on the characterization made of the elderly women dependent of care, it was possible to
understand the living situation of the institutionalized elderly person, their physical and psychological
conditions, with the purpose of understanding and distinguishing the subject of this research.
According to the outline of the research, we noticed that, because it is an elderly and debilitated
population, the contact with them should be greater, in order to be able to identify means that could
soften their condition of debilitation. These questions became relevant as they guide the wellbeing,
comfort and quality of life of this people.

The proposed clothing should be appropriate to its target audience, as well as observe design
attributes focused on ergonomic requirements, according to some aspects and characteristics of
psychological and sensorial comfort. In the case of the elderly, necessarily, the attention must be
greater, because besides the sensitivity of the skin, the body undergoes modifications, requiring
conformity with the new physique.
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Abstract. This paper presents some considerations regarding the scanning booth used in an 

anthropometric study done with a 3D body scanning technology. The data collected is part of a 

Ph.D. study conducted in Textile Engineering at University of Minho in Portugal, which aims 

to develop clothing for overweight and obese Portuguese children aged 2-11 years, of both 

genders. The challenges faced during data collection are described, and modifications of the 

scanning booth are proposed. It is possible to conclude that the importance of the scanning 

booth is key to an efficient anthropometric data collection, including the growth of this 

technology in the garment industry, Universities Research Institutes involved with 

anthropometric studies.  

1.  Introduction 

In Portugal, as in many countries, children's clothing design does not consider the characteristics and 

needs of those who are overweight or obese. Individuals' specific restrictions are not accommodated, 

as standards used in garment production are based on the average population body measurements. In 

the case of overweight and obese children, the measurement tables are not appropriate to their needs, 

leading to a limited product offer in the market. This results in children wearing inappropriate clothing 

according to their age, which do not have an appropriate fit to their bodies, causing discomfort, 

exclusion and even limiting their movements and quality of life. 

According to Heinrich, Carvalho, and Barroso [1] and Silveira [2], when clothing does not suit to 

user's body type and fit, it can cause discomfort and affect the user's physical and emotional well-

being. From this perspective, users' comfort is related to the adequacy of the raw materials, the styling, 

and the technique of pattern design applied according to the ergonomic criteria and the anthropometric 

measurements [2]. In the studies of Iida [3], Heinrich, Carvalho, and Barroso [1], Silveira [2], and 

Dias [4], it is stated that the apparel industry success and the increase of ergonomic clothing rely on 

the development of appropriate anthropometric studies of the targeted users, and the development of 

specific measurement tables. This would result in a better product quality as functionality, comfort, 

and usability are improved. 

Anthropometric studies aim to evaluate the body measurements of individuals [3] according to 

scientific standards and procedures [2]. In the garment sector, such studies are made through static or 

structural measurements, in the case of casual clothing; and dynamic and functional, in the case of 

sportswear [5], [2]. According to Nacif and Viebig, 2007, quoted by Capelassi [6], body 

measurements can be single evaluated or related with weight, height, skinfolds and different body 

circumferences. Also, studies can be performed in two ways: mechanically (manual), using 

anthropometers, scales, body calipers, measuring tapes, etc., or by computer systems, which provide 

three-dimensional measurements [2]. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

A manual anthropometric data collection, besides being time-consuming, does not guarantee a 

precise database for the standardization of industrial measurements [2]. However, the development of 

3D body scanners has facilitated such studies, as they allow a quick data collection and a greater 

measurement precision [7], [2], [8]. Currently, there is a considerable selection of 3D body scanners in 

the market, presenting different characteristics and advantages. The optical devices vary from light 

projectors, CCDs, and halogen, infrared or laser light [9]. 

Among several anthropometric studies carried out using 3D body scanners for clothing, it is 

possible to highlight the CAESAR (Civilian American and European Surface Anthropometry 

Resource) study, conducted between 1998 and 2000, in a partnership with government, industry and 

the Air Force of the United States. Abreu, 2008 quoted by Braga [9] notes that in such study, body 

measurements of men and women of different ages and ethnicities were used for developing 

ergonomic military uniforms. Data were collected from three different body positions, using a 3D 

scanner, measuring tapes, and body calipers [1].  

The German system Human Solutions was also a pioneer company in using 3D body scanners for 

anthropometric studies. The company is known for collecting anthropometric data from nine countries, 

aiming to validate the European standard for labeling clothes sizes (EN 13402:2006) [1]. Another 

company specialized in apparel studies is Alvanon, a mannequin manufacturer which has a database of 

more than 300,000 bodies scanned with AlvaScan laser technology. Also, Chun [7] describes other 

companies’ initiatives in using body scanning technologies, like SizeUSA, SizeUK, French National 

Size Survey and Size Korea. 

2.  Data collection  

Aiming to contribute to the development of clothing for overweight and obese children, a Ph.D. 

research is being conducted in Textile Engineering Department at University of Minho (Portugal). 

This undergoing study comprises Portuguese overweight and obese child population, ages 2-11 years, 

of both genders. Data collection was already concluded, and are currently being analyzed.  

A total of eight hundred children from eleven elementary schools and summer camps located in 

three cities in Northern Portugal (Braga, Guimaraes, and Vila Nova de Famalicao) were measured. It 

is important to highlight that not all of the eight hundred children measured are in the study target 

population, i.e., not all are overweight and obese. When gaining access to a school or a summer camp, 

all children were invited to participate. This was done aiming to avoid embarrassment and abuse by 

peers. The data collection protocol used is better described in Campos et al. [10].  

3.  The Kinect Body Imaging System  

The 3D body scanning technology used for the anthropometric data collection was KBI-Kinect Body 

Imaging system, developed by researchers from University of Texas, at Austin, and University of 

North Texas, in Danton, (USA), in order to respond to measurements needs of the apparel industry. 

The KBI system is comprised of a hardware and a software for image capture and visualization. Its 

scanning system makes use of Kinect sensor technology, launched in 2010 by Microsoft for Xbox 360 

console games. 

The KBI hardware is formed by four Kinect devices. Each device has an inbuilt infrared laser 

projector, an RGB camera, and an infrared video camera. The combination of the four devices allows 

an acquiring area of 4 m depth with an angular field of view of 30° to the right and to the left. The 

devices capture the image in three dimensions, identifying automatically body landmarks, providing 

the most important body measurements to the software for data analysis and body image visualization 

on a computer screen. The KBI system provides automatically 110 body measurements and body 

image is captured within a 1/4 seconds time frame. 

3.1.  The KBI system set-up 

A proper assembly and calibration of the KBI system is required for accuracy in data collection. The 

four devices are divided into two groups and the devices of each group are positioned one over 



 

 

 

 

 

 

another. The groups must be fixed at a minimum distance of 250 cm from one another. The lower two 

devices should be at a distance of 50 cm from the floor and the upper two at 140 cm.  

3.2.  The scanning booth  

As the hardware is not provided together with the KBI system, the user of the software must built the 

hardware, selecting the best designing of the scanning booth, yet respecting the distances mentioned 

before. 

The scanning booth used in this study was designed at University of Minho. Its structure is formed by 

aluminium metal bars, fixed to each other using braces. As the brightness can interfere in 

measurements, a black textile curtain is fixed around the structure, providing also privacy for the 

participants in the study. The scanning booth is shown in Figure 2.  

 

 
Figure 2. KBI devices’ set-up and booth structure used. 

 

4.  Discussion  

For the undergoing study with children, the KBI system was chosen due to its availability at 

University of Minho and its greater precision and speed in obtaining measurements. Among many 

advantages of the KBI system, Braganca et al. [8] affirm that it is relatively new, economical, and 

portable. Also, it does not require much space to be installed and eliminates the need of markers on the 

body of the participants, which greatly reduces the measurement time required [8].  

However, some challenges were faced during the data collection performed.  

Firstly, due to the metal structure size and weight, it was relatively difficult to transport between 

school locations. At each school, an appropriate room was requested for assembling the structure, 

being dedicated to it during the data collection period, which took in average two or three days at each 

school/summer camp.  Also, due to its size and weight, the assembly process would be easier if two 

people were involved. Furthermore, it is important to note that the booth was over dimensioned (2.2 

meters’ height) for this study, as it was designed for adult body dimensions.    

Secondly, each assembly and calibration required approximately 2,5 hours to be performed. The 

time spent in disassembling was approximately 1,5 hours. The structure is fixed by braces that must be 

screwed (Figure 3), requiring time and precision. The time required for assembling and calibration 

obstructed a fast data collection process that was also restricted due to regular school activities, e.g. 

exams, lunch break, etc.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Structure braces. 

 

Furthermore, the structure has a metal bar, close to the floor, including the entrance, requiring the 

children to pass over it to be scanned. In many occasions, even though being warned, the children 

stepped on it, unbalancing the structure and requiring the devices’ recalibration.  

Another issue, relevant for children, was the use of black curtains. These were not attractive to the 

children, causing a feeling of fear, especially to the youngest. Some of the children, when brought to 

the room, refused to enter inside the scanning booth.  

In many situations, the KBI system did not functioned properly when exposed to high 

temperatures. In cases where the room temperature reached 35ºC, the software crashed and cameras 

presented errors. Also, image was not obtained when the equipment was exposed to direct sunlight. 

The equipment must therefore be preferably installed under a controlled room temperature. 

Based on the exposed faced difficulties, a lighter, smaller and portable scanning booth design is 

proposed to be used in children’s studies. The aim of this proposal is to reduce the transportation, 

assembly/disassembly and calibration time required, and to be more attractive/acceptable by the 

children. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Scanning booth proposed. 

 

 

The following amendments are proposed: 

 decrease the height of the structure, or use a modular structure in order to meet other 

study specific needs; 

 replace the structure profiles used by tubular structures, easier to assembly; 

 remove the metal bar located at the entrance of the booth, reducing the risk of 

unbalancing; 

 replace or cover the exterior part of the black fabric curtain with a more attractive fabric 

design for the children. 

5.  Conclusions   

Anthropometric studies are not, per se, simplistic tasks. However, the 3D body scanning technologies 

have been assisting in overcoming many difficulties of such studies. In recent decades, 3D body 

scanning technologies are being applied worldwide for clothing design.  

The undergoing study aims to contribute to the design of appropriate clothing for overweight and 

obese children. To achieve that, a sample of 800 individual children, sourced from the North of 

Portugal, was measured using the KBI body scanning system. Some limitations of the hardware were 

discussed and a new proposal for the design of the booth was proposed. The following phase of the 

study will be the data analyses, aiming to identify the percentage of overweight and obese children and 



 

 

 

 

 

 

to group them according to biotypes. Additionally, measurement tables and prototypes will be 

developed.  

It is possible to emphasize many advantages of the KBI system. It is economical, portable, flexible, 

and images are sufficiently accurate for apparel studies. However, some challenges faced during the 

data collection evidence how the system could be optimized if some aspects of the scanning booth 

were taken into consideration. The proposed scanning booth aims to facilitate the transportation, 

assembly, calibration, and to be more attractive to the children, increasing the number of participants.  

As a conclusion, recommendations regarding the scanning booth structure must be provided by the 

3D body scanning systems developers, in order to make the systems more efficient and to facilitate 

their use. The scanning booth is of paramount importance for an efficient anthropometric data 

collection and for the growth of such technologies within the industry and the scientific community. 
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Abstract. The study of the body measurements of Brazilian women used the Kinect Body 
Imaging system for 3D body scanning. The result of the study aims to meet the needs of the 
apparel industry for accurate measurements. Data was statistically treated using the IBM SPSS 
23 system, with 95% confidence (P<0,05) for the inferential analysis, with the purpose of 
grouping the measurements in sizes, so that a smaller number of sizes can cover a greater 
number of people. The sample consisted of 101 volunteers aged between 19 and 62 years. A 
cluster analysis was performed to identify the main body shapes of the sample. The results 
were divided between the top and bottom body portions; For the top portion, were used the 
measurements of the abdomen, waist and bust circumferences, as well as the height; For the 
bottom portion, were used the measurements of the hip circumference and the height. Three 
sizing systems were developed for the researched sample from the Abdomen-to-Height Ratio – 
AHR (top portion): Small (AHR < 0,52), Medium (AHR: 0,52-0,58), Large (AHR > 0,58) and 
from the Hip-to-Height Ratio – HHR (bottom portion): Small (HHR < 0,62), Medium (HHR: 
0,62-0,68), Large (HHR > 0,68).   

1. Introduction 
The discussion about the dimensions of clothing sizes is an old question, with several countries still 
struggling for a consensus on the matter of the standardization of measurements. In this situation is 
also Brazil, for several reasons. The country still does not have a standardized sizing system. Among 
those reasons, are, for example, the great anthropometric variation, since the Brazilian population is a 
mixed race, the limited updated information on Brazilian anthropometric measurements and the few 
investments in technology for research. 

The anthropometric researches follow the technological evolution of 3D scanning methods, as 
these methods allow a greater number of collected data with increased reliability and precision. 
Anthropometric data, when submitted to statistical analysis, generates a reliable sizing system, which 
can be used by the apparel industry. 



	
	
	
	
	
	

The constant effort of researchers with the development of sizing systems, has as main aim, the 
definition of the ideal number of sizes, that can accommodate the greater percentage of the target 
population. These sizes, then, accurately describe the many actual sizes and shapes that can be found 
among the population of the sample [1]. These anthropometric surveys need to be developed 
individually by each country, due to the fact that body shapes differ from one continent to another.  

 
2. 3D body scanning equipment 
The equipment used for data collection is the KBI-Kinect Body Imaging system, composed of 
hardware and software that work for the capture of 3D images and, afterward, generate the main 
measurements of the dimensions of the body. The KBI system was developed by University of Texas 
and University of North Texas (USA). The system uses the Microsoft Kinects as image capture 
sensors.  

 
3. Materials and methods 
When it comes to scientific research, it is usually impossible to study the entire population of interest 
and, therefore, the researcher usually depends on sampling to obtain a subset of the population [2]. 
The results obtained by sampling can be inferred and, subsequently, applied to the entire population 
[3].  

In order to determine the population for the study, some criteria were established, such as: only 
women, Brazilian nationality, over 18 years old and enrolled at University of Minho in Portugal. The 
total sample was composed by 101 volunteers (n=101), aged between 19 and 62 years. Data regarding 
this sample was collected in the period between June and September 2016, in Portugal. 

In total, 36 variables of body measurements were selected for the data analysis, however, some key 
variables were selected, namely: height, bust circumference, waist circumference, abdomen 
circumference and hip circumference. These variables are of great importance for the sizing of 
clothing. 

A multivariate data analysis was conducted in order to reduce the number of variables and to detect 
the structure of the relations between them. The cluster analysis is an exploratory technique of data 
analysis, with the purpose of grouping objects based on their characteristics [2]. 

A cluster analysis was performed to identify the body dimensions of the sample. Specific 
descriptive analyses were developed to better present the data on each occasion. All statistical analyses 
were performed with the IBM SPSS 23 system, with 95% confidence (P<0,05) for the inferential 
analysis. 

Initially, outliers were detected, and their probability was analysed based on the Mahalanobis 
distance [2], which resulted in the exclusion of two cases and, consequently, this analysis was 
performed with a reduced sample (n=99). In this work, it was used the hierarchical clustering 
algorithm of complete linkage, in which the similarity of clusters is based on the maximum distance 
between the observations in each cluster. This method generates more compact solutions and has been 
considered the most appropriate for different applications [4].  

 
4. Results 
Three clusters were pre-established in order to obtain the sizes small (S), medium (M) and large (L), 
whose logic has shown excellent results in distinguishing clusters in other studies Hsu, [5]; Peña, et al. 
[6]. The Abdomen-to-Height Ratio – AHR as well as the Hip-to-Height Ratio – HHR were used as 
variables to determine the clusters of the top and bottom body portions, respectively. 

As a way to validate the clustering solution, a validity of criteria was established from an analysis 
of variance (ANOVA), with the post hoc Tukey’s HSD test. In this way, the differences between the 
clusters for key variables were statistically tested in the top body portion (bust, abdomen and waist 
circumferences) and in the bottom body portion (hip circumference), as proposed by Hair Jr, et al. [2], 
since they are very important measurements for the design and manufacture of clothing. All the 
variables of this analysis met the assumption of homogeneity of the variances (Levene’s Test, 
P>0,05). The average and the percentiles 5 (P5) and 95 (P95) were used to represent the clusters. 



	
	
	
	
	
	

In order to better represent the clusters in the sample analysed, the variables of height, abdomen 
circumference and hip circumference were used in the calculation of the indices for the top (AHR) and 
bottom body portions (HHR). 

Singly, these variables did not present autocorrelation and, therefore, were combined in indices of 
easy calculation. This proposal differs from previous investigations that use height as the primary 
dimension of control and the bust and/or hip circumferences as secondary dimensions [7], [8].  

The partitioning technique has grouped the data into three groups, which are significantly different 
between them. The three body types in the sample were the small (S), medium (M) and large (L) sizes, 
as shown in Table 1. A complementary ANOVA showed significant differences between all pairs of 
clusters (F2, 96>4,8; P<0,05) for the AHR and HHR and for important body measurements of the top 
body portion (circumferences of the abdomen, waist and bust) and bottom body portion (hip), but not 
for height, where some pairs of clusters were similar.  
 

Table 1. Variables in the clusters for the top and bottom body portions (n = 99) 
Variables Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 

TOP    
Size of grouping n=24 n=39 n=36 
Sizes Large Medium Small 
AHR* 0,62 (0,58-0,68) 0,55 (0,52-0,58) 0,50 (0,45-0,52) 
Height 162,4 (150,7-170,8) 162,2 (153,0-170,0) 165,7 (156,7-178,0) 
Abdomen girth * 100,5 (91,8-114,0) 88,8 (82,9-96,1) 82,2 (72,0-89,6) 
Waist girth * 88,2 (77,8-100,0) 78,4 (69,6-86,0) 70,4 (61,9-80,5) 
Bust girth * 106,0 (94,9-122,0) 98,0 (89,2-110,6) 90,2 (78,8-99,7) 

BOTTOM    
Size of grouping n=10 n=52 n=37 
Sizes Large Medium Small 
HHR* 0,72 (0,69-0,79) 0,65 (0,62-0,68) 0,59 (0,55-0,62) 
Height 163,0 (150,0-170,0) 161,7 (151,0-171,0) 166,3 (157,9-178,0) 
Hip girth * 117,7 (114,5-132,5) 105,1 (97,3-114,1) 98,0 (89,4-104,3) 

          Values reported by mean and percentiles (P5-P95). * Significant difference between all paired comparisons (P <0,05) 
 
4.1 Results of the top body portion 
For the top body portion, the largest proportion was allocated in cluster 2 (n=39), corresponding to the 
size M. The second largest distribution was that of cluster 3 (n=36), which is the size S. The last 
cluster (n=24) represented the size L.  

The clusters 1 and 2 presented similarities regarding height (P>0,05), but were distinguished in the 
measurements of the abdomen, waist and bust circumferences (P<0,05). 

Cluster 3 (S) was composed of taller women, however, with smaller measurements concerning the 
abdomen, waist and bust circumferences than the other clusters (P<0,05).  

A scatter graph displaying the relationship between the height and the abdomen circumference is 
shown in Figure 1. The graphs were developed in the MedCalc 16.8.4 (MedCalc Software bvba, 
Belgium). 
 

 
 



	
	
	
	
	
	

 
Figure 1. Scatter graph of the relationship between the height and the abdomen circumference of the 
Brazilian women (n=99), derived from the clustering based on the Abdomen-to-Height Ratio (AHR). 

 
4.2 Results of the bottom body portion 
The results shown in table 1, for the bottom body portion, show that the majority of women (n=52) 
formed cluster 2, of size M. 

The second largest cluster was 3 (n=37), corresponding to size S, and, finally, the third was cluster 
1 (n=10), representing size L.  

In the same way as with the results obtained for the top body portion, clusters 1 and 2 presented a 
similar height (P>0,05), but differed in the measurement of the hip circumference (P<0,05). 

Cluster 3 (S) was composed of taller women, however, with smaller measurements concerning the 
hip circumference than the other clusters 

A scatter graph displaying the relationship between the height and the hip circumference is shown 
in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. Scatter graph of the relationship between the height and the hip circumference of the 
Brazilian women (n=99), derived from the clustering based on the Hip-to-Height Ratio (HHR). 



	
	
	
	
	
	

 
Based on the cluster analysis and being the differences confirmed through ANOVA, the following 

profiles were proposed, based on the AHR and HHR, for the top and bottom body portions: sizes S, M, 
L, as shown on Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Classification profile of the body types of the Brazilian students (n = 99). 

Sizes Top Bottom 

Small AHR < 0,52 HHR < 0,62 
Abdomen < 89,6 Waist < 80,5 Bust < 99,7 Hip < 104,3 

Medium 0,52 < AHR > 0,58 0,62 < HHR > 0,68 
82,9 < Abdomen < 96,1 69,6 < Waist < 86,0 89,2 < Bust < 110,6 97,3 < Hip < 114,1 

Large AHR > 0,58 HHR > 0,68 
Abdomen > 91,8 Waist > 77,8 Bust > 94,9 Hip > 114,1 

 
5. Discussion 
The study presented results for the sizing of clothing divided into three categories, namely, small, 
medium and large. Usually, the industry uses more clothing sizes with the objective of serving all its 
customers, however, in this specific case, since the sample was reduced (n=99), if more divisions of 
size were made, the sample in each would be very small, impairing, consequently, the final result. 

The three body types in the sample, the sizes S, M and L, present the possible values of the bust, 
waist and abdomen circumferences for each of the sizes, being that the values may overlap, especially 
in intermediate measurements. 

Since it is a case study involving Brazilian women living in Portugal, it cannot be stated that the 
result is representative for the entire population of women living in Brazil. Future studies with a larger 
sample of Brazilian women can use the same methodology to obtain results that are representative of 
the population. 
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Abstract. By means of scanning technology we have got new information about the
morphology of male bodies and have redistricted the classification of men’s underwear by
adopting one to consumer demands. To build the new classification in accordance with male
body characteristic factors of lower torso, we make the method of underwear designing which
allow to get the accurate and convenience for consumers products.

1. Introduction
Contemporary design and labeling of men’s underwear based only on the main body sizes (such as
waist and hip girth, height) and age (for children, adults, elderly). Consumer demands need more
information about specific features and construction of underwear to be sure about wearing comfort
and suit especially in waist and crotch areas [1]. On the other side, the contemporary fashion is
considering and combining two styles of trousers and underwear to get fashionable and good-looking
image of men [2]. Closely fitting trousers, especially skinny, should be equipped by underwear with
shaping or compressive functions [3-5]. So, the anthropometric and methodological data bases should
be renewed to design more comfortable and with many functions contemporary underwear.

2. Experiment steps

2.1. Schedule of body dimensions for classification
We have measured 60 Chinese males (19...25 year old) by Vitus Smart XXL 3D body scanner.

Table 1. Male body sizes, cm

Parameter

Body sizes

Height Waist
girth Hip girth

Body rise
(waist to crotch

level)

Navel to
crotch level

Hip girth -
waist girth

Average 177.2 ± 10.0 75.2 ± 5.7 94.1 ± 4.8 32.2 ± 2.0 26.1 ± 0.9 18.9 ± 4.0
Range 161.2...206.7 64.2...92.5 93.6...114.1 28.3...36.0 20...31.7 8.4...29.4

Figure 1a shows the differences existing between 13 joining cross-sections taken from scanned bodies
with the same waist and hip girth. So, to present the morphological features of real bodies’ new
combination of body dimensions should be established.



a b
Figure 1. Vertical and horizontal cross-sections (a) and new body dimensions to express the shape of
genitals and hip bulge (b)

To decrease the number of indexes, we developed new approach of lower torso classification for
underwear design. Firstly, based on the method of body type classification by the difference between
bust and waist girth according with the Chinese GB/T 1335.1-2008 Standard sizing systems for men
garments [6-8], we used the same principle to classify. We calculated the difference between hip girth
(HG 7520) and waist girth (WG 6510) and then divided all male lower torsos into 3 types — A, B, C.
The average value of HG - WG is 18.9 cm, standard deviation is 4 cm. So, we established 3 intervals
that based on types A, B, C as now, but we added the sub-types such as I, II, III, IV, V, VI.

Secondly, we proposed some new dimensions (figure 1b) to express the morphology of front (0620
is distance between more prominent point of belly and vertical, 0670 is distance between more
prominent point of genitals and vertical) and buttock (0530 is distance between waist back point and
vertical, 0540 is distance between buttock points and vertical).

2.2. Way of new classification
We used the next body dimensions as the base of new classification: For the volume of front and back,
we selected the horizontal distance in figure 1b to calculate. DGR can describe the position between
genitals and belly bulge. By this way we can determine the value of genitals bulge, adjust the
waistband and bulge value into construction of front insert in pattern block. VF can describe the
volume of genitals (length of front insert), we take the straight-line distance of body rise as reference
to calculate index VF. DBH can describe the position between the waist concave and the hip bulge, we
can determine the value of hip. VB can describe the volume of hip (length of back).

Table 2. Explanations of new classification index

Male lower torso profile Index
DGR is difference 0670 - 0620 as the value of
waist front to the peak point of genitals bulge.
During -0.9 ... 2.4 cm, the average value is 0.58
cm, standard deviation is 0.67 cm. We divided the
range of DGR into 3 intervals: (1) < -0.1 cm, (2) -
0.1 ... 1.3 cm, (3) > 1.3 cm. In investigated group
10 males have had negative values, 50 males have
positive values.

VF is difference CLF - BR, during 6.5 ... 12.4 cm,
average is 9.4 cm, standard deviation is 1.1 cm,
so we divided into 3 intervals, there are (1) < 8.3
cm, (2) 8.3 ... 10.5 cm, (3) > 10.5 cm.



DBH is difference 0530 - 0540 as the value of
waist back arc to the peak point of hip back.
During 1.1 ... 8.8 cm, the average value is 3.83
cm, standard deviation is 1.55 cm, We divided the
value into 3 intervals based on the range, there are
(1) < 2.1 cm, (2) 2.1 ... 5.5 cm, (3) > 5.5 cm.

VB is difference CLB – BR, during 3.6 … 11.3
cm, average is 7.1 cm, standard deviation is 1.5
cm. We divided the range into 3 intervals, there
are (1) < 6.2 cm, (2) 6.2 ... 8.8 cm, (3) > 8.8 cm.

We divided all bodies into 3 levels (table 3). The range of CLF is 35.8 ... 46.9 cm, the average
value is 41.6 cm, and the standard deviation is 2.5 cm. The range of CLB is 34.1 ... 44.2 cm, the
average value is 39.3 cm, and the standard deviation is 2.2 cm.

Table 3. New classification based on the new body sizes

Levels of
classification Torso features Dimensions Calculations Index

1st Total sizes HG, WG Δ = HG - WG Type A, B, C

2nd Genitals bulge DGR, CLF, BR DGR = 0670 - 0620;
VF = CLF - BR Group I,II, III

3rd Buttock bulge DBH, CLB, BR DBH = 0530 - 0540;
VB = CLB - BR Group IV,V,VI

Using the dimensions from Tables 1-3, we divided all 60 bodies in accordance with new approach.
Table 5 shows the examples of body’s identification by means of new classification.

Table 4. Range of new classification of male torsos, cm

Types and ranges
Std. Dev.

First level A (Small) B (Medium) C (Large)

HG, cm HG < 89 89 ≤ HG ≤ 97 HG > 97 -

Δ, cm < 15 15 ≤ (HG – WG) ≤ 23 > 23 ± 4

Second level I II III -

DGR, cm 0 0 ≤ DGR ≤ 1.3 > 1.3 ± 0.6

VF, cm < 8.3 8.3 ≤ VF ≤ 10.5 > 10.5 ± 1.1

Third level IV V VI -

DBH, cm <2.1 2.1 ≤ DBH ≤ 5.5 > 5.5 ± 1.5

VB, cm < 6.2 6.2 ≤ VB ≤ 8.8 > 8.8 ± 1.5

Total Proportions, 13 ... 16 69 ... 77 10 ... 15 -



%

Table 5. Examples of male torso identification

Type A-I-IV Type B-II-V Type B-III-V

HG: 88.7
Δ: 10.7

DGR: -0.1
VF: 6.5

DBH: 2.0
VB: 5.9

HG: 92.1
Δ: 19.4
DGR: 1.1
VF: 10.0
DBH: 2.3
VB: 7.4

HG :95.1
Δ: 22.2
DGR: 1.7
VF: 10.6
DBH: 5.6
VB: 6.4

2.3. Pattern block designing
We have developed the new method of the pattern block designing of underwear and have selected the
reasonable ease allowance of knitted materials according to the new classification [9]. Figure 2 shows
the example of underwear pattern block that was build by the dimensions /4-6/, /6’-15/ (according with
First level from Table 4), length /24-25/ (genitals bulge), /17-15/ and curve /15-23/ (according with
Second level) and the length (back crotch width) /10-1/, curve /4-10/ (according with Third level).

a b

Figure.2 Basic pattern block of underwear: a - back, b - front [9]

3. Conclusion
Based on these main indexes, we have classified the male lower torsos into special groups with its
morphology characteristics. Also we have prepared the recommendations how to design the underwear
pattern block for different types of bodies, to choose the structure of underwear with more reasonable
and satisfy characteristics in accordance with the male body morphology. Furthermore, the new
classification could help consumer to choose the underwear that can be labeled by new way.
Next step we will include 3D simulation try-on.
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Abstract. This article deals with the creative and cognitive process of the creative work from 

the aspect of fashion design. It is examined through the Cognitive-Apperceptive-Limn process 

(The CAL), analysing the stages of design work referring to prominent literature, and discussing 

exciting theories, such the FLOW and the AHA effects are, and the neuro aesthetic theory. 

Setting them into a new context, the article offers a fresh approach of a designer, rather than a 

scientific statement based on pragmatic findings. Since theories on artistic performance and 

creativity can never be enough ‘empirical’, and the process can be never understood enough 

well…  

1.  Introduction 
Creativity and fantasy are unique human activities, based upon subjective ideals. They rise few 

questions: How the cognitive process is determined by visual aspects?  What is the physiological 

pathway that ensures the connection between the vision and the hand drove drawing tool? What is that 

appears in on the paper, as a manifestation of the pure idea? Yet, whose competence is to identify, what 
from is the effect, flowing as an invisible substance between the artwork and the host made up? A few 

years ago I tried to discuss such dilemmas, with few of my psychologist friends. For example: How the 

inspiration is transmitted into artwork? I got from them puzzled answers as first aid, such as: "In most 
cases, artists are not interrogated on the nation of their ideas.” [1]  

Psychological research claims designers are hypersensitive, impulsive, socially aloof, introverted, 

and nonconforming person. [2] This kind of ‘deviancy’ is characteristic for every artist or designer. If 
so, then food for thought is, if maintaining the productivity of the designer by squeezing him/her within 

the theoretical process of creative product development is not an absurd requirement applied in order 

to set control on the artistic genius? 

In this paper research objectives of the cognitive-creative and the mental-manual procedure will be 
examined according to the process of Cognition-Apperception and Limn (limn = draw, design, paint, 

sketch, used instead of these words): The CAL. 

2.  Art and the brain 
Art is a subjective field of human activities that reflects one’s experience, knowledge, preference, and 

emotions. Balthasar Gracian (1601-1658), Spanish-born Jesuit priest says: "Art is the completion 

of nature, as it were a second Creator..." Art, as an interpretation of the existence, means all the artistic 

activities resulting material or spiritual product. However, whose competence is to identify, what from 
is the effect made up, flowing as invisible substance between the artwork and the host? [1] 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

2.1.  The process of creative cognition 

The adult human brain weighs on average 1, 2 (♀) - 1, 4 (♂) kg, and can be held in the palm of the hand. 

It “can contemplate the vastness of interstellar space, the meaning of itself, (and) it asks questions about 

the meaning of its own existence, and about the nature of God.”(Ramachandran, 2010) It is made up of 
neurons: there are approximately 100 billion of them. Since each makes about 1000 to 10 000 contacts 

with the others, the total number of permutations and combinations of the brain activity exceeds the 

number of elementary particles in the Universe.  
Fantasy and imagination are half-subconscious, uncontrollable activities of the brain, manifested in 

intensive and fully ‘private’ communication of the frontal and back part. A kind of daydreaming: the 

“errors” of perception (inability to focus), cognition (a mixture of taught) and apperception result in 

diverse ideas, upon which the new products, or the artworks are born. (Figure 1.) 

Figure 1: The process of creative cognition 

Where does creativity does come from? Where does it happen in the brain? Some of the concepts 

argue that evolution of the human culture and sociality, and increased development of hierarchical social 

grouping, effected changes in neural regions and their pathways. [3] Specific areas of the brain 

responsible for the apperceptive, creative and cognitive functions has been identified.  
About 70% of our knowledge is visually driven. The largest system in the brain is the visual system 

(eye, optic nerve, visual cortex and LGN with 6 areas within the thalamus). Differences in the size of 

parts of the brain and the pathways will determine how the brain will respond to any visual information. 
Research conceptualize cognitive functions as hierarchically ordered. At the top of the hierarchy are 

the cerebral cortex (top of the lobe), and the prefrontal cortex (frontal lobes), responsible for perception 

of the coloured objects, decision making, and memory, and here are located nuclei of “mirror neurons”. 

In particular, the orbitofrontal cortex (located approximately behind the eyebrows) which is involved in 
the cognitive processing of decision-making. [4] The hypothalamus is responsible, by the others, for the 

memory. In the handling of the emotions, the left and right amygdalae play an important role assisting 

in the processing of memories, decision-making, and emotional reactions. The left takes part in the 
brain's reward system (positive emotions, joy, euphoria, and pleasure), in operative cognition, 

associative learning, and short-term memory. The right is associated with negative emotions, and 

declarative (long-term) memory. The improved skills are considered to be part of this. (Figure 2) The 
spread of new ideologies, such as fashion, is based on this processes. (Figure 3.) 

2.2.  The perceptual process: The top-down vs. bottom-up processing approach 

Perception depends on the perceiver's expectations and previous knowledge as well as the information 

available in the stimulus. There are two theories on this: by the theory of top-down processing (Richard 
Gregory, 1970) perception is a “best guess” (such hypothesis) which is based on prior knowledge. 



 

 
 

 

 

 

Incorrect inferences may be created leading to several ‘errors’ of perception. For the visually sensitive 

brain ‘errors of the perception and cognition’ are the source of inspiration. In design theory, the top-

down approach is called stepwise design. The essence of the method is the breaking down to sub-systems 

and reducing to base elements (decomposition, imaginative process). The bottom-up processing 

approach claims that information enters the eyes in one direction (sensory input, or the "bottom"), and 

is then turned into an image by the brain. "What you see is what you get." (E.J Gibson)  From the aspect 

of the design theory, it is an information-centred process, maintained by the incoming data which are 
processed, and further analysed by the cognition: the smaller elements are linked together, built in a 

large system (composition, cognitive process.) In fashion design both processing are present. 

Figure 2: Functions of the brain which play role in creativity 

Figure 3: The spread of new ideas 



 

 
 

 

 

 

3.  The 3 types of fashion drawing for 4 steps of the product development in fashion industry 

Based on the general methodology, the process product development in fashion is considered in 4 steps: 

1. Market research and idea generation, a Cognitive phase, with the dominance of the bottom-up 

approach. 
2. Screening can be considered as Cognitive phase, with a bottom-up approach. 

3. Concept development is a Cognitive-Apperceptive part of the process, in which the top-down vs. 

bottom-up processing are as well present. Designing of the product range is a stage of realisation of the 
‘immaterial’: a stage of crafting and creation which can be hardly finished by computer (thus, designer 

faces the challenges in representing of the ideas) is over more a “manual” phase of the work, when the 

Limn and the top-down approach are dominant.  

4. Product development and commercialization are Cognitive, bottom-up approached. (Figure 3) 

Figure 4: The 4 steps of the creative product development in fashion industry 

3.1.  Types of fashion drawing applied in the process of product development 

Generally speaking, there are three types of fashion drawings, which can be considered as phases of the 
progress of the idea. (Figure 4)  

Phase 1: Thumbnail sketch is a quick, freehand sketch that tracks the evolution of the first idea, 

usually found in the context of many others. Can be made by different tools (marker, pen, aquarelle, 
pencil, etc.). It can be hardly made by CAD.  

Figure 5: The 3 types of fashion drawing 



 

 
 

 

 

 

Phase 2: Fashion illustration (artwork) is a detailed drawing of the garment on a figure, usually 

made in full colour, used to communicate a design idea. Can be made both by hand or CAD.  

Phase 3: Fashion flats (technical drawings) are the illustration of the garment without figure, and 

are used generally in garment spec sheets, or submitted to my manufacturer in order to prepare the 
sample prototypes. Can be made by hand or with CAD too. 

4.  The CAL: Side notes to neuro aesthetic theory from the aspect of the creative process  

Maria Silvia Venturini Fendi said: The designer feels visionary while designing.” While ranking an 

artwork, artistic performance or concept, the Critics will consider them if were writing some compound 
formula! At the end of the complex train of thought, the result is usually replaced by the ‘expression’. 

What is desiring to communicate, exploiting artists as such mediums? Whose competence is to identify, 

what from is the effect made up, that’s flowing as invisible substance between the artwork and the host?  

4.1.  The FLOW effect 

An artist must be completely in-tune with the artwork in order to enrich its creation. [5] As the artwork 

progresses, so does the artist. This mental state is called FLOW (Csíkszentmihályi, 2015), in which “a 
person performing an activity is fully immersed in a feeling of energized focus, full involvement, and 

enjoyment in the process of the activity. In essence, flow is characterized by complete absorption in what 

one does.” [6]  FLOW can be considered as the main mover engine of the artistic (designer) activities: 

this mood is flowing through the pathways of the brain managing the different regions during the CAL 
process. It is a top-down process, when prior knowledge, suddenly indicates, incorrect inferences 

(‘errors’ of perception), and the decrease of the attention result in unexpected associations. In the manual 

drawing, mistakes are also the source of fresh ideas. FLOW can hardly be accompanied with digital 
tools because their managing (drawing of different objects, handling their preferences, shaping, 

colouring, and applying different patterns on them, making a combination of objects to get the entire 

silhouette, etc.) is over more Cognitive in nature. The manual work conveys the free stream of the ideas. 

(Figure 1.) 

Figure 6: The FLOW effect vs. the AHA effect while working 

4.2.  The AHA effect 

The effect known as the sudden appearance of solving a problem is called AHA effect. This occurs in 4 

of insights: 1. Suddenness: the experience is surprising and immediate; 2. Ease: matched to the 
difficulties experienced before, the solution proceeds smoothly and easily; 3. Positive affect: insights 

produce confident experience; 4. The feeling of being right: to judge the solution as being true and have 

confidence in this judgment. The AHA effect can be associated with the bottom-up processing approach, 
a data-driven process of problem-solving. It is motivated by a positive experience of a problem solved.  



 

 
 

 

 

 

4.3.  The neuroesthetic theory 

Neuroesthetics (Zeki, 1998 and Ramachandran-Hirstein, 1998) associates the (neuro-)psychological 

research with aesthetics by examining issues as “response (of the brain) to art, as well as interactions 

with objects and scenes that evoke an intense feeling, often of pleasure." It combines the theoretical with 
the scientific approach, striving to explain art as a logical, and evolutionary rational phenomenon, 

striving to combine principles from perceptual psychology, evolutionary biology, neurological deficits, 

and functional brain anatomy in order to explain the evolutionary sense of beauty as the essence of art. 
(Zeki, 1998). [7] The theory of V.S. Ramachandran and William Hirstein summarize the process in 

“Eight laws of artistic experience”. (1. Peak shift principle, 2. Perceptual grouping and binding, 3. 

Orderliness, 4. Symmetry, 5. Contrast extraction, 6. Isolation of a single module, 7. Perceptual problem 

solving and 8. Abhorrence of coincidences. [7]) The great interest on this theory involved the rapid 
evolution of parallel concepts on the matter of visual perception. However, principles similar to these 

eight are already in use, and are known as “Elements and principles of art”.  

5.  Evaluation of manual drawing vs. CAD regarding the neuro aesthetical theory 
The latest 'pull that lever'-type, idea-generation-designer is believing that designers can easily arrange 

product ranges and that the collection can be created faster than ever by using of the CAD, and the on-

line mood board-assisting tools. Instead of in-depth study work, immediate sharing of the primary ideas 
– such concept-germs – by the popular tools, and collaborative work through web-based brainstorming 

and mind mapping applications, became over more popular. In most of the job advertisements, the 

preferable future employee needs to have colour and fabrics trend researching knowledge, understanding 

of the fit and the construction, and to be proficient in using of CAD programs such as Adobe Photoshop 
and Adobe Illustrator, seldom Corel Draw. Almost never is asked whether he/she can manually draw. 

And this is a mistake! 

Figure 7: Analysis of the qualities of the sketch, fashion artwork, and technical drawing 

A frequent reason why these are skipped is the manual ungainliness of the designer: drawing of 

artworks with a computer is a common choice of the starters lacking manual dexterities. (Figure 5)  
‘Syndrome’ that goods offered on the fashion (mass) market became simple, and often very similar, 

became remarkable in the last 10-15 years. Articles started to report about unsellable, uncreative 

products with the identical preferences and tedious design, lacking artistic quality. Time for the 
development of the product range became reduced, contrary to the growth of the quantitative and 

qualitative market expectations (influence of Fast Fashion).  Time for designing a collection, 



 

 
 

 

 

 

maintaining the evolution of the creative idea, became limited: time for preparing hand-drawn fashion 

illustrations or artistic fashion flats, driven by the power of the very first idea, considered being 

unnecessary and sufficient products, useless crops of the selfish artistic fulfilment, seem to be gone. (An 

often argument for their needless, is they will never be used for any promotional proposal, and do not 
maintain the better quality of the product.) However, as we’ve seen, they’re the embodiment of the 

creative idea and play important role in the design and product development process. 

6.  Conclusion 
Running a fashion business in today’s challenging and competitive climate is a lot harder and less 

glamorous than two decades ago and demand for talented designers is bigger than before. Since many 

young want to be a designer, numerous design schools offer a degree. Regarding the harsh market 

competition, most of the courses focus on the business and production side of the training, as opposed 
to the design/creative part. Time left for the development of the manual dexterities become shortened. 

Digital tools, which make the design process fastener, more adaptive, and electronically communicable, 

became preferred. But, avoidance of the manual process cause ‘gaps’ within the creative process, 
resulting attributes different than processed manually, based on the previous, in-depth study work, when 

objects and their reality are analysed in detail, and afterward transmitted into their imaginative form...  

Young professionals of the digital age, hardly understand the importance of manual dexterities and 
the significance of the study work. Avoidance of the traditional, hand-drawing techniques is in most 

cases explained by their comfort and fastness of the CAD ones, encouraged by the companies. However, 

it means a section within the design process is skipped, having a remarkable impact on the look of the 

final design, quality of the product, and context of the product range. (Figure 7) Not the usage of the 
CAD is offensive but its significant influence on the final design. (Figure 7) 

Analysis of the cognitive process and qualities of the artwork certifies that different brain regions 

and pathways are responsible for the management of the manually driven tools in contrast to the 
computer aided ones. This can be also associated with the completely different experiences during the 

creative process, such as AHA and FLOW [6] experience are. Regarding these theories, this article 

pretended to analyse the cognitive creative process of the fashion design, it’s neurological and 

neuroesthetic background responsible for the method applied during the work, the type of fashion 
drawing created, and at the end: the final look and the quality of the garment.  
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Abstract: In this paper are presented the phases for improving from an aesthetic point of view
a clothing item, the jacket respectively, with a straight cut for women using software design
patterns, computerised graphics and textile different modern technologies including: industrial
embroidery, digital printing, sublimation. In the first phase a documentation was prepared in
the Ethnographic Museum of Transylvania from Cluj Napoca where more traditional motifs
were selected specific to Transylvania etnographic region and were reintepreted and stylized
whilst preserving the symbolism and color range specified to the area. For the styling phase
was used CorelDraw vector graphics program that allows changing the shape, size and color of
the drawings without affecting the identity of the pattern. In the patterns design phase Gemini
CAD software was used and for the modeling and model development Optitex software was
used. The part for garnishing the model was performed using Embrodery machine software
reproducing the stylized motif identically. In order to obtain a significantly improved aesthetic
look and an added artistic value the pattern chosen for the jacket was done using a combination
of modern textile technologies. This has allowed the realization of a particular texture on the
surface of the designed product, demonstrating that traditional patterns can be reintepreted in
modern clothing

1. Introduction
The variety of the traditional clothing pieces and the complexity of the decorative motifs became
valuable inspirational sources for fashion designers. [1]

In traditional descriptions, the embroidery represents the emphasized sewing by specific
compositions with an aesthetic role of certain surfaces decoration highlighted by documentation and
illustrated by personal fashion products.

Any image or drawing can be converted to embroidery through the programming of machines, so
the ones that are part of this fascinating and boosted towards the art ranks field, will always have the
creative freedom. [2]

2. The experimental part
In this paper we present steps to improve the aesthetics of a garment, specifically the straight
silhouette jacket for women, using pattern design software, computer graphics and different modern
textile technologies including: industrial embroidery, digital printing, sublimation. Romanian



traditional clothes are characterized by unity and continuity, the unity comes from the features of the
traditional clothes across the country, such as the composition of the garment, the raw material from
which the pieces of clothing are made, the cut, color or stitching points, and the continuity is
represented by the clothes' evolution over the years. [3]

The chromatic of Romanian folk costumes is characterized by harmony and freshness, with colors
being combined aesthetically.

Fig. 1: Processing the graphic design in Paint

The documentation for this project was done at the Ethnographic Museum of Transylvania in Cluj-
Napoca [4]. The traditional Romanian pattern was selected based on several studies, the pattern itself
was styled and reinterpreted in a modern manner, but the shape characteristics (diamonds, rectangles,
triangles) and composition (how modules are combined) were kept, to maintain the authenticity of the
pattern. The graphic design processing was done in Paint Net (Fig. 1) [5].

Fig. 2: Processing the pattern in CorelDraw-a

Fig. 3: Processing the pattern in CorelDraw-b



Fig. 3: Processing the pattern in CorelDraw-c

The pattern reason was stylized in several variations in size and color, and after one variation was
chosen, the pattern was digitized using the CorelDRAW graphics program.

Figure 2 (a, b, c) shows the steps in processing the pattern, using the CorelDraw program which
allows for the shape and the size of the drawing to be changed, and offers a wide range of colors
allowing us to stylize the drawings. The printing was done on a Azon Tex Pro printer which can be
used as a replacement for screen printing or heat transfer.

Fig. 3: The Azon Tex Pro printer [6]

Fig. 4: The print

The embroideries, decorating the garments help maintain the unity of the Romanian folk
costume. The threads used to decorate the costume pieces are wool, floss silk, cotton, silk



plant. The crucial part was how the ornament was arranged on white fabric, thus providing a
balance between the different ornamental fields, aesthetically pleasing. [5]

Fig. 7: Embroidery machine Happy [7] [8] [9]

After the digitization phase we went on to embroiding the model on the jacket with the help of the
embroidery machine Happy, from S.C. CONFIDEX S.R.L Oradea. [8] [9]

The embroided model was done with the help of the software BERNINA Embroidery Software
Designer Plus. The software used for creating the the embroideries on the jacket integrates the
professional software CorelDraw Graphics Suite X6( Corel PHOTO-PAINTTM, powerTRACETM,
Corel Website CreatorTM, Corel CONNECTTM, PhotoZoom Pro 2 and ConceptShareTM), this is the
one that helps us create the desired model in vector version, the transformation in embroidery model
being very easy just by a simple click. This software allows exporting the model to any type of homely
or industrial embroidery machine regardless of brand.

In (Figure 8) is presented the pattern for the jacket, and in (Figure 9) the final product of the jacket.

Fig. 8: Jacket pattern Fig. 9: Jacket – final product

Conclusions
 The paper highlights the possibility of using Romanian traditional motifs that can be applied to

various textile supports using modern technologies while keeping their degree of authenticity.
These modern technologies allow a mix between old and new, combining the creative aspects with



those of technology, they can be stylized and reinterpreted in different programs, graphics,
embroidery, keeping the shape and size of designs and color palette.

 At the same time it was meant to  transpose the plane forms of products clothing patterns from 2D
made with different Optitex systems in 3D which is a laborious activity that requires knowing the
possibilities of changing patterns according to the changes of the human body shape and material
characteristics.
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Abstract. Brand loyalty is an important term that defines the relationship between customer
and it is important for the retailers to have a large loyal customer base. Specifically, sportswear
products seem to be one of the most convenient apparel product categories to develop loyalty
for the consumers. In this study, it was aimed to analyse the profile of sportswear consumers
and their loyalty towards the leading sportswear retailers in Turkey. For this aim, a survey was
conducted among 190 participants aged between 18 and 40, and the socio-demographic
characteristics of the consumers were explored. The results revealed that more than half of the
participants (54.74%) identified themselves as loyal customers in terms of sportswear products.
The loyal consumers stated that they would continue to buy from these brands in the future and
recommend to others. Expressing the reason for loyalty, the majority of the participant related
their loyalty to the satisfying products offered by this brand. However, the participants seem
likely to switch to the other brands if the other brands offer attractive promotions.

1. Introduction
Brand loyalty is an important term that defines the relationship between customer and brand and
expresses the extent to which customers feel that they are in synchronization with the brand [1]. Aaker
defines [2] brand loyalty as a situation which reflects how likely a customer will be to switch to
another brand, especially when that brand makes a change, either in price or in product features.
Defined as above, brand loyalty was analysed as one of the major component of brand equity by
several researchers [3-6].

It is important for the retailers to have a large loyal consumer base. The loyalty enables the
consumers to develop habits such as making purchases from the same brand or same retailer and as
consumers become more loyal, they do not prefer to assess the other alternatives such as lower price,
attractive promotions and they are less likely to switch to other rivals. On the other hand, some
product categories are more convenient for the consumers to develop loyalty. For instance being
highly functional and technology intensive products, sportswear is one category of apparel products
for which the consumers usually make their decision considering the brands.

However, studies exploring the brand loyalty of consumers to apparel products particularly
sportswear products are quite limited. Competing in a harsh environment, the sportswear brands and
retailers should find out level of loyalty of their consumers and the approaches of consumers towards
sportswear products.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the profile of sportswear consumers and their loyalty
towards the leading sportswear retailers in Turkey. For this aim, the socio-demographic characteristics
of the consumers including gender, age, education level, income level, sportswear purchasing
frequency, ratio of monthly income shared to sportswear purchasing and ratio of sportswear purchases
in whole apparel purchases were explored and their distribution based on the consumers’ loyalty was
analysed.



2. Method
A survey was prepared including questions about socio-demographic characteristics and brand loyalty
of the consumers. The most frequently purchased sportswear brands of the consumers were questioned
and their thoughts about loyalty towards these brands were analysed. The questions measuring
consumers’ brand loyalty were adopted from the previous studies [4-6]. The survey was conducted
among 190 participants aged between 18 and 40 and the results were analysed statistically.

3. Result
A total of 190 responses were analysed and Table 1 below demonstrates the number of participants
and their percentages in terms of gender, age, education level and monthly income level.

Table 1: Socio-demographic characteristics of the participants.
No. of

participant
%

of participant

Gender Female 86 54.7
Male 104 45.3

Age

18-23 125 65.8
24-29 54 28.4
30-35 9 4.7
36 and above 2 1.1

Education
level

Secondary school 1 0.5
High school 15 7.9
Undergraduate student 123 64.7
Undergraduate 38 20.0
Graduate student 8 4.2
Graduate 5 2.6

Monthly
income

1000 TL and below 37 19.5
1000-2500 TL 43 22.6
2500-4000 TL 49 25.8
4000 TL and above 61 32.1

The results revealed that 54.7% of the participants are male while 45.3% of the participants are
female. Most of the participants (65.8%) are between the ages of 18-23 and 64.7% of them are
attending undergraduate.

Figure 1. Sportswear purchasing frequency and ratio of monthly income shared to sportswear
purchasing

Regarding the Figure 1, it can be stated that 56.3% of the participants spent 0-10% of their monthly
income for sportswear which was followed by 28.4% of the participants that spent 10-20% of that
amount. Moreover, the shopping frequency was expressed to be once-twice in a year by 62.6% and
once-twice in three-month time by 23.2% of the participants. As shown in Figure 2, most of the
participants share only 0-10% of their whole apparel purchases to the sportswear purchases.
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Never 1-2 times in a year
1-2 times in 3-months Once in a month
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Figure 2. Ratio of sportswear purchases in whole apparel purchases

Figure 3. Brand preferences of the participants

The brand preferences of the participants were shown in Figure 3. The loyalty of the participants
towards the brands they prefer was inquired with 9 questions and 7 point Likert scale; and the
responses of the participants to these questions were given in Table 2.

Table 2. Responses of the participants to the brand loyalty items.
Brand loyalty item Average Standard

deviation
I consider myself to be loyal to X. 3.33 1.72
X would be my first choice. 4.14 1.77
I will not visit other stores if X is available nearby. 3.36 1.79
I will keep on visiting X as long as it provides me satisfied products. 5.17 1.56
I am still willing to visit X even if product prices are a little higher than that of its
competitors.

3.48 1.74

I would not switch to another store even if the other store offers promotions. 2.34 1.37
I would recommend X to others. 5.07 1.45
I regularly visit X. 3.72 1.62
I intend to visit X again. 4.97 1.48

The average of the nine responses given by each participant was calculated and the scores of four
and above were accepted to indicate the loyalty to the brand. According to the results, it was revealed
that more than half of the participants (54.74%) identified themselves as loyal customers in terms of
sportswear products.

The loyal consumers stated that they would continue to buy from these brands in the future and
recommend to others. Expressing the reason for loyalty, the majority of the participant related their
loyalty to the satisfying products offered by this brand. However, the participants seem likely to
switch to the other brands if the other brands offer attractive promotions.
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Figure 4. Distribution of brand loyal consumers with regard to gender, age, education and monthly
income respectively

In Figure 4, brand loyal consumers were analyzed with regard to socio-demographic characteristics
including gender, age, education and monthly income respectively. According to the graphs, it is seen
that percentage of brand loyal female and male consumers are equal. With regard to age group of the
brand loyal consumers, it was revealed the brand loyal consumers are concentrated within the age
group of 18-23, which was followed by the age group of 24-29. This may be attributed to the fact that
most of the participants includegd in the survey were undergraduate students. When the education
level of brand loyal consumers was examined, it was also observed that most of the brand loyal
consumers (70%) are undergraduate students.

Figure 5. Sportswear purchasing frequency of Figure 6. Ratio of monthly income shared to
brand loyal consumers sportswear purchasing of brand loyal consumers
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Figure 7. Ratio of sportswear purchases in whole apparel purchases of brand loyal consumers

Figure 5 demonstrates the distribution of the sportswear purchasing frequency of brand loyal
consumers. The number of the brand loyal consumers decreases as the sportswear purchasing
frequency increases. This trend was also realized with regard to ratio of monthly income shared to
sportswear purchasing and ratio of sportswear purchases in whole apparel purchases of brand loyal
consumers. Accordingly, number of brand loyal consumers decrease as the ratio of monthly income
shared to sportswear purchases and the ratio of sportswear purchases in whole apparel purchases; as
shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.

4. Conclusion
This study explored the socio-demographic profile of sportswear consumers in Turkey through and
analysed their loyalty towards the leading sportswear brands they mostly prefer. The results indicated
that 54.7% of the participants are male while 45.3% of the participants are female. Most of the
participants (65.8%) are between the ages of 18-23 and 64.7% of them are attending undergraduate. It
can also be stated that 56.3% of the participants spent only 0-10% of their monthly income for
sportswear. Moreover, the shopping frequency was expressed to be once-twice in a year by 62.6% and
once-twice in three-month time by 23.2% of the participants. Besides, most of the participants share
only 0-10% of their whole apparel purchases to the sportswear purchases.

With respect to the brand loyalty, more than half of the participants (54.74%) identified themselves
as loyal customers in terms of sportswear products. The analysis of the brand loyal consumers with
regard to socio-demographic characteristics revealed parallel trends with the profile of the whole
participants included in the survey.

In conclusion, it was found out that the sportswear consumers in Turkey are medium to high level
loyal to the sportswear brands, which means that the retailers should concentrate on the activities,
which increase the loyalty of consumers. However, these activities should particularly underline the
outstanding features of the products rather than the other components of marketing mix, which are
promotion, price and place.
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Abstract. Showroom10 is the first exclusive Greek designer’s showroom. It represents
established and upcoming Greek designers in Greece and Cyprus. The mission and main task is
to successfully place the designer’s collections in the Greek, European and worldwide market.
The purpose of the showroom is to put a collection in front of the appropriate buyer accelerate
its revenue growth and create brand awareness. The search for new collections is one of the
most important tasks and challenge of a showroom’s business. Market research, travels and
fashion trade shows are some ways to stand before an interested brand. Each collection must
first be selected in terms of authenticity, clear brand DNA as we call it in fashion. Secondly,
must be competitive in terms of materials, designs and prices. But, are all the above enough for
the global fashion market? This paper describes a case study (Showroom 10), showing a
general overview about the most important phases of “designer’s road” in Greece.

1. Introduction
Showroom10 is the first exclusive Greek designer’s showroom. It represents established and
upcoming Greek designers in Greece and Cyprus. The mission and main task is to successfully place
the designers collections in the Greek, European and worldwide market. The purpose of the showroom
is to put a collection in front of the appropriate buyer and accelerate its revenue growth and create
brand awareness for new designers and brands.

The search for new collections is one of the most important tasks and challenge of a showroom’s
business [1]. Market research, travels and fashion trade shows are some ways to stand before an
interested brand. Each collection must first be selected in terms of authenticity, clear brand DNA as
we call it in fashion. Secondly, must be competitive in terms of materials, designs and prices because
they have to compete in global context.

But, are all the above enough for the global fashion market?

2. Research method
To answer the previous research question, the paper will present a case study [2] with a Greek
company focused in the development and promotion of new fashion designers in Greece and Cyprus.
The research methodology can be quantitative or qualitative: the qualitative analysis is presented as
the most recommended when the researcher wants to study a small sample of entities and the study is
focused on a theme or on a sector. It is also recommended when the investigation aims obtaining
detailed and in-depth information on situations, events, people, organizations, interactions and
behaviors observed by the investigator during the field research [3]. A qualitative analysis of a
research issue can be done with a single case [4] if that will allow a depth understanding of a question
or a problem. A case study uses different sources of evidence and is relevant to answer to the
questions “What”, “Why”, “How” and “When”. “What is happening here?”, “Why is it happening?”,



“How has it come to happen this way?” and “When did it happen?” are examples of questions that the
researchers will put during the investigation [5].

To achieve this understanding, the case will be described and analysed from different points of
view, according the literature available.

3. Case study, processes and results
What is a fashion showroom: A fashion showroom is a team of experts in the fashion field. The team
must have knowledge of textile, fabric construction and textile trends, knowledge of the latest fashion
trends in terms of styling, new elements used, constantly following the leading fashion experts and
develop the asset of guidance, to the designers they select to host at the showroom. They must also
have a very good knowledge of the market at any time, as this is a tricky parameter. The market is like
a fluid, constantly trying to take a shape and a path. All has been seen and all has been displayed! But
is that so? No it is not. Nowadays the market requires a value for money product along with a lasting
experience. The buyers need to know that they don’t just buy something. They buy something they
really need to feel better or to satisfy theirs needs [6]. I may have said enough at this part and this will
drive us to totally different paths, so lets stay with the good knowledge a showroom must have so that
they achieve their purpose. Moreover combing all above the team make strong marketing plans
targeting at the correct boutiques for each collection. Also during the period of not hosting customers,
the provider’s consulting services makes analytical reports to their designers so that they understand
the new data and evolve better for the next season.

Commercial and technical analysis of collections: The showroom team is a group of account
managers who share the collections, analyse them and provide a number of characteristics to the
collection that are used as selling tools to the customers. These characteristics have to do with the
performance of each collection. Moreover, there is a list of practical tools provided by the designers
such as “lookbooks”, photos with models wearing the collection, “colorcards”, etc [1].

It all starts when a collection is selected to be hosted in the showroom. The designer of the
collection is chosen for his authenticity, clear brand DNA as said before but also because the
showroom team believes his collection can sell in the current market. Each collection is composed of
different clothes or styles as we call in in commercial terms, including tops, bottoms, dresses, coats,
etc. These range of styles must at all times stand alone as a unique piece but at the same time must
bond and match with the other pieces of the designers collection [7]. This does not mean that they
must be worn together but the must definitely create an image to the buyer that they belong together.
This is exactly the idea of a designer’s collection. All the styles have technical characteristics such as
the fitting, when a person wears the garment, the sense of an elegant fabric, the high end design that
create the final impact and experience to the one that tries it on. Moreover a unique design or a design
with a unique DNA is always more competitive. This kind of analysis is done for all collections, and
for all the styles each collection is composed. In this way the showroom team eliminates the styles that
are not needed. Final selection will lead to a proper look book, which is a very important tool to work
with. A lookbook involves, the designer, a fashion photographer, a stylist, a make up artist that work
together to produce the idea, or else the concept of the collection in such a way that the buyers will
understand what they shop. Together with the lookbook, comes a color card with all the alternative
colors a designer suggest for the upcoming season as well as a line sheet. A line sheet is a technical
tool, most of the times is created in an excel sheet, that includes: a technical sketch, the variety of
colors, the size range, the wholesale price and the suggested retail price. Finally the designers have to
present their collections to the showroom team, exactly like they are trying to sell their collection. This
task is very important as it’s the first crush test before their collection is exposed to buyers.

Argument impact of collections to wholesale market: The showroom must have strong arguments
and must be full aware of the market so that the account managers provide this information to their
customers and convince them to place an order with a new collection. This way they create a strong
relationship between collections and stores that lasts long enough.



Strong arguments require very good knowledge of the constantly changing market. The team must
spend quite enough time in the market to witness the physical change. They have to travel in the
country but also worldwide to view these changes and carry their experience to the designers. Markets
evolve towards a different direction nowadays. They participate in the local but also global change of
their customers needs. The most efficient and accurate they become the less they bleed. The
showroom team need to experience these changes and find the new tools or methods to keep up with
this change. I mentioned it a while ago I will once more: Purchasing experiences makes people
happier than purchasing goods. So goods need to go along with an experience.

Strong relationship with the showrooms buyers is one of the most important elements. It is an asset
the showroom creates and it is the fortune of the showroom team. It’s the price you pay to be part of a
good showroom if you are a designer. Strong relationships are based in trust and efficiency. The team
plays the most important part, being the link between the buyer and the designer. They use their skills
to balance both parts. So that both the designers but also the buyers feel they can depend. According to
the buyers they assist or serve the team is often on the road, paying visits, assisting with problems, or
final customers if needed, and providing various after sales service, which is most important to gain a
buyer. Always of course within the limits and terms of being fair and specific. A third very important
parameter that strengthens the impact of a collection besides the good knowledge of the market and
the buyers is the inspiration the designer shares with his account manager that boosts a lot the
collection. If a collection has a strong concept, theme for example that influences and creates a more
intimate effect, an ownership of the collection, it is definitely the way to the most efficient results.

Collection physical set up in the showroom: The display of a collection in the showroom spaces
must be decided by the account management team. The team must decide the right placement in the
showroom space and the neighbour collections, so that the result is the most efficient. When a buyer
walks in a showroom or even a trade fair, it is a matter of seconds to decide if they will place a new
designer in their shop. Isn’t that amazing? Buyers decide with a first glance, as its love at first sight if
they are interested in a collection or not. And this decision has to do primary with the physical set up.
The row that each style is following the next is important. The sequence is determined by the use of
each style: for example we place a top or shirt first and the pant or skirt second. If this group has a
jumpsuit or coat, or cardigan they follow their group. But sometimes if in the flow requires a touch of
color it will be necessary to through among them a colourful cardigan, or coat that will be a nice match
with the monochromes. So it becomes more attractive to the eye. The same logic is also followed
during the set up of the different collections. All the collections that follow one another must smoothly
flow in accordance with one another in terms of style and color strength. This way they will be most
efficient and will appeal better to the buyer. Finally another important detail is the distance between
the hangers. Each hanger must be at a safe distance from the next so that it is visually clear to the
buyer’s eye.

Market research: The market research is constantly in the front line. Travels, trade shows, regular
visits, media, internet research are the most common tools. The showroom team must travel, attend
trade shows, or fashion events and even participate with their designers to the most important fairs.
This way the account managers obtain knowledge of the new entries, they identify their potential
competition and their competitive advantages [8]. Research through internet and social media network
is also very important. Social media and internet announce the new data faster. This allows the team to
adjust quicker to the new parameters. But travelling, exhibitions, fashion shows, etc, are also very
important for the designers themselves. The designers must travel for inspiration, participate in
tradeshows for experience and awareness, and become viral with their social tools.

Prevention of orders: The timeline to present collection for the next season usually lasts from one
to one and a half month. The most important step to receiving an order is the proper presentation of the
collection. The customer must understand and be full aware of the competitive advantages of the
collection towards their market group. The orders are registered in specific order sheets and are
forwarded to designers. The designers will then proceed to the order analysis, so that they can start
production. At this point I will have to explain how we proceed step by step to the prevention of an



order. An important number of customers is invited to the showroom headquarters during the one and
a half month that the presentation of the collections of the next season takes place. Specific
appointments are being placed during this period. When a buyer books an appointment is introduced to
all the collections that are hosted in the showroom and takes quite some time to present and explain
properly the characteristics. The buyer then decides which collection is most right for the shop. Then
the account manager of the specific collection analysis the styles, makes suggestions to the buyer
combining tops with bottoms or adding a cardigan that could match the set. In this way the account
manager of the collection and the buyer select a number of styles and create a specific final selection
customized to the needs of the shop. This way a new collection gains its own space in a new shop. The
line sheet of the collection is filled with the quantities in each size and color according to the styles
selected by the buyer. The lookbook helps the buyer to view the clothes worn and feel even safer with
the choices made.

Order confirmation: When receiving an order the designer involved, has to analyze each order
separately in terms of fabrics, auxiliary materials, sizes, colors, etc [9]. Then the designer calculates all
necessary purchases and organizes the production timetable. Final products have to be exactly
according to the specifications of the samples and they have to be perfect from the beginning. As soon
as the designer finishes his planning, he proceeds to final official confirmation to the showroom
manager and to the account manager of the collection, in compliance towards delivery conditions and
quality terms. In addition to the above and before the designer starts to organize the production, a sales
meeting must be held between the showroom manager, the account manager of the collection and the
designer. During this meeting the account manager of the collection will inform both the designer and
the showroom manager about all the comments received by the buyers and all the notes made to
improve the samples. The next step is a ‘’fitting process’’. A fitting process is very important and
essential. A correct size model must try all the samples and notes must be made for corrections on
patterns or on the styles if needed. Sometimes the buyer’s comments help more than expected as their
everyday compact with the final customers provides them the most updated requirements. As soon as
the fitting process is completed the designer may proceed with the organization of the production
having taking under consideration all the above. Finally there is an economic arrangement made by the
account manager and the buyer which is like a private contract bonding both the buyer and the
designer, the first to receive the order properly and the second to commit to its delivery.

Order production: During the production, a timeline is given to the account manager selected by
the showroom for the specific collection. The account manager receives regular reports regarding the
production process, and is notified if a problem occurs. If during production the designer decides to
change some specification, or has to change a material, or anything that is not according to the product
sold to the buyer, the designer has to inform the account manager as soon as possible. The account
manager contacts the buyer immediately and informs about these changes. The buyer has a right to
accept or not accept these changes and might even cancel the specific styles if the alternatives given
by the designer are not to the buyers taste. Of course if the designer is lead to the changes because the
products are improved, the buyer has to understand and accept. But all these changes are accepted as
long as the delivery is not affected, in terms of quantity and quality. In case of lack of quality or
delivery issue, an immediate notification must be made to the account manager and further to the
customer. If such a notice is not made properly and on time and a quality or delivery issue occurs, the
buyer is entitled not to receive the order and the economic arrangement as well as the contract are no
longer valid. In this case the designer has to compensate both the buyer and the showroom according
to the contract.

Deliveries in terms of agreement: Deliveries for orders can take place partially, in one, two or more
parts, according to the agreement done from the beginning and according to the terms of payment as
well. All products must be delivered within the timeline agreed and the quality specifications as well.
When the final order is delivered to the buyer, the last needs to check the invoice and the packing list
issued to be according to the order placed as well as the physical appearance of the products. Check
style by style that all is well with the order and according to the specifications the buyer agreed to. If a



deviation occurs and one or more pieces are not complied with the order placed the buyer is entitled to
return these pieces for correction or return them any way. This control has to be within logical timeline
on behalf of the customer and that is usually from one to two weeks. If this period ended and  none
notification for deviation of specs or any complaint has occurred the buyer is not entitled to complain
later as during the sale period in a shop a garment can be damaged by a potential customer.

Presentation of collection in the stores: When deliveries are completed and the collections are
successfully on time in the stores, the account manager that is in charge of the specific collection, sees
to the proper presentation of the collection in the store [7] and satisfies the potential consumer. Of
course the final decision for the correct positioning of the collection is always the buyers. The account
manager can make a suggestion that s not always followed .The account manager is regularly in touch
with the store manager for any issue, query, or reorder.

Advertising campaign and sales material: All the designers or designer brands must support their
products in the stores by providing “lookbooks”, photos and the right advertising material according to
the type of each collection. The lookbook is one of the most important tools, used to communicate the
collection and its concept both to the buyer and finally to the customer. The customers need to be in a
way convinced about the reasons they need to buy a new cloth or accessory. There has been quite
some time since consumers’ enormous trend to buy and buy stopped. Not only because they are being
extra careful with their economic state, but mostly because they want to feel they need what they are
buying and that each and every new item they add to their inventory is fresh, different and in many
ways useful. The greatest advertising campaigns followed by the great houses of fashion are focusing
towards this direction. The leading parts in these campaigns are given more and more to every day
looking models, Models male or female, that have an ordinary look and that customers can identify
themselves with them. Models need to present personality [10] more than a great look. It is this
personality that makes an impact to the customer. So it is like the final customers have the leading
part. Lookbooks or campaigns that present perfect models with perfect clothes, that seem to lead a
perfect life have no longer any impact on the consumers. Both lookbooks  and advertising campaigns
in magazines , physical or on-line ones, need to follow these new rules. Some designers have already
experienced these changes and they managed to evolve, finding the correct way to communicate their
work to the public. Some still insist on presenting something ‘’perfect’’. Perfect does not exist. Perfect
is false. Real and natural is the new truth. People-consumers need these kind of products and the
designers need to find the way to communicate their products based on these new standards. Besides
the advertising campaign and lookbooks that can be visual or on-line in a boutique, the designers have
to interact via social media, with their final customers so that they create a kind of a relationship. The
most followed designers are those that the public feel close and those that respect their public the
most. Sometimes even a live event in a boutique or a bigger event with guests, boutiques of final
consumers may be very important for the public image of a designer, especially as a brand is growing
bigger. Finally a big screen, in a boutique playing interesting videos or media images to the customers
along with a relaxing music background creates a more relaxing environment and helps an easy sale.

Sell out: During the selling period from day one to last day of the season that a collection is
presented in a store, each account manager in the showroom is responsible to follow up the course of
the sales in a store and help with creative ideas or suggestions that will help the better sell out, or
prevent the store manager from possible mistakes. The account manager can help the buyer with the
setup, the combinations, by emphasizing the technical characteristics of the competitive advantages of
one collection. They can skype, meet, do facetime at any available hour so that they achieve the most
efficient sell out. Nevertheless and despite of any help provided by the account manager the owners of
a boutique and only them have the total responsibility of the sell out. They need to be updated in all
areas. Boutique set up, media aware, trend aware, etc. It’s very important for a boutique to have a
good sell out before any sales period. The sell out is a number very irrelevant. The number has to do
both with quantity but also with the variety of styles. And the number is always affected by the current
economical situation in a market. Therefore special initiatives must be taken by the buyers depending
in the different parameters of each season.



Media support: New and mighty allies in this strategy are all social media tools, Facebook, and
even more Instagram, are becoming more and more efficient in our everyday work [11]. Social media
are most helpful in all the ways the designers and their collections interact with their customers. The
customers want to be updated, be part of happenings in fashion, and the closest mean is the social
network as they are very attached to Facebook and Instagram.
4. Conclusions and future developments
Vision of showroom10: Showroom10 wishes to expand its border and create the possibility for Greek
fashion and Cyprian fashion designers to be hosted and presented in Europe within the safety and
promotion process that showroom10 provides. The challenge is to establish a pop up showroom with
presence in the main fashion capitals of the world and prepare all the processes of making a business
plan about this purpose. This business plan is under construction since the beginning of 2016 and
hopefully will see the light by the end of 2017 or beginning 2018. Far from the fashion world cities
(Paris, Milan, London, New York or Tokyo), the fashion companies in Greece and in other European
countries have to find ways to promote young and promising designers from countries with textile and
clothing industry in order to recover the European fashion creativity. Europe has a very important
history in textile. Countries as Spain, Portugal, England, Greece, etc have proven to be great in this
area in the recent past [12]. There needs to be each government’s initiative to use its important
resources. There could be teams of creative people working as a unit, designers, textile units managers
that still exist and try to make it further, sales people with good knowledge of the market, etc and all
together recreate textile business in Europe. Everybody needs to know where their clothes and
accessories are made. Everybody needs to know who makes their clothes. Don’t you?
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Abstract. Understanding market intelligence, trends, influences and personal approaches are 
essential tools for design students to develop their ideas in textiles and fashion. Identifying different 
personal approaches including, visual, process-led or concept by employing creative methodologies 
are key to developing a brief. A series of ideas or themes start to emerge and through the design 
process serve to underpin and inform an entire collection. These investigations ensure that the design 
collections are able to produce a diverse range of outcomes. Following key structures and coherent 
stages in the design process creates authentic collections in textiles and fashion. A range of 
undergraduate students presented their design portfolios (180) and the methodologies employed 
were mapped against success at module level, industry response and graduate employment. 

1.  Introduction 
The focus of this paper is to consider the importance of authentic concepts and ideas in textile and fashion 
design education. The Textile Art, Design and Fashion course at Belfast School of Art encompasses 
embroidery, knit, print, weave and pattern construction with outcomes for fashion, interiors, product or 
artwork. Comprehending key trends and market intelligence, while important, can result in pastiche 
outcomes, while a unique design collection is often the catalyst for finding graduate employment. Therefore 
understanding how students engage with design development through visual investigation, process-led and 
conceptual starting points is essential for student success. Muratovski states that ‘design studies can provide 
us with a fundamental understanding of design by answering such questions as: Who are we? What is it that 
we do? Where do we come from? And more importantly where are we going from here? [1] 

2.  Methodology 
The research methodology employed was reflective, qualitative and quantitative in enquiry. Qualitative 
method included student, external examiner and industry feedback following 3-year interventions on the 
Textile Art Design and Fashion Course. Quantitative research focused on the marks profile, graduate 
destinations and employability statistics over 3 years. Categorizing students as either visual investigators, 
with observational drawing, conceptually led where the pursuit of an idea is the main consideration or 
process-led where sampling and making is the key driver for inspiration. In this context process-led 
includes embroidery, print, knit, weave, and pattern cutting/draping. Mbono suggests that understanding 
Kolb’s learning cycle [3] and the principles of divergent and convergent gathering and editing of the 
information is also part of the liminal experience for the design student. [4] Students need to develop their 
own work that might begin with a drawing or an idea, alternatively it could be testing and experimentation, 
as identified in figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 1. Ideas development  
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It has been suggested by Clarke that, “Design is an evolutionary process that involves the 
generation of ideas that lead to the creation of a product.” While it has been seen over the 
generations “it was only during the eighteenth century, in Europe, that this was acknowledged 
to be a profession.” During the industrial Revolution it became increasingly accepted that a 
product’s functional and aesthetic qualities could be ‘commercially advantageous’. The 
Creation of these qualities remains a key function of design. Clarke also identifies that 
“Today, the importance of design is recognised globally because of the economic benefits it 
brings. But this does not overshadow the primary concern of the designer: to produce a 
product that has functional and aesthetic appeal at the right price for the consumer. Research 
and development are core activities in the design process, and vary in emphasis and definition 
depending on context.” [5] This can be seen in figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Approaches to design – visual – conceptual – process 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The Textile Art, Design and Fashion Course has 2 visits a year by an external examiner, this is 
to ensure the parity of standards across the UK. It is necessary for the external examiner to 
highlight areas of good practice and areas that need to be addressed. The external examiner’s 
report forms part of the qualitative feedback in this paper and the comments will be discussed 
in the results. Industry feedback from placement providers will also be discussed in the results. 

3.  Materials 
A variety of materials were used, for the design and drawing stage, and included pencils, ink, 
watercolour and acrylic paints. The design stage included photography, video, paper, collage, 
sketchbooks and research journals. Design development additionally used technology such as 
Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator. Sampling and fabricating involved various outlined processes 
relevant to each of the workshop areas. 
 
 
 

  

 



     Processes including - Embroidery, Hand, machine (domestic); multi-needle (industrial); 
quilting and felting. Knit -Hand, Machine (domestic) Machine (industrial) power machine 
(Industrial) linkers and over lockers. Print - Screen-printing, digital printing, dyeing of yarns 
and fabric, laser cutting, devoré, flocking. Weave - Handlooms, Jacquard looms. Construction - 
Pattern drafting/cutting–hand/computer, industrial sewing machines, industrial over lockers. If 
we look at one of the processes (knit) it is clear that the application and interpretation can be 
diverse and this is relevant of all the described processes, “ knitting has seen a resurgence in 
popularity with many different approaches emerging from creative international catwalk 
fashions through to... lightshades, cushions, floor coverings, chairs and blinds... Conceptual 
artists, too, have exploited the traditional craft of knitting to create installations of all 
dimensions, from large- scale public sculptures to miniatures and wearable art. [6] 

4.  Results  
An increase in confidence was reflected in the student surveys and understanding of appropriate 
approaches and processes over the 3 years is evident in the improved marks profile and the final 
classifications. The information maps progress and the improvements in the 2:1 and 1st category 
award. 

 
Table 1. Mapping marks in final year modules 

 
         Year 2:1/1st category 

2014 65% 
2015 60% 
2016 68% 

          2017 73% 
 
The following employability information was included in the 2016/17 Key Information Sets 
(KIS) data and improvement in the graduate destination has resulted in this years results 
showing that graduates are 2% above the National Average. 
 

Figure 3. Unistats KIS Data Employment in TADF 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Figure 4: Unistats KIS Data TADF destinations 
 

 
               

                           
           

 
  4.1 Industry Feedback 
In 2015 the Textile Art, Design and Fashion Course showcased at New Designers. This 
National exhibition has been described as, “New Designers presents an unmissable 
opportunity to buy new products for your store or home, get inspired by fresh ideas and 
discover new design talent to commission or recruit. Every year over 3,000 of the most 
promising graduates from Britain’s leading design courses exhibit. The show features 
everything from illustration to animation, furniture to fashion…and takes place at the 
spectacular Business Design Centre in London, the world’s capital of design. It provokes fresh 
thinking and kick-starts careers, providing a pipeline of young talent into one of the UK’s 
fastest growing creative industries.” [7] This was an important event for the TADF course and 
the students, and one of the students was awarded Runner Up for overall best design. Industry 
Response has been very positive, the key stakeholders who have been involved in providing 
placement, graduate internships and employment have responded with their own definition of 
successful design graduates as follows, " I think the graduate skills that are valued by 
commercial business are: Design ability; innovative ideas to create the next ‘big seller’, CAD 
technical ability; to illustrate designs efficiently, Commercial awareness of who the target 
market is, in order to build a commercially successful collection, Trend prediction and trend 
analysis, general IT and communication skills, and finally knowledge of the procurement 
process within the fashion industry." (Walter Reid, Manager, Douglas and Grahame Ltd) The 
design team at Dunnes Stores recommends that graduates are “able to create patterns, draw 
garment shapes, have advanced editing skills for photographs and the ability to create 
electronic mood/ trend boards. Increasingly useful are knowledge of other IT packages, 
graphic design that includes packaging and typography and web page design. Students must 
have excellent professional presentation skills.” 

The feedback from many industry collaborations has enabled the course to adapt and 
create modules that respond to this while ensuring creativity and innovation is the foremost 
consideration and that commercialisation can always be exploited through a diffusion line more 
ripe for the market. “The students are skilled and understand how to make textiles alongside 
digital technologies and we as a company have benefitted with placement students and 
graduates joining our team and working with us over several years.” Tarlach de Blacam Inis 
Meain Knitting Company. 

 
 
 
 



4.1.1 External Examiner’s Feedback. The 2016, External Examiners report highlighted 
innovation and good practice and this endeavour to produce work that reflected the personal 
approaches, “Best features of the course include the diversity of student outcomes. This clearly 
indicates how the change to course structure now allows students to take an individual approach 
to their study programme and approach to contextual outcomes. This celebrates the diverse nature 
of the course itself and also accommodates for the diverse range of students coming on to the 
course. Programme curriculum incorporates an approach to pedagogy that is both agile and 
flexible to meet with the challenge of delivering a programme that includes textiles and fashion 
from both an art and a design perspective. Strengths also include the provision of a new flexibility 
in the pace, place and mode of course delivery. Workshop provision should also be seen as 
strength of the course. As previously discussed the market report option illustrates best practice 
particularly regarding students market/contextual awareness and in the development of student’s 
employability and communication skills. Academic staff members approach to research and its 
dissemination clearly informs content design and delivery, which illustrates effective 
communication and organisation amongst members of the academic team. Both the academic and 
technical teams are clearly dedicated to the continual development of the programme”. (Julie 
Haslam, External Examiners Report 2016) 

5.  Discussion 
The breadth and diversity of graduate destinations have increased with a greater number of 
students in employment within 6 months of graduating as seen in the KIS data. The diversity of 
work and flexibility of graduate skills, experience, work-based learning and placement 
opportunities have also facilitated this increase. The burgeoning film industry in Northern 
Ireland has also been pivotal in providing employment over the past 5 years, and this is clearly 
a growth area for the textile and fashion industry with Game of Thrones, Dracula and the 
Frankenstein Chronicles to name a few productions, and the course has made provision for this 
expansion through incremental change and revalidation. The approaches, skills and flexibility 
have enabled students, using any process for any application including, product, interior, 
fashion or artwork to be employed in costume design area, alongside the more traditional 
routes of fashion designer textile designer or textile artist. Employer responses to the course 
have been very positive with industry stakeholders seeing the benefits of tripartite relationships 
through Knowledge Transfer Partnerships and IntertradeIreland Fusion Projects. 
     This would not be realised unless the initial starting points were authentic as Patrick 
Gottelier states, “Good design does not come from rootless creative flights of fantasy with the 
designer sitting with sketchpad and pencil in hand. Designers need to be obsessive about 
research in all its forms, to know what has gone before and what is happening now, and then to 
be able to take a leap into the future and imagine what should be coming next. Any successful 
design process, whether in a classroom or a professional design practice, always has research as 
its starting point. Good research makes connections that are both obvious and oblique: it tells 
us something new about ideas or styles we thought we knew all about. Good designers, through 
the process of undertaking extensive and exhaustive research, are able to analyse, re-
appropriate or sometimes even outright steal ideas from the past, and through the use of 
juxtaposition caricature or exaggeration tell us something vital about our future. [8] 

6.  Conclusion 
 Therefore through the diverse approaches supporting individual learning styles the outcomes 
can be original and rich. The resultant work has rigor in its development and creates confident 
graduates who can identify and discuss the uniqueness of their own work and its relevance to the 
identified client or market. The marks profile improved as the work is contemporary, and the 
rigor and authenticity of the journey is as important as the final outcome. External feedback is 
the real test, and through responses offered by external stakeholders such as the external 
examiner, industry, and national competitions. National Competitions include New Designers, 
Irish Fashion Innovation Awards and Design Ireland Awards, the results show that original 
work needs to have both good research at the inception stage combined with an awareness of 
approach and trend analysis. Students raise the reputation of the course through ambition and 
success at national and international level. Furthermore student successful accomplishment of 
the design process produces an increase in graduate employability and opportunities for 
entrepreneurship.
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Abstract. The Golden ratio and Fibonacci sequence are used as proportions in design as
symbols of beauty and harmony. That symbolism is a result of the strong connections in their
mathematical nature. The Golden section is a number, introduced with Greek letter φ, which is
found by dividing a line into two parts as the longer part divided by the smaller part is equal as
the whole length of longer and smaller parts divided by the longer part. Fibonacci sequence is a
series of numbers where every number is equal to the two numbers before it. An investigation
of application of proportions based on the Golden ratio and Fibonacci sequence in the fashion
design and pattern making of ladies’ clothing is the main aim of the paper. Based on the study
it may be concluded that in fashion design and pattern making the Golden ratio and Fibonacci
sequence can be used in creation of beautiful and harmonic forms directly or with the help of
geometrical figures as: In directly use the Golden and Fibonacci numbers proportions can be in
one and the same or different directions. In the application with the help of geometrical shapes
the Golden and Fibonacci figures combine proportioning and form creation. The Golden and
Fibonacci shapes can be used directly as forms or as frames of forms creation of elements and
pieces. Its application can be in different directions and location according the bodice. The
Golden section and Fibonacci sequence can combine proportions with other principles of
design as symmetry, rhythm, etc.

1. Introduction
The proportions are one of the most important design principles. The Golden ratio and Fibonacci
sequence are used as proportions in design as symbols of beauty and harmony. That symbolism is a
result of the strong connections in their mathematical nature. The Golden section is a number,
introduced with Greek letter φ, which is found by dividing a line into two parts as the longer part
divided by the smaller part is equal as the whole length of longer and smaller parts divided by the
longer part, or a/b = (a+b)/a = 1.61803398874989484… [1] Sometimes the Golden ratio is presented
in a turned way in which the number is equal to the division of the smaller by the longer part equal to
the division of the longer part by the whole length of the line, or b/a = a/(a+b) =
0.61803398874989484… Fibonacci sequence is a series of numbers where every number is equal to
the two numbers before it, or xn = xn-1 + xn-2. The sequence starts with 0 and 1 and goes 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5,
8, 13, 21, 34, etc. [2]

An investigation of application of proportions based on the Golden ratio and Fibonacci sequence in
the fashion design and pattern making of ladies’ clothing is the main aim of the paper.



2. Application of the Golden ratio and Fibonacci sequence in fashion design and pattern making
The Golden ratio and Fibonacci sequence are used in proportion of design and pattern making of
elements and pieces in ladies’ dresses and jackets directly or with the help of geometrical figures in
Golden or Fibonacci numbers proportions: the Golden triangle [3], an isosceles triangle with the ratio
of the base to the leg which is equal to the Golden section; the Golden rectangle [4], an rectangle with
sides which division is equal to the Golden ratio; triangles and rectangles with sides in proportions of
Fibonacci sequence; and etc.

The design and pattern making of elements, which are created with applied directly or by
geometrical figures the Golden ratio and Fibonacci numbers proportions, are: different types of seams
in the bodice and sleeves; contours like necklines and armholes; 3D elements [5, 6]; and etc. The
Golden and Fibonacci geometrical figures are used for creations of pieces and elements directly or as
frames.

A design and pattern making of a lady’s dress with application of the Golden triangle is presented
in Figure 1. The yoke by the neckline is designed in a form of a Golden triangle. Another Golden
triangle is used as a frame for design of the princess seams (seams which transform the darts and
create a form-fitting shape) between bust area and arm holes. The proportion between both triangles ae
based to the Golden ratio: φ.a and a. The smaller Golden triangle, this one which is situated under the
neckline, can be used as a base of applications and in this case the application is in form of a spiral
shape designed by Golden triangles.

Another design and pattern making of a lady's dress with application of the Golden triangle is
shown in Figure 2. The Golden triangle is used as a frame of design of the neckline form. The four
concave curves, which form the neck opening, are connected in the point of intersection between the
bisectors of the Golden triangle. The princess seams are the same like the ones in the previous dress.
The line under the neck opening is connected with the princess seam under an angle which is close to
the angle between legs of the Golden triangle or 32 degrees.

A design and pattern making of a lady's dress with application of the Golden rectangle is presented
in Figure 3. Two Golden rectangles form the neck opening and the yoke under the neckline. That piece
is connected with the front by a frame of one-sided plates. Like the outside roll lines the inside roll
lines of the plates are formed by a Golden rectangle too. The outside roll lines of the vertical plates
divide the shoulders into Golden ratio. The Golden one is the proportion between the width of the
vertical plates and the shoulders.

Another design and pattern making of a lady's dress with application of the Golden rectangle is
shown in Figure 4. The neck opening and the both yokes by the neckline are formed in the frames of
three Golden rectangles. The three Golden rectangles are arranged by a linear rhythm on symmetry of
translation and divide the shoulders in Golden proportions. The distance between the end points of
shoulders and the biggest Golden rectangle and the shortest distance between armholes and the biggest
Golden rectangle are in Golden ratio proportion too. Golden ones are the proportions between the
vertical sides and the roundness radii in the three Golden rectangles.

Figure 5 presents a design and pattern making of a lady’s dress with application of proportions on
the base of Fibonacci sequence. The three bi-sided tucks are the basic design idea and form the center
of the composition. A Fibonacci proportion is used in their creation and distance between tucks and
their volume are connected in ratio 3:5, two contiguous Fibonacci numbers. The tucks which
transform the bust and waist darts are formed in the frames of isosceles triangles with division
between the base and legs, which is equal to 3:5 too.

Figure 6 shows another design and pattern making of a lady’s dress with application of proportions
on the base of Fibonacci sequence. The high neckline is the main design idea and it is created with the
use of Fibonacci proportions. The high neck opening is drawn on the base of the neckline of the
constructional base with the use of proportions between three contiguous Fibonacci numbers 1, 2, and
3. The high neck opening divides the neckline of the constructional base in vertical direction in ratio



2:3. The triangle in the neck opening contour is an isosceles one with division between the base and
legs, which is equal to 1:2.

Figure 1. Design and pattern making with the use
of Golden triangles, presented with green tick
lines, directly and as a frame.

Figure 2. Design and pattern making with the use
of Golden triangles, which are shown with green
tick lines, as frames.

Figure 3. Design and pattern making with the
direct use of Golden rectangles, shown with green

Figure 4. Design and pattern making with the use
of Golden rectangles, presented in green tick



tick lines. lines, as frames.

Figure 5. Design and pattern making with the use
of Fibonacci proportions.

Figure 6. Design and pattern making with the use
of Fibonacci proportions.

Figure 7 presents a design and pattern making of a lady’s jacket with application of the Golden
ellipse [7], in which the ratio between the major and minor axes is Golden. The neckline and the three
yokes under it are formed with the help of arcs of four Golden ellipses. The four ellipses are drawn in
a radial rhythm with one and the same center and their axes are in Golden proportions. The smallest
ellipse forms the neckline. The biggest ellipse is limited by the shoulders width. The three pieces,
formed by Golden ellipses, connect each other by one-sided plates. The width of the plates is in
Golden proportion with the width of the smaller yoke by the shoulders. The border line, the princess
seam and the seam of connection between front and sleeves divide the arc of the biggest Golden
ellipse in Golden ratio too: b, φ.b, and φ2.b (or φ.φ.b).

Figures 3 and 7 present application of the Golden ratio in design and pattern making of 3D
elements which are made by connection of pieces by seams. Figure 5 shows a design and pattern
making of 3D elements in one piece with the help of proportions based of the ratio between two
contiguous Fibonacci numbers. Figures 8, 9 and 10 present application of the Golden proportion in
design and pattern making of 3D elements which are situated in one piece.

Figure 8 shows a design and pattern making of a lady’s jacket with free draperies, which are fixed
in the design seams of semi raglan forms [8], as the draperies are designed with the help of the Golden
proportion. The semi raglan front and back forms of the sleeve are divided in parts and draperies are a
result of arrangement of the parts on the base of translated symmetry and linear rhythm as their width
and the width of the tucks are in the Golden section proportion; φ.c and c.

Figure 9 presents a design and pattern making of a lady’s jacket with gathers, which are fixed in the
design seams of raglan forms [8], as the tucks are created with the use of Golden triangles. The raglan
forms are divided and parts are arranged around Golden triangles. In the model in Figure 10 [8], the
gathers from Figure 9 are transformed in bi-sided tucks, formed in the frames of the Golden triangles,
which design the tucks as the legs of isosceles triangles mark the outside roll lines of the tucks.



In Figure 11. The Golden and Fibonacci proportions can be used in design and pattern making of
combined 3D elements, like the bi-sided tucks, fixed in ruffles, presented in [9], which divide the
neckline of a dress in the Golden ratio: d, φ.d, and φ2.d (or φ.φ.d).

Figure 7. Design and pattern making with direct
use of Golden ellipses, presented in green tick
curves, and Golden proportions.

Figure 8. Design and pattern making of 3D
element with the use of Golden proportions.

Figure 9. Design and pattern making of 3D
elements with the use of Golden triangles,
presented in green tick lines.

Figure 10. Design and pattern making of 3D
elements with the use of Golden triangles.



Figure 11.
Design and pattern making of combined 3D
element with the use of Golden proportions:
d, φ.d, and φ2.d (or φ.φ.d).

3. Conclusion
In fashion design and pattern making the Golden ratio and Fibonacci sequence can be used in creation
of beautiful and harmonic forms directly or with the help of geometrical figures as: In directly use the
Golden and Fibonacci numbers proportions can be in one and the same or different directions. In the
application with the help of geometrical shapes the Golden and Fibonacci figures combine
proportioning and form creation. The Golden and Fibonacci shapes can be used directly as forms or as
frames of forms creation of elements and pieces. Its application can be in different directions and
location according the bodice. The Golden section and Fibonacci sequence can combine proportions
with other principles of design as symmetry, rhythm, etc.
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Abstract. We investigated the effect of the difference between positions of bust line of body 

and garment on the appearance. We made five upper garments which the length between the 

side neck point (SNP) and the bust point (BP) were different. Four dress forms, B1, B2, B3 and 

B4, which the length between SNP and BP are 23.5cm, 23.0cm, 26.3cm and 26.4cm 

respectively were prepared. The garments appearances worn on each dress form were 

compared. It was found that the upper garment which was made for matching to the length 

between SNP and BP of the body is not always evaluated in a good appearance. For the 

evaluation in the side direction, the silhouette is the most important. In order to design or 

choose an upper garment with a good appearance, it is necessary to consider the position of 

bust line. 

1.  Introduction 

When buying a garment, it is important to choose a garment matching the size of wearer’s body. 

Individualized garment manufacturing focus on making a fitting garment [1]. Even for ready-to-wear 

clothing, customers try to find a suitable size of garment for their sizes. However, a garment with 

suitable size does not always show a good appearance of a wearer in wearing state. Jacket 

appearances, which were made by the same pattern and face fabric, were different by bonding 

different adhesive interlining [2].   

Various beautiful proportions have been proposed for human body and clothing respectively [3, 4]. 

Even clothing measurements are fitted for body measurements, those proportion may be different. 

However, the effect of the proportions difference on the wearer’s appearance is not clear. In this study, 

we investigated the effect of the difference between positions of bust line of body and garment on the 

appearance.  

2.  Experiments 

We made five upper garments which the length between the side neck point (SNP) and the bust point 

(BP) were different. Four dress forms, B1, B2, B3 and B4, which the length between SNP and BP are 

23.5cm, 23.0cm, 26.3cm and 26.4cm respectively were prepared. Table 1 shows specification of each 

dress form. Figure 1 shows pictures of dress forms. The garments appearances worn on each dress 

form were compared. We used a patternmaking method [5] that can change the length between SNP 

and BP. Using measurements of B1 dress form (Kiiya Co., Ltd, 9AR, Height 158 cm, Bust 83 cm, Hip 

91 cm), we made an upper garments as setting the length between SNP to BP as 25cm. Then, we made 



 

 

 

 

 

 

other four garments as setting the length between SNP and BP, 23cm, 24cm, 26cm and 27cm. The 

garments were named as BL23，BL24，BL25，BL26 and BL27. Figure 2 shows an upper garment 

of BL25 on B1. Pictures of the garment wearing on each body were taken from the front and side 

directions. The garments appearances were compared in a Scheffe’s paired comparison (Nakaya’s 

variation) with the pictures. Six evaluation items; amount of wrinkle, fit, attractive, beautiful, young 

and slim were used. For the side direction, two evaluation items; front and back lines were also used as 

shown in Table 2. Subjects were 20 Japanese university students in their 20’s.     

 

Table 1 Specification of dress form 

Symbol 

Part 
B1 B2 B3 B4 

Manufactured Country Japan Japan France Great British 

Bust (cm) 87.0 86.4 85.7 87.4 

Waist (cm) 63.6 60.6 67.6 64.2 

Hip (cm) 93.2 87.6 93.4 92.5 

Length between SNP and 

BP (cm) 
23.5 23.0 26.3 26.4 

 

 
Figure 1. Picture of dress form. 

 

 
Figure 2. Picture of upper garment (BL25, B1) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  Results and discussion 

Table 3 shows the garments of the highest average preferences for each dress form in the front 

direction of entire garment. In the items of fit, attractive, and beautiful, BL26 was highly evaluated for 

B1 and B2, which the lengths between SNP and BP are close to 23 cm than BL23. On the other hand, 

BL25 was highly evaluated for B3 and B4 which lengths between SNP and BP are close to 26cm than 

BL26. Therefore, it was found that the upper garment which was made for matching to the length 

between SNP and BP of the body is not always evaluated in a good appearance.  

   For the side evaluation, BL25 was evaluated as the most beautiful for all bodies except for B2. 

Garments of the highest average preferences for all items in the side direction and ones of the front 

line in the side direction were the same. Therefore, for the evaluation in the side direction, the 

silhouette is the most important.       

Table 2 Evaluation Item on part 

Evaluation Item 
Part 

Front Side 

Many wrinkles – Few wrinkles 

Shoulder, bust, waist, 

entire 
bust, waist, entire 

Fitting – unfitting 

Attractive – not attractive 

Looks young – looks old 

Looks slim – looks fat 

Beautiful – not beautiful 

Beautiful silhouette – not beautiful 

silhouette 
Waist line Front line 

 

 

Table 3 Garments of the highest average preferences for evaluation item (front, entire) 
 

Dress form 

 

Evaluation item 
B1 B2 B3 B4 

Amount of wrinkle BL26 BL25 BL25 BL25 

Fit BL26 BL26 BL25 BL25 

Attractive BL26 BL26 BL25 BL25 

Beautiful BL26 BL26 BL25 BL25 

Young BL23 BL24 BL25 BL25 

Slim BL24 BL26 BL25 BL25 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  Conclusion 

To investigate the effect of the difference between positions of bust line of body and garment on the 

appearance, a sensory test was carried out using five upper garments by changing the length between 

SNP and BP. As a result, it was found that the upper garment which was made with the same length 

from SNP to BP of the body is not always evaluated in a good appearance. In order to design or 

choose an upper garment with a good appearance, it is necessary to consider the position of bust line. 
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Abstract. The trousseau is notorious since antiquity and has been influenced by a series of
modifications, reflected in the type of fabric, confection, design, fashion and market share. This
study aimed to present economic and design aspects of the bedding, table and bath linen sector
(also known as bed, bath and beyond) occurred from the second half of the 20th century to
recently in Brazil. A bibliographic research was carried out from the scientific literature and
magazines of the area, notably the “Revista Vogue Casa Brasil” (“Vogue House Brazil
Magazine”). It is concluded that the classic patterns predominate: white color and cotton in
bed, table and bath products, being embroidery the most outstanding style ornament. The
maintenance of these standards by the Brazilian manufacturers is interesting to maintain sales
in the domestic market, but a limitation for export products destined to publics with different
values and aesthetic tastes and with greater supply of items with variety of surface designs.

1. Introduction
The trousseau is known from antiquity to the present day, undergoing several modifications. These
changes are reflected in the type of fabric, the manufacture and market. The traditional bride trousseau
was composed of bedding, table and bath textiles and household utensils that were necessary for her
married life [1]. The tradition of these products is associated with marriage, but there have been
changes when women entered in the labor market. This process was more evident in the period of
World Wars I and II, in Europe and the USA, when women took over the family business and the
position of men in the labor market [2]. In Brazil, its characteristics have evolved over time through
textiles, manufacturing processes and fashion, with an increasing economic importance. It is estimated
that until 1995 one-third of the production of articles related to these segments in Brazil were focused
on exports [3]. In general terms, Brazil is one of the world's largest consumers of textile products
today, but in terms of international exports its contribution is small, reaching 26th position. However,
the home line presented the highest growth (14%) from 2010 to 2014 [4]. Therefore, the innovation
models corroborate the indicator of the systematization of the procedure of the design evolution and
home fashion industry, being the main goal the increasing of participation in market economy.

2. Method
A bibliographic study was carried out from scientific journals, books and articles correlated to
bedding, table and bath linen and particularly analyzing 40 years of publication of “Revista Vogue
Casa Brasil” (“Vogue House Brazil Magazine”) from the launch in 1976 to 2016 (monthly).
Vogue House Brazil Magazine is derived from Vogue Magazine, which had the first Brazilian edition
published in May 1975, being the first edition in Latin America. Vogue is the most important,



respected and influential fashion magazine in the world published since 1892 by Condé Nast
Publications in 21 countries. Monthly publishes works of home fashion universe. In Brazil, both
magazines are mostly read by the wealthy classes of society, being important influencers and diffusers
of fashion in the country.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. The importance of trousseau
The trousseau in antiquity, traditional for a bride, consisted of textile articles such as bedding, table,
bath linen and household utensils. The making of the trousseau began on the spinning wheel or on the
distaff made by the women themselves. After the ready thread, they made the fabrics in hand looms,
and from there they began to embroider. According Harris [5], embroidery has been an in-house craft,
a professional activity and it is in the most part of cultures. It was carried out mainly by women,
although some men were part of this occupation. Although some contemporary embroideries work
without a pattern, embroidery is traditionally carefully planned before work begins.

According to Pinto et al. [6], this process began to occur before the industrial era of the textile
chain in the 19th century. The trousseau was influenced by the region and the different family
economic levels. All the women were called to the service, including the maids and the girls who were
encouraged in the making of the trousseau. With industrialization, the fabrics were bought ready and
the embroideries made at home by the women of the family or in specialized manufactures that
charged for the service. Industrial textile yarns have made embroidery stitches richer and the process
less time consuming.

Sa [7] noted the layette inserted in the context of the construction of a family environment that
cultivated the identity of the bride and softened the needs of places and people, personalizing the home
environments, showing a particular attachment to the artifacts consecrated to everyday devotions.
According to Pinto et al. [1], it occurs the transformation of the old trousseau into the modern concept
of Homewear or Fashion Home. The course of the development of all civilizations concerning fashion
not only abandons to assimilate an inscribed principle, but is based on a constant history constituted in
universal anthropological roots. Fashion is a phenomenon consubstantial with human-social life [8].

The story of appearances in the trousseau shows that this serves to show the power and the
achievement of marriage, being an exhibitionist demonstration of the human being. The history of
fashion and appearances is also a way of rescuing the past and understanding the present. Fashion can
be used in multiple contexts in aspects of social life [9].

3.2. Economic aspects of trousseau
With the great world wars, there has been a drastic reduction of the population of men in the countries
that have been in conflict, which have become combatants. In addition to being called upon to fill the
job in functions previously considered masculine during the war, it was then that women felt obliged
to leave their homes and children to carry out the projects and the work that was done by their
husbands [2].

The years after the World War II brought an increase in consumption patterns. Women were not
willing to sacrifice fashion, despite the focus of conservation and resource saving during the wars,
including that the available textile products were used in the production of war goods. Meanwhile
supporting the cause of war was a dominant theme in consumer education during this period, women
found creative solutions to fashion alternatives. In this way, industrial development and wars in the
first half of the twentieth century favored women and their achievements, both economic and social
[10].

The Second World War in Europe provided favorable economic implications for Brazil. The
countries involved in the hostilities soon reduced the use of raw materials and the factories produced
to military production, resulting in a fifteen-fold increase in Brazilian textile exports compared to the
previous period of war, reaching the second place among the producers worldwide. In addition, this



period marked an evolution of the textile sector in Brazil. While other countries were disadvantaged
by great economic losses, Brazil took advantage of the situation for its industrial and economic
development [11].

In the first half of the 1960s, the spinning and weaving industry showed clear signs of weakening.
In the same period, while the manufacturing industry as a whole showed an increase of 118%, textile
production did not exceed 66%, closing 130 weavings in three years. The 1960s can thus be
considered a moment of transition of customs of values arising from the events of the World Wars. At
that time, Brazil went through a complicated decade in the textile industry, which also directly
reflected in the bedding, table and bath linen articles industry [11].

In the early 1970s, the technological advancement of the textile and clothing industries, made it
more affordable to acquire industrialized bedding, table and bath linen articles. In the 1980's, the
Brazilian spinning and weaving industry had a high billing. At the time, the country had 4.5 million
spindles and 150,000 looms installed in approximately 9,000 companies, ranking 6th as a world textile
producer [1].

With the technological advance, it became more accessible the purchase of products of the bedding,
table and bath linen industrialized and increased the Brazilian export. The country made public and
private investments, promoting the maintenance of the industrial sector. The textile industry in the
1980s is going through a complicated decade, but maintaining its level of revenue. A new vision for
the future arises, which contemplates the need to expand the study of textile technology, so it is at this
time that there is an increase in the implantation of schools for the teaching of textile and fashion
technology [11].

In the 1990s Brazilian economy, as a whole, and especially the industry, faced a crisis due to the
international trade liberalization program. According to Ferreira [12], the textile industry comprises
spinning, weaving, knitting and confections. In Brazil, this industry has about 30 thousand companies,
and the number of large companies has been reduced. The clothing sector comprises the apparel
segment and the bedding, table and bath linen segment of this industry. This sector is characterized by
a high degree of differentiation in the use of raw materials, in production processes, competition
standards and business strategies. The apparel segment is the most representative in the garment
sector, with around 80% of the number of companies and also with the same percentage in the number
of labor employed. The bedding, table and bath linen segment represents, therefore, about 20% of the
number of companies and the labor of the sector. The products usually classified in this segment are:
duvets, bedding covers, blanket bedspreads, pillowcases and sheets; tablecloths, washcloth, napkins
and set of placemats; carpets, bath towels, face towels and bathrobes, respectively.

The industry has invested in innovations and in the production process. One-third of its production
was oriented to exportation, and these products were of high quality and not threatened by external
competition. They were the main companies in the textile sector, being that around 80% of the total
exports in this sector were bedding, table and bath linen [3].

The ancient trousseau transformed into the modern concept of Homewear, follows trends
developed by professionals of the area. In the period from 2000 to 2014, productive units in activities
in the Brazilian textile sector increased by 23% [4]. With the appreciation of the Brazilian currency in
relation to the American dollar, adopted as an instrument to contain inflation, especially since 2008,
there were serious losses in relation to the competitiveness of Brazilian industries in relation to
imported articles.

The textile exports decreased due to the appreciation of the exchange rate, redirecting the products
to the domestic market, with the exception of the bedding, table and bath linen sector, which reached
50% of production for exportation, indicating that the sector was still in growth. However, in 2010
with the weakening of domestic consumption and acceleration of imports, negative effects were
noticed with consequent decrease in the profit margin of Brazilian companies. However, the home line
presented the highest growth (14%) from 2010 to 2014 [4]. Therefore, the innovation models
corroborate the indicator of the procedure systematization of the design evolution and home fashion
industry, being the main goal the increasing of participation in market economy.



3.3. Textile design in the 20th century
The first textile fibers of antiquity were flax, cotton, wool and silk, known as natural raw materials.
Natural fibers are still very common in Home Fashion, since each fabric stands out in a product and
social status in the bedding, table and bath linen segment. Cotton stands out in the production of bath
towels, due to its excellent absorption, comfort and fabric softness. Very common also in bedding
linen (bedspread, sheets, pillow cases etc.). Egyptian cotton, which is considered one of the best in the
world, it is used to make bedding and bath products, due to its unique properties of softness, touch and
comfort in the contact of the human skin with the fabric. In the segment of Fashion Home wool is used
in rugs and blankets, but often replaced by its substitute, acrylic fiber. The silk, in rugs, upholstery,
bedding and blankets, being products of great value in the market due to its nobility [13].

The Industrial Revolution crossed borders, opening the industrial textile market, encouraging new
creations, initiating the production of artificial fibers (such as viscose, nylon, polyester, acrylic fiber,
etc.), stamping and processing. In the 20th century, the textile design had the breaking of the traditional
floral prints making room for abstract forms and other [14]

The textile process starts with the basics of colors and with natural raw materials and in the
elaboration of the house's robes, manual embroidery was added. With the Industrial Revolution, the
technological advance of the textile had a new proportion in the production and confection of the
fabrics. Thus, the textile designers needed enrichment in the creativity and daring in the creation of
collection of prints, models and technological fabrics. The set of innovation was due to the need of
social changes and their demand. In the 1920s, Art Deco in Paris, marked by geometric rigor and
predominance of vertical lines, influenced the architecture and also reflected in new ideals in textile
design [15].

In the 1930s, with the Great Depression in Europe and America, designers had to innovate in
decoration and textiles. After the World War II, in the 1950s, in the textile sector occurred the
development of new synthetic fabrics, dyes and chemical finishes. In the 1960s and 1970s, the idea of
Pop Art influenced the patterns of fabric designs, expressed in bright colors and psychedelic designs
[15].

In the 1980s and 1990s, Japan influenced with its innovations, technological development, textile-
technical construction and standardization. The Design included geometric models in the shape of the
prints (in the process of translation, rotation and reflection) with strong colors. The prints have
attributes of humor, extravagance, infusion of colors, modern design and objects molded in plastic and
iron [16].

3.4. Design aspects of trousseau in Brazil
According to Das [17] the client seeks harmony and balance visual impact in the home in all
environments. One should look at sets of sheets, duvets, rugs, cushions, curtains, wallpaper that match
well with the color of the environment, furniture, floor, etc. The designers have to understand the
aesthetic sensibility and need of the target customers and creating innovations and concepts in fashion
and ideas to satisfy them. All the coordination of texture, colors and prints have that is in harmony
with the trends and ambiance of the house. Manufacturers have to meet the market demand to achieve
their sales by satisfying customers.

The articles of composition of the trousseau, basic articles such as towels and sheets continued to
be part of the wedding lists, varying in technical attributes such as the finish. Many companies in the
bedding, table and bath linen segment have begun to invest in design as a distinguishing factor of the
pieces, transforming the old trousseau into the modern concept of Homewear or Home Fashion,
following fashion trends by improving shapes, colors, textures and patterns [6]. This process
transformed the trousseau into a fashion article.

Natural fibers are still very present. Previously using linen fiber and currently employing cotton in
the production of bath towels, bedding and other articles. Egyptian cotton is used for bedding up to
1000 threads per inch of warp, giving unique properties of softness, touch and comfort. Wool is
employed on rugs and blankets, but often replaced by acrylic fiber. However, various products are



found with artificial and synthetic fibers (such as viscose, nylon, polyester, acrylic fiber, etc.) with
various processings and finishes [5].

In 20th century, textile design left the traditional floral prints providing abstract forms and others.
After the World War II, in the 1950s, models and designs reflect new technologies and the abstraction
of art following the development of new synthetic fabrics, dyes and chemical finishes. In the 1960s
and 1970s, the idea of Pop Art influenced the fabric patterns, expressed in bright colors and
psychedelic designs. In the 1980s and 1990s the influence of Japan was expressed by innovations,
technological development and its patterns. The design included geometric models in the format of the
prints (in the process of translation, rotation and reflection) with strong colors [6]. Furthermore, it is
necessary to notice the influence of personages and scripts of cinema and TV expressed in the
stamping.

According to analysis performed in the present study on Vogue House Brazil Magazine, it is clear
the preference of products stamped in 1970’s and 1980’s (Figure 1), and white color in 1990’s, 2000’s
and 2010’s (Figure 2).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 1. Examples of: (a) stamped (1976); (b) white background with colored embroidery (1985); (c)
white background with white embroidery (1995); (d) white background with colored stamped (2002) ;
(e) totally white (2016). Source: Compiled from Revista Casa Vogue Brasil (“Vogue House Brazil
Magazine”) (São Paulo: Globo and Condé Nast) [18]: (a) 1976, v.01, N. 20, p.051 [19]; (b) 1985,
v.03/04, N2, p.156 [20]; (c) 1995, v.01/02, N1, p. 083 [21], (d) 2002, v.10, ed.207, p. 158 [22], (e)
2016, v.08, ed.372, p. 011 [23]

In Figure 2 is presented the number of articles related to different design patterns in fabrics for
bedding, table and bath linen sectors from 1976 to 2016 in Brazil, according the research performed in
all issues of “Revista Casa Vogue Brasil” (“Vogue House Brazil Magazine”) enrolling all this time
period.



Figure 2. Number of articles related to different design patterns in fabrics for related to bedding, table
and bath linen from 1976 to 2016 in Brazil, according the research performed in all issues of Revista
Casa Vogue Brasil (“Vogue House Brazil Magazine”). Source: Compiled from Revista Casa Vogue
Brasil (“Vogue House Brazil Magazine”) [18]

Despite something few exceptions, in Brazil it is observed that the domestic market continues to
prefer classic patterns, with predominance of a single color (notably white), embroidery (or similar) or
floral prints for adult items (Figure 3); colors white and/or pink or white and/or blue for items of girls
and boys respectively, with characters and children's themes; of culinary elements or of the household
world or colored background in the white colors in kitchen items and in bath towels of colors white
predominance sometimes with embroidery or other colors.

White White
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1976 - 1979 12 12 51 2 18
1980 - 1989 41 23 129 66 52
1990 - 1999 30 32 15 2 8
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2010 - 2016 342 86 113 121 216
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 2. Design in bed trousseau from 1976 to 2016. Source: Compiled from Revista Casa Vogue
Brasil (“Vogue House Brazil Magazine”) (São Paulo: Globo and Condé Nast) [18]: (a) 1976, v.01, N.
20, p.062 [24]; (b) 1986, v.01/02, N1, p.003 [25]; (c) 1996, v.07/08, N4, p. 171 [26], (d) 2006, v.01,
ed.245, p. 035 [27], (e) 2016, v.11, ed.375, p. 053 [28]

4. Conclusion
“Vogue Casa Brasil” magazine presents the most relevant styles in bedding, table and bath linen
market, despite being an elite magazine in the Brazilian market context. The classics are pronounced
in the preference of style presentation featuring white color and cotton fabric in bedding, table and
bath linen products and the embroidery being the outstanding ornament of the style of these home
fashion products. Thus, it is noteworthy that, unlike what happens in other countries in the world, in
Brazil, the trousseau is associated with traditional values of marriage, emulating aesthetic patterns
originated in the past epochs, when the bride embroidered her own trousseau as a part of the marriage
dowry. The maintenance of these standards by Brazilian manufacturers is interesting to maintain sales
in the domestic market, but a limitation for export products destined to publics with different values
and aesthetic tastes and with greater supply of items with variety of surface designs.
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Abstract. The aim of this project is to develop an ergonomically based and motion-oriented
size system. New concepts are required in order to be able to deal competently with complex
requirements of function-oriented workwear and personal protective equipment (PPE). Body
dimensions change through movement, which are basis for motion optimized clothing
development. This affects fit and ergonomic comfort. The situation has to be fundamentally
researched in order to derive well-founded anthropometric body data, taking into account
kinematic requirements of humans and to define functional dimensions for clothing industry.
Research focus shall be on ergonomic design of workwear and PPE. There are huge differences
in body forms, proportions and muscle manifestations between genders. An improved basic
knowledge can be provided as a result, supporting development as well as sales of motion-
oriented clothing with perfect fit for garment manufacturers.

1. Introduction
The fit, comfort and fashionable look of workwear and personal protective equipment (PPE) gain in
importance. In addition to the protection and functional properties, working and protective clothing
demands perfect fit for optimal freedom of movement.
The balancing act between freedom of movement, functionality and the fashion-oriented fit of
different target groups offers new complex challenges to the manufacturer of workwear during
development and sales.

Anthropometric data are used for clothing design, PPE, workstations and man-machine interfaces.
Therefore two different measuring systems are used: size charts [1] and ergonomic standards. [2] [3]
[4] [5] [6] Size charts are the base for clothing industry, however size charts cannot cover the
functional requirements of workwear and personal protective equipment. Body measurements during
exercising movements (standing, sitting, kneeling, bending, etc.) deviate significantly from
measurements of the size charts, which are measured in standard standing position. Motion of the
body and its extremities change the length and circumference dimensions, see Figure 1. The back
length (in red) of a male test person with size 50 shows a difference of 12.3 cm between standing
position and forward bent body position. This means an extra length of 21.5% due to posture
changing. The small measure “hip depth" (in orange) is extended by 7.1 cm, an increase of 39.7%.
This leads to a number of questions: What are the right dimensions for garment design to implement
optimal ergonomic comfort? Are there dimensional differences between small and large sizes as well
as other types of figures, e.g. belly types? Do gender differences exist and if, how do they take place?



Figure 1. Change of body measurements in different body positions

The motion-related variability of body dimensions is partly reflected in ergonomic standards [2] [3]
[4] [5]. They describe different modes of motion, e.g. arm range, without any size references, which
are important for clothing design. Therefore the correlation between the two systems is missing (see
Figure 2).

Figure 2. Comparison between size chart and ergonomic standard by example of arm length

Furthermore ergonomic measurements are usually reproduced as 5th, 50th and 95th percentile and they
differentiate by gender and age groups. However percentiles only indicate the percentage distribution
of a measurement within a random sample of people. A measurement standard which considers the
size reference as well as function-oriented motion of the body at work, is currently not available.

In addition, motion-dependent dimensional differences significantly affect the elementally
important scale for leasing of working and protective clothing of order and online business. This is
because the chest circumference, which defines the size for dressing as a primary measurement,
changes considerably as shown in Figure 3. During a slight simulated lifting movement, the size of the
test person varies between size 56 and 60. The range therefore comprises three possible sizes. But
what size is actually to be attributed to this person, that, for example, a work jacket isn’t neither too
narrow nor too wide?



Figure 3. Changes of the chest circumference with slight lifting movement of the arms

2. Methods
The motion-related variability of body measurements shall be investigated and converted into a new
size system during the project "Functional dimension“(IGF 18993 N, duration: 01.01.2016 to
30.06.2018) [7]. The aim of the project is to correlate the traditional size systems with the ergonomic
dimensions and to develop a new motion-oriented size system - a functional standard. Men and
women have to be examined separately. The following work steps are in the presented project:

• Analysis and classification of work-related postures (standing, sitting, kneeling, bending, etc.):
The focus was to identify and classify representative forms of movement, which reflect as
many professional activities as possible. The challenge was particularly to define postures in a
way that test persons can define these postures in a reproducible and repeatable manner. In
addition it was necessary to specify postures that enable the Bodyscanner Vitus Smart XXL to
capture all relevant body areas.

• Posture capturing by using 3D-scanner technology:
Each test person was scanned in 10 different postures in total. Figure 4 shows the 10 different
scan postures.

Figure 4. The ten defined postures for analyzing the range of motion

In order to be able to analyze and measure the differences in length and circumference
reproducibly, a total of 16 physical markers have to be applied on test person’s bodies at specific
anthropometric measuring points before scanning. Figure 5 shows exemplary the physical markers.



Figure 5. Physical markers on human body

• Identification of changes in motion-dependent body shape and analysis of the extrema:
In the first step body measurements, which are to be recorded, were determined on the basis of
the respective attitudes. Recording and evaluation of the fit-relevant body measurements
which were decisive for the ergonomic comfort was the goal. Important aspects are the chest
circumference, arm, leg and back lengths, back and chest widths as well as leg and arm
circumferences. Figure 6 shows exemplary the detection of individual body measurements at
two scan postures.

Figure 6. Exemplary presentation of the body movement measurements

• Statistical evaluation of ergonomic dimensions according to size and figure types
• Development of ergonomic and motion-related size systems for men and women



3. Results
The results shall be converted into an ergonomic and motion-oriented system for efficient use of
functional dimensions in clothing industry. This includes functional measurement tables for the
various figure types and size series and - this is the new approach - for the relevant different forms of
movement. A multidimensional presentation of the measurements is required. The connection between
the traditional clothing sizes and known size designations ensures the acceptance and application of
the new size system in practice. Research focus shall be on the ergonomic design of occupational and
protective clothing and therefore analysis of work-type body postures and movements. Many of these
movements coincide with different types of sports. In the first step, it is useful to limit the wide range
of analytics to the field of application, and then in the second step to examine the transfer to other
fields of application. There are large differences in the body forms, proportions and the muscle
manifestations between the genders [1] [4] [8].

4. Conclusions
The challenge consists of the systematic derivation of new functional dimensions as well as their
conversion into optimized clothing products in addition to reproducible detection of the ROM (range
of motion). The correlation to the textile material and its respective extensibility is a central subject.
This is to be solved afterwards. An ergonomically based size system especially for workwear and PPE
saves time and money in product development. Further the process of size reduction or allocation can
be effectively supported and thus leads to a reduction of large change efforts, returns and complaints
in e.g. textile leasing business. The results can also be used to develop standards.
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Abstract. Body silhouette 3D measurements need to be performed separately in each country
due to significant ethnic differences in body silhouette which preclude the transfer of European
data to particular countries. Systematic research allows to update information on the population
body silhouette and body proportions as well as select the size changes possible to implement
in clothing construction modifications. The diversity in body silhouettes and sizes as well as
the issue of clothing fitting encourage clothing producers to provide work wear clothing based
on individual measurements of the end users’ bodies. In the framework of the carried research,
the group of construction workers was selected as the target group of the analysed work wear
clothing users. 42 construction workers, men only, were measured. The body silhouette
measurement process was non-contact and was carried out with the use of 3D body scanner.
The collected data on the body silhouette allowed to select sizes used to construct the work
wear clothing and identify the clothing size. The selected measurement points of the body
silhouette underwent statistical analysis to determine the distribution of random variables, here
body sizes. The variables distribution characteristics were calculated. On that basis, the fitting
appraisal of work wear clothing with respect to the size of the finished product corresponding
to the adequate size of individually measured worker/end user was performed. The size
overview of the work wear clothing used by the specific professional group and the appraisal
of the size fitting to the body silhouette took into consideration the work wear clothing
ergonomic functionality with respect to the body posture when performing the tasks, design
and clothing construction. The analysis based on the currently gathered end users’ remarks and
objections concerning the clothing fitting and performed body silhouette measurements allows
to modify the existing work wear clothing for the selected group of end users. The research
was aimed at the improvement of the work wear clothing fitting thanks to personalization
based on individual body measurements at the stage of construction design.

1. Introduction
Functionality of working and protective clothing apart from appropriate selection of the fabric to be
used should be correlate with the degree of fitting to user’s silhouette, aesthetic appearance and
draping. Each of the features mentioned in combination with ergonomics cab decide about functional
suitability and influence the quality of product. The basic requirement in the assessment of the
working clothing functionality is the possibility of free movements and activity of the man dressed.
This is conditioned by the ergonomic structure of clothing with the use of structural accessories with
appropriate size on specified spots of clothing, taking into account the properties of fabrics. The
selection of working clothing results from environmental hazard and activities carried out during
work. If one fails to take into consideration the ergonomic requirements during designing working



clothing, it can often result in a lack of acceptance by the users obliged to wear it. The ergonomic
designing of clothing, particularly protective clothes, reduces the discomfort of their use and decreases
the onerousness connected with the movements done during wearing and performing professional job.
The consideration of the ergonomics principles facilitates the use comfort increase and in the case of
individual protection means and working clothing increases the acceptance of their use [1].

Anthropometric measurements of silhouettes are used not only for ergonomic clothing designing
but also for making elements that form the man environment [2, 3]. There are available published
reports containing data for designing and ergonomic assessment of machines and equipment [2]
destined for designers of the man’s work environment and human live. In the sphere of clothing
industry, apart from information about the man silhouette in designing and modeling clothes one
should assume the functions of particular elements of clothing and consider its purpose.
Characteristics of work conditions constitutes all the factors acting on the human organism in the work
environment determined by microclimate, technological process and the intensity of man activity [4].
The man physical movements during his work occur in his/her many positions (standing, seating, and
lying, kneeling, squatting). The basic measurement data of man silhouette used in clothing industry
describe the human body on the basis of measurements carried out in the standing motionless position
on persons dressed with underwear. The measurements of man’s body with correctly selected
structural accessories constitute the basis of optimal clothing structure and consequently comfortable
clothes during wearing. Anthropological studies have shown that there are relations between the
proportions of: width, length of the whole body and its particular elements as well as the influence of
the body position on the values of the features measured, and the ergonomic working clothing should
take all these elements into consideration.

2. Methodology
The tests performed included the measurements of the silhouettes of workers employed in building
sector carried out jobs with different degrees of energetic expenditure and with different movements
and positions of body connected with their profession (services of crane, welder, assembler/fitter and
carpenter). 42 persons of the male sex, performing building works, wearing selected working clothes
were measured. The measurements of the building workers silhouettes were taken in the field, using
mobile measuring equipment - Anthroscan 3D VITUS Smart XXL from Human Solutions Company
[4]. The apparatus is equipped with 4 scanners located in the corners of room and also computer
system for recording over 100 various measurements of human body surface and data analyzing. The
measurements of human body surface were made in two positions according to standard used in the
clothing PN-EN-13402 [5].

The measurements used for the construction of working clothing and identification of the worn
clothes size were selected from the collected data of silhouettes.

a) b)

Figure 1. Views of male silhouette
according to the measurement procedure
used: a) position A; b) position B



The selected measurements of silhouettes were subjected to statistical analysis paying attention to the
establishment of the distribution of random variable, i.e. body measurement.

The analysis of silhouette measurements was related to garments, assuming the whole silhouette is
dressed and the best movement opportunities are provided during performing the work.

In ergonomic designing one must consider the man anthropological data to retain appropriate
proportions between body measurements and a device in order to shape the optimal working zone. An
important factor affecting the creation of work conditions is professional clothing – working or
protective clothing, adapted to the operations and requirements of the technological process. For the
test targets two-piece warning garment was selected that had the measurements declared by the
measured builders.

Figure 2. Two-piece warning garment

3. Results
There were performed statistic calculation within the scope of the determination of essential
differences between the clothing measurements and corresponding user’s body measurements, taking
into account the structural accessories of the garment (to retain clearances). The measurements of
jacket and trousers were collected for analysis. The following body measurements were selected as the
basis of the statistic assessment of jacked: chest size (4510), high waist size (6515), size of buttocks
(7520), length of the upper limb (8030), neck circumference (1520), width of arms (3030),
circumference of arm (8520), back width (3020).
Selected measurements of body for the assessment of trouser fitting: waist size (6510), hip size (9510),
knee size (9520), internal length of trouser leg (9020).

The statistic assessment was carried out to determine the regressive relationship between the
dimensions of the body of garment users and the dimensions of the ready-made garment used by them.
The selected body dimensions have a direct reference to the ready-made garment, taking into account
the structural and ergonometric additives connected with the destination of garment and the kind of
professional activities carried out while wearing it.

Ascribing the size of clothing to the user with specified dimensions, the following data were taken
into account:

 height and size of chest for clothing used in the upper body part, determining the structural
addition of circumference from 20.0 to 24.0 cm,

 height and waist circumference for clothing used in the lower body part, determining the
structural addition of circumference from 10.0 to 14.0 cm. It was not succeed to fit the
dimension of garment elements for 6 persons since in the case of these users, too great



divergence occurred between body dimensions and the ranges of height and circumferences
that were assumed in the dimensions of the garment made.

Table 1. Correlation of body measurement points

Body measurement points Correlation coefficient R Correlation
4510 0.984 Full dependence
6510 0.981 Full dependence
6520 0.920 Full dependence
6515 0.893 Very high dependence
7520 0.757 High dependence (considerable)
8030 0.599 Moderate dependence (essential)
1520 0.750 High  dependence (considerable)
8520 0.720 High dependence (considerable)
9510 0.470 Moderate dependence (essential)
3030 0.208 Distinct but low dependence
9520 0.707 High dependence (considerable)
9020 0.678 High dependence (considerable)
3020 0.754 High dependence (considerable)

For the accepted significance level, p, the values of the coefficient of linear correlation ranged from
min 0.208 to max 0.984.
The correlation dependence was obtained for all the analyzed body dimensions, while the extent of
this dependence was diversified. (Table1.)

As an example, the diagrams of dependences for the analysis of chest size (4510), waist size and
length of upper limb and the internal length of lower limb are presented.

 For the size of chest (4510).
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Diagram 1. Size of chest (4510)- Dependence of garment dimension
on the body dimensions

Diagram 1 shows the linear relationship between the real size of the person measured and the
corresponding size of garment.

Diagram 2 presents the difference with a value of about 20.0 cm in chest size between the real size
and the garment size. From the diagram it follows that the correct tolerance has been retained.
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Diagram 2. Results of body measurements and measurements
of clothing for the upper body part for the chest size (4510)

 For the size of waist girth(6510)
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Diagram 3. Waist circumference (6510) - dependence of the
garment size for the lower part of body on the body size
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Diagram 4. Results of body measurements and size of garment
foe the lower body part – for waist circumference (6510).



In the case of the circumferences considered, the body dimensions assume decisively lower values
than the adequate dimension of clothing. This is connected with the necessity of providing appropriate
freedom of movements during wearing the working garment during performing professional activities.

 For the size of the upper limb length
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Diagram 5. Length of the upper limb (8030) – dependence of body
dimensions and garment dimensions

In relation to the length of sleeve, there occur greater differences between body dimensions and
clothing dimensions, from which results a lower linear correlation. For the group of users with
different arm lengths, one sleeve length is anticipated. It is not advantageous with respect to fitting
ability and use agronomy. This observation of the fitting capability of sleeve length is also noticeable
in Diagram 6. The value of median of body dimensions and garment dimensions are comparable but
the range of tolerance garment size is distinctly shifted towards higher values, opposite to the range of
the body size tolerance.

Diagram 6. Length of the upper limb (8030) – results of body
measurements and clothing measurements
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 For the lower limb length
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Diagram 7. Relationship of body dimensions and clothing
dimensions for the lower body part for the length of lower
limb measured from the base to the step (9020).
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Diagram 8. Results of measurements of body and clothing
sized for the lower body part for the length of lower limb
measured from base to step (9020).

In the case of the length of internal trouser leg, the body size is measured from the base, thus it is
naturally it is higher in relation to the size of clothing (trouser leg is shorter by 2 cm to provide the
freedom of movements). Hence visible differences between assessed sizes and higher values obtained
for body size. The value of correlation coefficient shows a lack of strong monotonic relationship
between the considered sizes, which suggests that in the tested population occur cases of both too
short and too long trouser legs. This means that one should make changes in the construction of
trousers to fit the length of trouser legs for the needs of users, which is particularly essential for
working clothing, its ergonomics and the safety of use.

The observed differences and a strong divergence of the measurement results under discussion may
be perceived with respect to implementation of changes in the structure of garment in this range, with
simultaneous assurance of the ergonomics of movements of the working clothing users.
The basic structure of the garment under analysis was subjected to modeling treatment consisting in
providing a clearance in the area of the jacket back by the formation of fabric excess in the form of
folds(with a depth of 3.0 cm). Therefore, it seems that there is a sufficient clearance that allows one to
carry out professional activity.

4. Conclusions



The studies of the dimensional analysis of man during his labor constitute an interdisciplinary issue
necessary to observe the safety and comport of using his clothing. The system of determining the size
of clothes is closely connected with the rules of constructing fabrics and the formation of dimensional
lines. A correct garment adapted to body dimensions takes into account the movement dynamic of user
during performing his work and optimally covers his silhouette.

Taking into consideration the basic dimensional features of users, there is a possibility of fitting the
garment size according to regulations to the size, ranges of body height and circumferences. The
comparative analysis of body dimensions essential, with respect to usability, to the structure of
clothing and having an influence on the fitting capability and dimensions of ready-made garment,
indicates what optimal structural accessories should be used in the construction of garment.

Based on the analysis of the results obtained it has been found that there is a need for
personalization of working clothing on the basis on individual measurements of silhouettes, which will
make it  possible to improve the garment fitting to silhouettes and the comfort of use under work
conditions.

For the parameters of chest and waist sizes, a correct tolerance was observed, while for the
parameters of the upper limb length and internal length of lower limb, there is a lack of strong
dependence between the sizes considered, which suggests that in the tested trial are cases of too short
and too long products, both sleeves and trouser legs.

The differences observed and a high divergence of the result sets under discussion may be noticed
with respect to the implementation of structural changes in this range, providing the movement
ergonomics of the working clothing users at the same time.
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Abstract: have you ever heard about Iranian needlework? The needlework of Iran have always 

been the sign of love, patience and activation. This art that ornaments the surface of fabric with 

colourful yarns, uses needle is considered as one of the widest branches of handicrafts. 

Nowadays there are at least 42 branches of needleworks in Iran and among these, the 

Zoroastrian embroidery is the oldest one. We try to make a new perspective on this art by 

quickening this beautiful art and designing it on modern fabrics and also combining it with 

fashion tourism. 

Iran has a touristic potential in culture, because of its rich, mysteries history and every year 

thousands of tourists come to Iran to know more about human history and as Yazd is the main 

region of Zoroastrians occupation that every year attract many tourists and also is famous for 

its textiles so we start our study in this city.   

The conclusion of the study emphasized the fact that there is room for the fashion industry to 

open the new contribution to tourism in Yazd State. However, this depends on the development 

of a separate frame work for fashion tourism in Iran 

Keywords: Needlework, Iran, Yazd, Zoroastrian, embroidery, fabric, yarn, handicraft, 

 

1. Introduction 

Tourism is the business activity connected with providing accommodation, services and entertainment 

for people who are visiting a place for pleasure or business. Tourism is a sector that inputs several 

industries and fashion is one of them as fashion week are popular among designers and trendy fashion 

lovers and even the media who travel from far and wide to attend. Fashion is a phenomenon that cuts 

across every area of life from generation to generation. 

Fashion tourism has been defined for specific bazaar based on special product that also implies 3 

types of tourism: creative tourism- cultural tourism- shopping tourism. In all around the world 

especially in big cities it has been tried to create new attractions by using cultural elements in order to 

make the tourism industry better. So, based on the fact that clothes are regarded as cultural sign for 

society, it can be used as cultural attraction to introduce a region or a country. We know that Iran is 

well-known and good at designing and producing the clothes, regarding its extension, various tribes, 

nomads, based on the fact that each has its own costumes and traditions. That is, each city has its 

specific cloth and traditional texture. Taking all these facts into account, it can be concluded Iran has 

several cultures, tribes and nomads which lead to different kinds of wearing styles and clothes. 

As you know, Arians were the most famous and important race, moving from India to Europe. 

However, our Arian ancestors at Iran plateau, has made a wonderful history. Zoroastrianism is the 

oldest religion in the world that came to the world from Iran. Zoroastrians based on their culture and 

costumes that is in fact the Arian culture are one of the Iranian cultural attractions especially Yazd that 

attract large number of tourists from around the world. So, we embark on making Embroidered 

Zoroastrian alive again. 

In this article, we try to take this original and unique art out of history and involve it in its new life 

called fashion tourism. The employment effects are also significant and another aim of this research is 

to identify the importance of Fashion in tourism and how Yazd government can benefit from its vast 

potentials. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Tourism  

The importance of tourism cannot be over emphasized. Tourism is primarily viewed as people visiting 

a particular place for various reasons, whether it is for business or leisure tourism cuts across various 

aspects of life. Thus, tourism may be seen as the process, activity and outcomes arising from the 

relationship and the interaction among tourists, tourism suppliers, host governments, host communities 

and the environments involved in the attraction and hosting of visitors. Tourism today is a global 

phenomenon that cuts across various sector of an economy and also seen as an industry that promotes 

political and economic changes. 

For some time now there has been an evolution of the “new tourist” who requires and is willing to 

pay for more than the regular package of sun, sea and sand, the typical tourism packages. Destinations 

worldwide are beginning to diversify in repackage their tourism product by introducing niche market 

and alternative forms of tourism and fashion tourism started. 

2.1 Faison tourism 

Fashion is one of the most influential phenomenon in western civilization, it is almost second nature to 

us, an understanding of fashion contributes to the understanding of ourselves and our personal style 

based on our cultural background, beliefs and environment; our personal style is our identity. 

 In the early fifteenth century, fashion was considered so important in France that Charles the IIV was 

told to create a separate organization for fashion, even though not many people supported such 

organisations but, the fashion industry has been growing since then, in the eighteenth century, people 

became more aware of the importance of fashion and style as news agents, fashion magazines printed 

in bright coloured glossy paper, newspapers. (Lars & Svendsen, 2005, 7.)  

The major fashion shows in London, Paris, Milan and New York were broadcasted on national and 

international TV as fashion was clearly seen to be important enough to get such lavished attention the 

fashion phenomenon today has become a cultural factor of primary importance to people of different 

class culture and background as there is something for everybody. (Lars, & Svendsen, 2005, 10.) 

Fashion Tourism is defined as the phenomenon where by people travel to and stay in places outside 

their usual environment to enjoy experience and possibly consume fashion. (Cabrera. 2013).The 

phenomenon of fashion tourism is often called different things, Fashion travel, Shopping tourism, and 

so on, regardless of what it is called, the idea of people going or travelling from one place to the other 

for the purpose of fashion viewing or purchase is constant, 

Fashion tourism is another alternative form of tourism that attracts tourists from different part of 

the world, this trend is gradually becoming one of the more sought after niche in the tourism markets. 

2.2 Iran tourism 

Iran is a unique country in terms of its tourist attractions and abundant resources. The Most important 

characteristics of the country are its diverse natural and ecotourism attractions, religious, ethical and 

cultural diversity, its national and Islamic architectural style, diverse climatic conditions and above all 

its people's hospitality. Iran is not only a nation with reach historical and cultural sites but, it has 

unique environment and nature in which four season of the year could be observed. There are 17 kinds 

of climates in the world that 12 kinds of them can be seen in Iran. The numbers of registered historic 

buildings are 11000 and many historical works and buildings of Iran have been registered in the list of 

world cultural heritage. According to many foreign, Iran’s archaeology, cultural heritage, traditions 

and diversity of nature are the main factors which attract foreigners to Iran. Iran also is the land of 

souvenir and authenticity. This is not a tourism slogan, this is the reality inferred from the experience 

of visitors who have been impressed by Iran’s beauties and amazing attractions. Antiquity and 

richness of its culture and civilization in addition to different tribes with different and fascinating 

traditions and customs have made Iran as a treasury of tangible and intangible heritage. 

Regarding with cultural richness and different nomads and tribes with different styles of clothes, 

we also have to take it in to account that in addition to historical and cultural potentials, it has capacity 

to become a new target as fashion tourism. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Zoroastrian embroidery 

The Zoroastrian embroidery is a kind of embroidery that goes back to the times before Islam. This art 

has been tats on different fabrics with colourful yarns. 

Zoroastrian embroidery ere very common in Yazd on the past, but these days it can been seen just 

among the old fabrics of grandmothers. 

The Zoroastrian embroidery is a kind of embroidery that used to be used by Zoroastrian ladies 

dating back to pre-Islam period. This unique art is done just among the Zoroastrians. Unfortunately, it 

is going to be forgotten. According to Zoroastrian costumes, when the girl was born, the process of 

sewing her wedding clothes was started and during the years, her clothes were woven with their nice 

nettle work. Furthermore, these decorations were woven on the margins of the pants, sleeves, skirt, 

grooms hat, bride scarves which Zoroastrians name them (Lachaki). This embroidered art involves 

signs and specific symbols that have its own philosophy. Zoroastrian embroidery with lots of delicate 

silk coloured threads was woven on delicate fabrics. The common colours are light and live ones such 

as red, white and green. Different designs used in Zoroastrian embroidery are plant design (life tree, 

clove, curved cedar) animal designs (peacock-rooster-hen-fish-hoopoe) geometrical design such as 

square, circle. These designs are woven on the clothes in a way that nobody can see the stitches. 

It can be concluded easily from historical monuments such as Taqh Boston which dates back to 

Sassanid era that Zoroastrians were interested in delicate textures and their skill had an effect on other 

nation art from Europe to China and Japan. This art was sacred by even common people. It should be 

mentioned that girl’s skill at nettle working was considered as one part of their dowry. Zoroastrians 

woven these designs on the wedding bride dress to show their beliefs such as fertility, eternal life 

and… 
 

3.1. Colors: 

One of the features of this sewing is the mixture and coordination of the colours which shows that 

Iranians were completely familiar with the colours not only in taking advantage of the appropriate 

colours but also in coordination of the colours for nettle working. 

 

3.1.1. Green: In Iranian culture, the colour of green is symbol of life-pride that is so sacred. The brides 

are dressed   in green. The tablecloth that is set in front of the brides and grooms is green. 

 

3.1.2. White: The white colour is symbol of purity-friendship and peace. Zoroastrians were dressed in 

white in all their ceremonies especially religious ones.  

  

3.1.3. Red: Red in ancient Iran and for Zoroastrians was the symbol of fire, heat and vitality. 

 

3.2. Signs and symbols: 

According to an interview with an old specialist woman, signs and symbols which is seen in textiles, 

have been established on the fabric by printing using wooden stamps and then, decorative stitching 

was made on them. These signs and symbols varied in size from small to large according to type of the 

clothes. Iranian’s culture, rituals and religion beliefs also have influenced on these patterns and 

figures, such as in Zoroastrian embroidery which each signs and symbols have a special meaning. For 

example Cypress tree which was as a symbol of stamina, eternity and pride (figure 1-A) or sunflower 

which was a symbol of kindness admiration and therefore represents servants. Sometimes sunflower 

was the sign of Life expectancy (figure 1-B). Some other instance of these signs and symbols are 

described below: 

 

3.2.1. Barsom-dan: Baresman or Barsom was a bundle of cut rods of a sacred plant like pomegranate, 

Tamarix and Haoma (a divine plant in Zoroastrianism and in later Persian culture) which was used in 

Zoroastrian rituals and religios ceremonies. Barsom-dan or mah-rui was two metallic stands with a 

Crescent shape in the upper sides which was used as Barsom stand (figure 2). Barsom-dan was a 

symbol of Thanksgiving of vegetative blessings which was the human and animal’s feeding source 

and the decker of nature. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.2. Peacock: According to Aristotle, Peacock and Rooster was named as Persian birds and in some 

cases Persian ambassador have had given Peacock as a gift. Peacock has a relation to many mythical 

and symbolic concepts such as Adam and Eve, the Paradise entrance, The Sun, reign, Resurrection, 

esteem, Revitalization and beauty. In some myths, Peacock could know the Devil, so that Persians 

have Engrave Peacock in top of the entrance of their houses to prevent the Devil entering home (figure 

1-C). 

 

3.2.3. Fish: In ancient Iranian culture, fish is symbol of Anahita, the angel of water and fertility (figure 

1-D). 
 

3.2.4. The Sun: In Zoroastrianism, Sun was sing of kindness, friendship and love and it was always 

considered sacred. 
 

   

 

A B C D 

Figure1. A- Cypress tree, a symbol of stamina, eternity and pride. B- Sunflower, the sign of Life 

expectancy. C- Peacock, a Persian bird. D- Fish, symbol of Anahita, the angel of water and fertility 

[4]. 

 

  

Figure 2. Barsom-dan, a symbol of Thanksgiving of vegetative blessings [6]. 

 

4. Starting to work 

Regarding the difficulties and delicacy of embroidery, young people are not interested in it and it can 

be claimed that this art is going to be forgotten. Nowadays, these art can be seen just by a 



 

 

 

 

 

 

grandmothers and those who are Zoroaster. Delicacy, difficulties and being time-consuming are the 

reasons that young people don’t prefer to learn this valuable art. 

Despite the amnesia of these historical art and according to close relation to Iranian’s original 

culture and noble beliefs, we arise to find a way to update and Reintroduce these valuable arts to the 

global market and art society. In middle of 2016, we succeed to codification of a standard for 

Zoroastrian embroidery with 7318-81-032-1 standard no. by contribution of Technical and Vocational 

Training Organization, Iran. We merge the traditions and modernity to create awesome and unique 

patterns and designs which with combination of Modern Sewing and producing deluxe clothes, are 

take into consideration by many art enthusiasts, respectively. Recently training courses are in progress 

following of many requests for learning this art. 

In order to start our research and since these kind of sewing needs special Delicate fabrics, we start 

to produce fabrics needed and then turning them into manteaux and woman’s coats. 
 

5. Research method 

We chose semi-structured interview because it is the most important way of conducting a research 

interview because of its flexibility balanced by structure and the quality of data obtained. (Gillham, 

2005.70.) We inscribe specific questions to be discussed in an interview. The interview was conducted 

with tourists who try these kind of clothing and an audio recording device was used as data collection 

in order to listen later if necessary to the discussion. This type of interview is also good because there 

is eye contact and the researcher is able to also read the body language of the respondents (Dawson 

2009, 28.) 

The information provided by the interviewee who took part in this research will only be used to 

analyse the findings, recommendation and conclusion. The given information will be analysed based 

on their positive and negative responses of fashion tourism in Iran, the development strategies will 

also be discussed. 

Most of people who have wear these clothes, showed extraordinary reactions to them, especially 

when they noticed the meaning of the designs and patterns using in their clothes. 
 

6. Conclusion: 

According to the conversation conducted with Domestic and foreign tourists who try our clothes, it 

can be concluded that Iran’s rich and historical culture could help various industries such as fashion 

industry  

Iran has the opportunity to try its chance to enter the world of fashion and tourism industry, 

however it is needed to more investigation and development of its own Infrastructure. 
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Abstract. The purpose of this study was to develop a slow fashion design model using the 

house of quality model (HOQ) to provide fashion designers a tool to improve the overall 

sustainability of denim jeans for Y generation consumers in Turkish market. In doing so, a 

survey was conducted to collect data on the design & performance expectations as well as the 

perception of slow fashion in design process of denim jeans of the targeted consumer group. 

The results showed that Y generation in the market gave the most importance to the sustainable 

production techniques when identifying slow fashion. 

 

1. Introduction 

The harmful consequences, especially stemming from fast fashion products, have evoked concern 

among some people in the fashion world. They have started to think about how to design and develop 

apparel products that may have the fewest possible adverse effects on human beings, other living 

creatures, and the planet Earth during their entire life cycle. This type of product generally refers to 

“sustainable fashion”. Based on the World Commission on Environment and Development’s (1987) 

perspective on “sustainability”, the concept of sustainable fashion is confined to apparel products that 

maximize positive and minimize negative environmental, social, and economic effects along their 

supply and value chain [1]. A single definition of sustainable fashion is difficult to pinpoint as there is 

no industry standard. The concept of sustainable fashion encompasses a variety of terms such as 

organic, green, fair trade, sustainable, slow, eco and so forth [2], each attempting to highlight or 

correct a variety of perceived wrongs in the fashion industry including animal cruelty, environmental 

damage and worker exploitation [3-5]. Studies into purchasing behaviour have also suggested that 

consumers have been showing increasing levels of ethical concern in the context of fashion 

consumption [6]. In that respect, knowledge of Generation Y’s purchasing habits may enable fast-

fashion retailers to produce sustainable garments with similar levels of trend. Additionally, younger 

consumers are more likely to be fashion leaders of the future [7].  

Thus, targeting this group with sustainable products could quicken the dissemination of 

sustainability as a fashion trend through fashion leaders. Accordingly, the objective of this study was 

to create denim jeans for Generation Y with slow fashion qualities using House of Quality (HOQ). In 

doing so, design and manufacturing specifications that represented slow fashion for the products were 

also identified. 

 

2. Material and Method  

For the study, a survey was conducted online through www.surveey.com as well as several social 

media platforms to establish a simple random sampling for the targeted consumer profile. The data 

collected from the participants were carefully examined to prevent the inclusion of computer 

generated responses. Finally, 444 surveys were deemed for the study; however, only 302 of them 

which represented the age range for Generation Y given in the literature (22 to 37) were included in 

the research. The survey was composed of three sections which were identifying consumers’ 
 Section 1: demographic characteristics (13 questions asked),  



 Section 2: design & performance expectations for denim jeans (17 questions asked), and 

 Section 3: perception of slow fashion in design process of denim jeans (18 questions asked).  

The data obtained from Section 2 and 3 were assessed using a nine-point Likert-type scale, ranging 

from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (9). IBM SPSS Statistics 21 was used to analyse the 

survey results.  
 
3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Demographic Characteristics 

The data regarding the demographic characteristics of the participants are given in Table 1. Nearly 61 

% of the participants was female whereas 39% of them was male. The majority were single and 

university students.  

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the participants 

Gender 60.9 %   Female - 39.1 %   Male 

Marital Status 86.4 %   Single - 13.6 %   Married  

(92.4 % of those without children, 5.6 % of those with 

“single” child) 

Education Level 83.4 %   BSc or BFA, 11.6 %   MSc or MA,  2.0 %   

PhD,  3.0 %   High School 

Employment Status 53.0 %   Student, 37.1 %   Private Sector, 5.6 %   

Unemployed,  4.3 %   Public Sector 

Monthly Income 37.7 %   330 USD and below, 26.5 %   330- 650 USD 

, 15.6 %   650-1000 USD, 11.5 %   1,000-1,500 USD,   

8.6 %   1,500 USD - and over  

They did mostly online shopping (% 90.4), and in doing so they generally preferred to visit shopping 

malls more than once a week (46.4 %). Almost 50% of the participants did have more than 5 pairs of 

denim jeans.  

 

3.2. Performance & Design Expectations for Denim Jeans 

The participants pointed out the parameters fit, quality, design, and price as the most important factors 

influencing their buying decisions. In relation to gender and education level, the mean relevant 

importance values of these parameters are given in Table 2. As may be seen from the table, for both 

educated male and female participants, the fit had the highest importance among the parameters 

discussed. The price however, became the least important factor for the same group. So far as the 

design expectations were concerned, 62% of the participants preferred “skinny” jeans (female 

participants), which was followed by “straight” ones (male participants). The data also revealed that Y 

generation liked washed/stone washed jeans most (45.7 %) (Table 3). 

Table 2. Mean relative importance values of buying parameters for denim jeans 
 Freq. Mean 

(design) 
Mean     

(comfort) 
Mean 

(price) 
Mean  

(fit) 
Mean  

(quality) 

 

G

e

n

d

e

r 

Female Education 

Level  

Bachelor 153 8.07 7.93 6.89 8.33 7.08 

Master 22 7.50 8.27 6.82 8.41 7.05 

Phd 4 7.50 8.00    5.50 8.50 8.50 

HSchool 5 8.80 8.20 7.60 8.60 7.20 

Male Education 

Level  

Bachelor 99 7.35 7.69 6.45 7.70 7.25 

Master 13 6.77 7.38 5.00 7.38 6.85 

Phd 2 9.00 8.50 4.00 7.00 8.00 

HSchool 4 7.50 9.00 6.00 7.00 7.75 

With 34.4%, solid colour jeans took the second rank in the preference list of the participants. Mid-rise 

waist type (59.6 %) was the most popular one, when compared to high (25.2 %) and low rise (13.2%) 

waist types. The final note regarding the general design expectations was that the participants mostly 



preferred zipper (59.3 %) as a closure type. Only 37.4% of the participants preferred denim jeans 

having buttons as closure (Table 3).  

 

Table 3. Consumer design preferences for denim jeans  

Design Properties Freq. % 

Skinny 188 62.3 

Straight 68 22.5 

Bootcut/flare 26 8.6 

Boyfriend/wide leg 20 6.6 

Colour   

Washed/Stone washed 138 45.7 

Solid colour 104 34.4 

Whisker/Rodeo/Destruction/print 50 19.9 

Waist Type   

Mid-rise 180 59.6 

High rise 76 25.2 

Low rise 40 13.2 

Closure Type   

Zipper 179 59.3 

Button 113 37.4 

When it came to pocket design, the majority demonstrated “traditional” tastes for both back and front 

pocket design, such that only 22% of them preferred embellished/fancy front pocket whereas only 

6.2% was found to have embellished/fancy back pocket (Table 4). The data obtained from the survey 

did also show that the participants generally preferred national brands (MAVİ, LTB, and COLIN’s). 

Among the foreign brands, Levi’s took the first rank which was followed by GAP, TOMMY 

HILFIGER, and DIESEL (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1. Brand preference (%) of the participants 

 

Table 4. Consumer design preferences for pockets in denim jeans  

 Pocket Details Freq.   % 

Back Pocket Details 

Traditional 204 67.5 

Carpenter utility 42 13.9 

Oval pocket 31 10.3 

Embellished/No pocket and others 25 8.3 

Front Pocket Details 

Stitched rounded pocket 109 36.1 

Traditional five pocket 85 28.1 

Seamed 41 13.6 

Diagonal with zippered coin pocket 19 6.3 

Embellished 19 6.3 

Rectangular patch with diagonal opening 19 6.3 

Rectangular patch pocket/slit with zipper 10 3.2 



 

 

3.3. Perception of slow fashion in design process of denim jeans 

For the identification of design and manufacturing specifications that represent slow fashion, the 

literature on slow fashion as well as on social responsibility in the apparel industry was studied. This 

was followed by incorporating the slow fashion themes into the survey conducted. These themes, 

together with the relative importance rating values of the participants, are given in Table 5.  

 

Table 5. Slow Fashion characteristics for denim jeans 

 Themes Mean Std. 

Deviation 

Upholding Child Labour Laws 7.05 2.556 

Having Safe Working Conditions 6.64 2.584 

Minimizing Pollution in Denim Production 6.63 2.501 

Minimizing Waste in Production 6.38 2.596 

Fair Wage Policies in Production 6.36 2.649 

Overall Naturalness in Denim 6.27 2.539 

Minimizing Energy Use in Denim Production 6.11 2.574 

Use of Organic Fibres  6.08 2.368 

Use of Natural Dyes  5.89 2.582 

Minimizing Transportation  3.76 2.707 

As may be seen from Table 5, the majority were highly in favour of socially and economically 

sustainable denim production. Familiarity of consumers with the terms such as eco-friendly, 

upcycling, etc. was very important to create denim jeans with slow fashion qualities using HOQ. 

Therefore, the participants were asked about these terms, and it was found that the majority (64%) was 

familiar with the terms eco-friendly (33 %) and recycling (31 %). The percentage of the participants 

being aware of “organic apparel production” was almost 23 %, which was quite low. Reuse and 

upcycling terms were, on the other hand, known by 31 and 10 % of the participants, respectively. The 

comparative data evaluation did also show that irrespective of education level, the female participants 

were more familiar to the terminology than the male participants. However, surprisingly enough, both 

the participants who were familiar with the sustainability related terms in apparel as well as the ones 

who were not, did show the same tendency for their preferences of colour for denim jeans, which was 

bleached/stone washed jeans. This may be concluded that many Y generation consumers did not have 

enough information to correlate design properties such as colour with sustainability in denim 

production.  

Table 6. The importance of price for organic denim jeans 

 Price  Freq. % 

If they have the same price 189 62.6 

If the organic one is a little bit expensive than inorganic one 56 18.5 

If the organic one is cheaper 45 14.9 

If the organic one is more expensive than inorganic one 10 3.3 

 

Table 6 demonstrates that price was an important factor for purchasing organic denim jeans which 

had almost the same design as its conventional counterpart. The majority said that they would buy 

organic denim jeans if they did have the same (or almost the same) price as conventional denim jeans. 

Furthermore, almost 28 % of the participants stated that irrespective of price, they would buy organic 

products because they cared about their wellbeing. The percentage of the participants who would 

prefer purchasing organic products for more environmentally friendly reasons was, however, only 17 

%. The statistical evaluation of the data revealed that the Y generation female consumers with children 



gave more importance to the overall naturalness of denim jeans than their male counterparts. The 

survey showed that 5 % of the participants would not buy organic products for any reason. Finally, the 

survey also revealed that for buying recycled goods, 36 % of the participants could be encouraged by 

various promotions, such as discounts and coupons whereas 16 % of them were influenced by 

campaigns and ads on increasing the awareness on this very subject.  

 

3.4. Building House of Quality 

The customer requirements section of the house of quality was identified with the information 

obtained from the surveys. The relative importance values obtained from the surveys were averaged 

and the highest ratings were used as the needs in the customer requirements section of the house of 

quality along with the importance values. This information was then used in the subsequent steps in 

the HOQ development. The second phase of HOQ development was completing the technical 

requirements section. The customer requirements were translated into specific technical actions that 

would satisfy the Y customer needs. The third step in building a HOQ was to establish the 

interrelationship and planning matrixes. The completed HOQ was used to design a pair of denim jeans 

that strived to satisfy the defined customer requirements (Figure 2). 

 

                

                                  

Figure 2. The House of Quality (HOQ)  

The planning matrix in HOQ provides a visual display of how the product of interest compares to 

the competition in satisfying the identified customer needs. For the study, the imaginary pair of denim 

jeans, together with the products of the most preferable brands, were used as the competitors. First, the 

figure between 1 and 5 was given for meeting customer needs of the imaginary product depending on 

the relative importance of customer requirements obtained from the survey analysis. The means of 

customer demands which were between 1 and 9 (referred as relative importance) were transformed to 

1 to 5 scales in the planning matrix. Mavi was preferred because of its “perfect fit and size options, 

designs, and durability”. Also, they have a collection called as “Mavi Organics” made from hundred 

percent of organic cotton fibre, which shows the brand’s awareness of environment and consumers’ 

well-being. The survey revealed that Levi’s, on the other hand, was mainly preferred due to design 

variations as well as durability. Based on this information and on the researchers’ individual 

experiences as consumers with the brands, the grading for both brands was done using “1 to 5” scale. 



The final part of House of Quality contained important sections which were technical priorities, 

benchmarks and targets (Figure 2). Targets identified the final products properties with analyzing the 

customer needs, technical requirements, the position of the competitive companies and our product’s 

performance. For the calculation of the technical importance, the selected technical requirements were 

fiber type (natural/organic fiber or polyester fiber) and fabric composition (including elastane). This 

was mainly because they were not only the most important parameters for denim jeans, but also could 

have been graded in accordance to the “1 to 5” scale based on the researches’ professional 

experiences. In additon to that, the designs of the brands for this part were selected such that they 

represented the most favoured design details of the Y generation consumers which were revealed by 

the survey. As may be seen from Figure 2, the imaginary product based on the generation Y’s 

expectations for sustainable denim jeans together with two commercial denim apparel brands having 

sustainable products in their lines were included in the HOQ. The HOQ revealed that technical 

requirements such as use of elastane, natural (or organic) fibres, and natural dyes together with waste 

reducing design adjustments should have been improved to achieve a more sustainable denim jeans’ 

designs for generation Y.   
 

4. Conclusions 

Slow fashion is described as quality apparel which has a longer useful life and is more highly valued 

than typical fast fashion apparel. The purpose of this study was to develop a slow fashion design 

model using the house of quality (HOQ) which would provide fashion designers a tool to improve the 

overall sustainability of denim jeans for Y generation consumers. The model showed that the most 

important qualities to the consumer when identifying slow fashion included sustainable production 

techniques. It also revealed that “design/style” was the main concern of Y generation consumers when 

buying conventional and/or organic denim jeans. Finally, the retailers operating in Turkish market 

may use this model to improve their denim related clothing ranges.  
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Abstract. The internet of things (IoT) is transforming everyday physical objects that surround
us into an ecosystem of information that is rapidly changing the way we live our lives. Any
physical product can be more intelligent, more interactive, more trackable and more valuable
by being connected via IoT. All industries, including Fashion, are expecting that the IoT will
make real quantifiable impact that can be quickly translated into positive ROI for the business,
and equally a positive return for consumers. In our research on the integration of 3D virtual
prototype in the Textile and Clothing sector, IoT was of particular interest. The research was
contacted using a combination of primary and secondary sources. First hand interviews to
explore the impact of recent technology applications in the design and production of fashion
products and the areas which are going to benefit most. The research has included several
questions to interviewees who are executives in fashion companies or industry entrepreneurs
with the aim to investigate what IoT represents and attempts to understand how IoT can
support Fashion Design, Development and procurement as well as manufacturing.

1. Introduction
The IoT, firstly coined by Kevin Ashton [Executive Director of the Auto-ID Center in Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT)], as the title of a presentation he made at P&G in 1999, is a technical
revolution that is bringing us into a new ubiquitous connectivity, computing, and communication era
[1]. The “Internet of Things” is defined as sensors and actuators connected by networks to computing
systems [2]. Based on [3], IoT is a notion that depends on interconnected physical objects. It creates a
mesh of devices that are able to generate information. Sensors are around us like in cars, buildings,
and smartphones that can collect data about our environment. IoT enables us to know things that need
replacing, repairing or recalling. [2] has studied the range of IoT adoption rates, economic and
demographic trends, and the likely evolution of technology over the next ten years, and has estimated
that the economic impact of IoT applications could be from $3.9 trillion to $11.1 trillion per year in
2025 with an estimation that factories are likely to have the greatest potential impact from IoT use-as
much as $3.7 trillion per year.

The internet of things (IoT) is transforming everyday physical objects that surround us into an
ecosystem of information that is rapidly changing the way we live our lives [4]. Any physical product



can be more intelligent, more interactive, more trackable and more valuable by being connected via
IoT.

The research was contacted using a combination of primary and secondary sources. First hand
interviews to explore the impact of recent technology applications in the design and production of
fashion products and the areas which are going to benefit most. The research project gathered the
opinions and experiences of experts with direct contact and use of technology solutions for the product
development process like 3D and virtual prototype or PLM (Product Lifecycle Management); the
selection of the sample was purposive rather than random. 100 Experts from four different
backgrounds of the fashion industry were selected to participate in this survey contacting personal
interviews. As Figure 1a shows, 43 “relatively unstructured” personal interviews were carried out;
some of them in typing due to lack of time on their behalf or the time difference between countries. 34
didn't respond at all, although they have been contacted with a coming-up e-mail twice. In the Figures
1b, 1c and 1d participants are categorised in some demographics; Gender, Age Group and Country of
Work.

The collection of primary data was not only relied on personal interviews but on surveys, notes,
fieldwork and a combination of information types. The software NVivo was chosen as a state-of-the-
art analysis tool for qualitative and mixed methods research.

Figure 1a: Attribute- Response

Figure 1b: Attribute- Gender
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Figure 1c: Attribute- Age Group



The research has included several questions to interviewees who are executives in fashion
companies or industry entrepreneurs with the aim to investigate what IoT represents and attempts to
understand how IoT can support Fashion Design, Development and procurement as well as
manufacturing.

1.1 What IoT represents for the Textile and Clothing Industry
All industries, including Fashion, are waiting for the IoT to make real quantifiable impact that can be
quickly translated into positive ROI for the business, and equally a positive return for consumers [5].
This research project explored the impact of recent technology applications in the design and
production of fashion products and the areas which are going to benefit most. The research has
included several questions to interviewees who are executives in fashion companies or industry
entrepreneurs. As it was expected, apart from one IoT expert, all the rest responses came from
participants with limited experience in IoT. However, they strongly believe that IoT applications will
have a profound effect on the way companies and individuals access information and ultimately make
decisions. Furthermore, IoT will enhance and evolve our ability to manage and process information
giving companies better visibility into their supply chain regardless if they are physically vertical [6]
[7].

For many, the fashion industry remains in the past. The notion of “seasons”, mass manufacturing,
mass distribution of goods plus the lack of a new value system are only some of the obstacles
preventing traditional fashion companies from evolving. The fashion industry as we know it today is
over. In no way does it respond to the needs and values of consumers. The IoT is here and all around
us and when combined with Virtual or Augmented Reality it will fundamentally change the way we
relate and communicate.

If the Internet represents the democratization of information, IoT represents the democratization of
big data. While there are already a few open source outlets of big data (data.gov, Google, cia.gov,
amazon etc.); because of the means by which data is aggregated it can be very difficult to determine its
quality and validity. However, it is believed that IoT will be a transformational trend in the short and
long term. [8] posits that “what is underway is perhaps the most substantial change in the
manufacturing firm since the Second Industrial Revolution, more than a century ago”. Microsoft's
Global Thought Leader believes it too although he states that they are probably not thinking of the
fashion industry [9]. The VP of Gerber Technology on the other hand, classified IoT as the forth
industrial revolution. In particular, he suggests the evolution as follows [6]:

1. Steam power makes mechanical production possible
2. Electric energy makes mass production possible

Figure 1d: Attribute- Country of Work



3. IT and computer technology allow for more manufacturing automation
4. Internet of Things makes networked manufacturing possible

An international Garment Industry Strategist [7], pinpoints some serious problems that will come to
fruition such as:

- Few laws regulating IoT and the internet in general
- Limited protection of individuals from governments, organizations, other people etc

Barriers like these will be discussed as challenges further down. Furthermore, IoT will enhance and
evolve our ability to manage and process information giving companies better visibility into their
supply chain regardless if they are physically vertical [6] [7] & Figure 2. If the Internet represents the
democratization of information, IoT represents the democratization of big data (Figure 3).

2. Cloud & “Big” Data
The notion of the Big data is related to the computer science since the earliest computing days. The
data volume that goes beyond the processing capacity of the usual database and cannot be handled by
traditional database techniques is called, "Big data.” [10]. Whereas IoT mainly focuses on how to
enable general objects to see, hear, and smell the physical world for themselves, and make them
connected to share the observations [1], a huge amount of raw data is collected on an ongoing basis
and makes it essential to develop new techniques able to transform raw data into valuable knowledge.
The collected Big data may not have any value unless analyzing, interpreting, and understanding it.
IoT will allow Big Data to be collected, aggregated and analysed, providing better pre-dictive
analytics. A result will be lower inventories and even possibly on-shoring of manufacturing to keep
manufacturing as close to the customer as possible; the right product, at the right place, at the right
price [6].

Other studies argue that the application technology of IoT will bring with it a whole new explosion

Figure 2: Connected Apparel Products

Figure 3: Internet of Things Connectivity



of data that, if managed correctly, can be of enormous value to the contact centre and customer
experience delivery. Contact centres will be able to gain more control of customer service by the
Internet of Things providing them with new streams of information that is integrated into their existing
infrastructure [11]. Primary research of this project also points to the same direction. Correctly
managed data can also be an enormous value to the business and customer experience delivery. The
value to customers can range from active service to aggregated performance, and sales analysis [6] [9].

The new product data is valuable by itself, yet its value increases exponentially when it is
integrated with other data. Having the intelligence and a large data set from technology like i.e
Bodylabs provides essentially a better way to fit clothing, a better way to size up and size down a
potential customer’s bodyscanning [12]. What is missing at the moment is the integration of these
applications with PLM tools to provide feedback of how well the clothing of a company is fitting it’s
customer segments [13]. Capturing such insights is the domain of big data analytics, which blend
mathematics, computer science and business techniques [8].

Big data derived from in-store technologies can help drive content and promotions, as well as
dynamic pricing, not to mention assist with inventory management by determining which products are
in demand [14]. To better understand the rich data generated by smart, connected products, companies
are also beginning to deploy a tool called a “digital twin.”- a 3-D virtual-reality replica of a physical
product [8].

In the fashion industry as this research argues, this digital twin is the virtual prototype which allows
the company to visualise the status and condition of an apparel product that may be thousands of
kilometres away, providing insights into how products can be better designed, manufactured, operated,
and serviced. The powerful new data available to companies, together with new configurations and
capabilities of smart, connected products, is restructuring the traditional functions of business-
sometimes radically. This transformation started with product value chain. As it spreads, functional
boundaries are shifting, and new functions are being created [8].

3. The Clothing Industry 4.0- IoF (Internet of Fashion)
[15], made a prediction arguing that in the future, there will be many applications developed to be
used on mobile devices, providing apparel companies as well as consumers the opportunity to design,
develop, visualize, and purchase apparel products fast. The virtual representations will look real, with
virtual collections, dressing rooms, show rooms, etc.

The technologies are becoming more affordable, so that the so-called complex, expensive
technologies used by high-tech industries such as aerospace, will be used for consumer products such
as apparel. The new generation of consumers will not agree looking at a picture of an apparel product
but will look for a virtual dressing room to experience virtual fitting before making a purchase
decision. For this, the technological tools will become more available through the web and cloud-
based applications on mobile devices. [2] identified nine settings where IoT creates value. Our
research singles out two of them:

 Retail Environments (Spaces where consumers engage in commerce) &
 Factories (Standardized production environments).

Based on research and interviews, we believe that those are likely to have the greatest potential
impact from IoT use. These applications along with modified hardware and operating systems
embedded in the products, are series of layers known as a “technology stack” [14]. Smart, connected
products require that companies build an entirely new technology infrastructure, consisting of these
layers. This technology enables not only rapid product development and operation but the collection,
analysis, and sharing of the potentially huge amounts of longitudinal data generated inside and outside
the products that has never been available before. Thus IoT has the potential to support Fashion
Design, Development and procurement as well as manufacturing but the vast amount of data provided
to fashion businesses by IoT aren’t still used effectively. We asked the participants if they expect a
greater understanding of the value of this data, how to use it and make better decisions and how to
pinpoint that data from sensors and connected technology is best utilised.



3.1 Challenges

The IoT offers several new prospects to the industry and end user in many application fields. The IoT
needs theory, technology, architecture, and standards that join the virtual world and the real physical
world in a merged outline. Some of the impediments to mass rollout of IoT are the following:

- Energy Source
- Education
- Data collection, Protection
- Security and privacy issues
- Standards confusion
- Fragmented supplier base
- Affordability
- Intellectual property
- Availability of the network

Although fashion companies (in their aim to achieve
sustainable competitive advantage) embrace best practices across the value chain, they rarely integrate
data, solutions, resources and processes from end-to-end. Most IoT data collected are not used, and the
data that are used are not fully exploited [2] due to:

- Lack of understanding of the potential to use data
- Technical challenges including finding efficient ways to transmit and store data
- Analysing the data to derive actionable information

Furthermore, most of the IoT applications are focusing in Retail at the moment, according to [9] the
explosion of data will affect not customer related things. Companies will have to invest in putting
sensors and monitor the health of the manufacturing equipment first; long before start monitoring
customer behaviour.

To make IoT data actionable in applications where human judgment is required, takes technical
skills and an organization that is prepared to embrace data-driven decision making [2]. This statement,
comes in total coincidence with what [12] has presented on the full adaptation of Virtualization
technology as an integral part of the fashion product development. It is evident that the fashion
industry is undeniably behind in terms of integrating IoT with the fear that IoT will only lead to more
data and not necessarily a more comprehensive analysis. However, there are optimistic views that real-
time access to supply chain information from fashion companies, as well as insight into the way
consumers actually use and interact with their products/creations will be a good motive for the
industry to embrace the technology enabling the IoT [7] [6] [9].

3.2 Opportunities of IoF in the design, product development and manufacturing cycle

According to CEO of Cisco [17] only 1% of the world’s devices are connected today. This creates an
obvious opportunity for those that want to connect all those devices but it’s also a great opportunity
for a number of new businesses to be created that can help industries derive value from all of the new
data that will be available. Product development processes will also need to accommodate more late-
stage and post-purchase design changes quickly and efficiently [16]. Smart, connected products also
call for product design principles that depart dramatically from tradition [8]. [12] has identified that
the implementation of Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) allows successful integration across the
fashion enterprise: it is not just a technology, but a strategic business approach that integrates people,
processes, business systems and information [18]. Leading companies in return from investing in IoT
can orchestrate and collaborate regarding changes in the product development process as opposed to
reacting to problems. Moreover, trend data shared with merchandise planning solutions that can use
smart analytics and algorithms to predict the next design trends and colours [5]. AI-assisted Design
systems can help designers by making more accurate predictions of what designs will work and taking
over some of the repetitive tasks. Fashion designers armed with AIs will be able to come up with
radical new ideas, amplifying their creativity rather than replace it [19]. Data-driven technology
companies like EDITED and Stylumnia provide solutions to help clothing brands to prepare the next



seasons collections based on evaluation of consumer behaviour. Buyers and merchandisers use that
information to address gaps in their own assortment, while designers use it to detect trends in their
early stages and develop product accordingly.

Embedded computing sensors will not only be found in clothes. Manufacturing equipment
capabilities go beyond the production of the physical product; for example, spreaders, cutters and
sewing operations could all use IoT to communicate pertinent real-time information
providing visibility across the entire product development process and supply chain [6]. According to
[2], the major applications of IoT in factories are:

- Operations optimization
- Predictive maintenance
- Inventory optimisation
- Health and safety

Machines increasingly can be linked together in systems tracking feedback on status of products
and even the health of the manufacturing equipment. Shop Floor Control Systems help to achieve real-
time manufacturing visibility and control by removing traditional infrastructure requirements an
adopting IoT technologies for the factory floor. These systems enhanced with tablets which can scan
QR codes and feed real-time data into a production management system/ERP, operators can view files,
such as PDF’s, videos, images that are connected to the item scanned. Data feed also included real-
time tracking of WIP and promote Lean or team based manufacturing with a team login versus
individual [20] [21].

Benefits for the consumer
IoT technology has the potential to drive down the costs of goods and services. By comparing usage
patterns from smart, connected products, companies can gain a sharper picture of product use and
provides much finer customer segmentation. Customers of companies that operate IoT systems,
ultimately will be the ones to capture the most value in the form of convenience, lower prices, higher
quality, better features, improved service and more attractive customised promotions.

Benefits for the companies
Companies that use IoT in novel ways to develop new business models or discover ways to monetize
unique IoT data are likely to enjoy more sustainable benefits. To remain competitive, companies
would need to master new ways of operating and learn to collaborate closely with technology and data
vendors.

Although it all sounds promising and uniquely positioned to disrupt and transform the fashion
supply-chain paradigm [5] work still needs to be done in beacons and we need to be mindful or
worried about the backlash from consumers; “consumers may reject this. I think it is a dance we are
doing with the consumers, a fine line that we don’t want to cross over too far. It sure is exciting. IoT is
the new Mega Trend; it is going to sweep through, it will be rough early on but I think the companies
who see the future in this and have the capital to spend their money to update their equipment, they
are going to be moving ahead” [9].

3.3. Opportunities of IoF in retail
Currently, fashion brands and retailers work with a limited amount of data, to predict what products to
order and when to discount or replenish them. If they predict wrong, the result is loss of income due to
mark-downs, waste and popular items selling out. By analysing large amounts of data (i.e the
browsing and shopping history of every single one of a fashion brand’s online customers, as well as
those of its competitors) AI and machine learning can tell a retailer how to align product drops to
match demand, and even how to display products in a store to sell as many as possible [19]. Machine
learning can also enable brands to finely personalise their offerings to each market, or even, each
individual customer. Adobe, in a recent study presenting the Retail Stores of the Future [14], pinpoints
Personalisation as one of the key focus areas. Retailers can use solutions like interactive screens,
beacons, geo-conquering and geo-fencing to deliver more personalised content based on customer's
interactions, interests, and location.



RFID chips embedded within products can track product engagement as customers touch and pick-
up products. iBeacons as well, an advanced nation transmitter that can incorporate alerts for deals and
accept mobile payments from customers, can provide big data analytics for businesses. Augmented
reality with hand control will allow customers to perform iconic gestures. This development combines
AR, hand tracking face recognition and the ability to work in virtual space.

 Automated checkout
 Smart CRM
 Real-time in-store promotions
 Layout optimisation
 Inventory shrinkage prevention, are the largest applications in retail environments in potential
 economic impact of the IoT.

As with other accelerated technologies as 3D virtual visualisation and 3D virtual prototyping,
adoption of the above applications remains uneven in the retail industry with larger chains usually
leading the way. In order to make economically attractive the IoF, the RFID tags need to become so
inexpensive to be used in every single item. Advance is needed in data analytics to take full advantage
of the potential to combine IoT data with other data to provide all the prolonged benefits [12].

3.4. Scenarios / Cases for Clothes of the Future
With the IoT any physical product when connected can be:

- more intelligent
- more interactive
- more trackable
- more valuable

An initiative from two companies, Avery Dennison and IoT start-up EVRYTHNG, will create 10
billion apparel and footwear products with unique digital identities and data profiles in the cloud over
the next three years [22] [23].

Avery Dennison (a packaging and labelling company that puts label on products for brands like
Nike, Adidas, Hugo Boss and Evrythng (IoT platform backed by Cisco and Samsung) is collaborating
to digitise world’s biggest brands’ products by giving each one a unique software identity that
connects them to the web. Avery Dennison will attach special labels, sometimes including sensors, to
clothes when they’re manufactured which function as unique identifiers for each piece of clothing, and
the data is stored in a platform developed by Evrythng. Those products from some of the world’s
biggest fashion and performance apparel and footwear brands will be able to:

- Connect to smartphones to trigger applications and services
- Provide manufacturing history
- Generate real-time data for new applications and direct customer conversations
- Be tracked in real time from factory-to store-to home triggering alerts if they have been

diverted or tampered with
- Participate in various after-sales loyalty schemes or recycling programs

4. Conclusion
While the Internet of Things is certainly generating lots of interest and publicity, consumer adoption is
not there yet. Forrester reports that only 7% of online adults in the US are using connected home
devices, although, more than 50% are interested in using them [24]. It is apparent that the IoT is
changing, and the following years are going to be exciting for businesses, analytics and growth. The
fashion industry and its consumers need to understand and embrace these changes to capitalise on the
benefits of the going interest in connected technology. Furthermore, Business users of IoT technology
will need to change their systems and organizations in order to make the most of the Internet of
Things. They will need to invest in capabilities, culture, and processes as well as in technology.

Businesses that fail to do so are likely to fall behind competitors that do. Smaller companies will
need to find ways to obtain data on the scale required to compete with larger companies that will have



access to sufficient data in-house [2]. As it was presented in subsection 3.1, data privacy and security
which for many researchers is the vulnerability of the internet of things, is a topic needed to be
squared up to. Real transparency involves managing and interpreting tremendous volumes of
extremely granular data, running the gamut from retail intelligence to thread production, and from
robotic manufacturing facilities to returns information [2]. The goal of IoT is to provide access to
those streams of previously inaccessible data, and then to analyse it, making it accessible via PLM at
any stage of the product lifecycle, and using it to inform future design, development, distribution and
retail strategies.

For many, the fashion industry remains in the past. The notion of “seasons”, mass manufacturing,
mass distribution of goods plus the lack of a new value system are only some of the obstacles
preventing traditional fashion companies from evolving [7]. The IoT has the potential to change the
dynamics of the supply chain as a whole; forged relationships by companies that share a common
attitude to transparency and value. Innovation in production like the smart factories combined with
IoT can give consumers the ability to configure or customise their products, and then to monitor them
all the way through automated production, altering the way fashion companies plan, create, source and
sell their products.
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Abstract. The market for educational toys is scarce in products specifically developed for 
blind and low sighted children, aiming not only at their motor and cognitive development as 
well as to the non-stigmatization of these children. Considering the development of educational 
toys, and based in previous research work [1], we found that textile materials offer an 
enormous application capability in this regard due not only to their flexibility in use and 
maintenance of properties, but also because of our familiarity with these materials.  
The main goal of this project is the study of the emotional response to an interactive 
educational textile toy by children with visual impairments - blind or partially sighted. In this 
way the project is based on four main axes: knowing the user, identifying his specific needs; 
knowing the product-user relationship with a special focus on tactile and emotional perception; 
study textile structures to best fit the design; and, finally, evaluate the user's response to the 
developed product by evaluating the product experience. 

1. Introduction 
Children with visual disabilities learn to explore the world through the use of the remaining senses. In 
their growing and development it is of importance to provide them the chance to contact with objects, 
environments or situations that allow them to acquire multiple concepts, to diversify experiences and 
enable their cognitive and social development [2]. Playing is definitely one of the most important way 
through which children acquire these concepts and develop their capabilities [3]. In the particular case 
of children with visual impairments the toy can be an important vehicle in the children’s development, 
through stimuli and through interactions with other children that can be conveyed by the toy [1]. 

These such as other children learn from the playful expression, and as so playing is the most natural 
form of self-learning. In general playing is a pleasurable activity, but when there is no pleasure in the 
activity of playing, a displeasure is generated and consequently the result is strenuous and unnatural. 
During their growth when playing, children develop their imagination and their potential and enrich 
their sociability [3], but this growth does not occur in the same way for all children. In fact, the 
deficiencies deprive many children to use their imaginative ability and withdraw development 
opportunities from them. 

Each step in children development is vital for each future progress, for each daily achievement. 
Children need to continuously develop their sensory and social skills, and these must be continuously 
stimulated [2]. Educational toys for visually impaired children - whether totally or partially blind - 



should cover the same areas and activities promoted for children in general, but above all should 
consider their particular needs, forms of resource usage and specific materials. 

When analyzing the market for educational toys, we found that this is scarce in products 
specifically developed for blind and low sighted children, aiming not only at their motor and cognitive 
development as well as to the non-stigmatization of these children. In the other hand, textile materials 
offer an enormous application capability in this regard due not only to their flexibility in use and 
maintenance of properties, but also because of our familiarity with these materials. Textiles have 
always been a part of our lives, since birth we are used to these materials, they are safe, harmless and 
most of all they have mnemonic abilities. 

2. Pleasure and product experience 
Through design we have the ability to "formulate and formalize experiences", experiences that are build 
on both the aesthetic experiences that the object itself provides as in the experiences of use, that arises 
from the interaction and from the relationship that is created with objects, and that differs from user to 
user depending on the emotions the object evokes in each user [4][5]. With regard to the user experience, 
there is agreement in the literature that all objects are able, in a greater or lesser extent, to establish 
emotional relationships with users [6][7][8]. We also know that the creation of significant emotional 
experiences depends largely on the usefulness, usability and enjoyment obtained from the use of a 
product [6]. Therefore the pleasure obtained from the experience with the product also influences the 
performance in using that particular product, i.e., pleasurable objects lead to better performance levels 
due to the greater predisposition generated by feelings created in relation to the object and consequently 
greater satisfaction in the final experience [6]. 

Thus, the objects ability to be attractive and to establish emotional relationships is important for the 
design of objects able to establish personal relationships with users. On the other hand, if the objects 
require user's attention focused on their use and if the user has confidence on handling the object within 
their capabilities, this leads to situations where the feeling of pleasure is increased associated to a peak in 
performance [6]. 

2.1. The role of senses 
Touch is one of the senses involved in product experiencing. It is associated to a direct contact and 
proximity, implying the perception of object properties together with the perception of movements 
performed to explore it [9]. These peculiarities make the emotional component in product experience 
particularly important in regard to touch. These aspects stipulate how the user interacts with the 
product and are therefore crucial to its design, promoting the relation between the user and the object 
[10]. Due to the lack of consolidated theoretical basis and of quantitative analysis, user’s emotional 
perception is often hardly considered in product development and the result are products that do not 
respond effectively to the needs of the specific user [11]. 

2.2. The role of textiles 
The textile materials, given their characteristics and constant presence in the daily lives of children 
constitute themselves as materials with high potential to create pleasurable experiences. On the one 
hand due to the warmth touch, flexibility and diversity of textures, on the other due to its mnemonic 
capabilities of association with the mother skin and to the safety of home which in turn gives 
emotional comfort to the child [12]. Thus considering the ability textile materials have to establish 
affective relationships with the user, it is felt that these materials provide an excellent support for the 
development of products that will have a greater durability through affection. 

Presently there is a great variety of interactive textiles available in the market. These offer the 
possibility to integrate sound and smell into the product, either through embeded eletronics or by the 
use of incapsulated materials, as a reaction to a stimulus. 
 



3. Objectives 
Taken that when analyzing the market for inclusive toys, developed specifically for ages between 6 
and 12 and that also aimed at the development of social abilities, we found that there is a very poor 
offer, and therefore we decided to create an interactive surface to be introduced in an inclusive “board 
game” for blind and low vision children. The intention with the project is for each child to be accepted 
as an equal in rights and duties and make use of toys suitable for children with or without visual 
impairments, contributing to the integration, socialization and inclusion of the visually impaired child.  

This project seeks to evaluate the user's relationship with the product by assessing the perception of 
haptic properties at the emotional and sensory level, given that this matter is particularly relevant in 
the case of these children. Previous studies have already demonstrated the ease with which children 
with visual impairments relate to textile objects [1][13]. These works allowed us to conclude that in 
addition to the haptic qualities associated with the materials textures is also necessary to consider other 
sensory stimuli in the interaction with objects, which lead us to consider the interactive textile 
materials as priorities in this approach. 

The project also aims to demonstrate that interaction through textiles offers interesting possibilities 
of application in innovative products.    

4. Methodology 
The work was developed based on inclusive design and human centred design principles. 

The first stage of the project focused on the comprehension of the processes of concept acquisition 
and learning of these users. Specifically on understanding how through touch, hearing and sense of 
smell the blind child can perceive the object, as well as seizing or recognizing something familiar, like 
for example a smell or a shape. The study also aimed at knowing which sensations could be 
transmitted through the surfaces, in order to get an emotional response.  

In this phase visits were made to educational institutions to observe these children and their 
interaction with others, and also to conduct interviews with professionals, like teachers and 
psychologists, as to obtain a deeper understanding of the children needs and explore possibilities for 
the product (board game).  

At a second stage different textile surfaces and interactive textile materials were tested as to their 
ability to be used in the toy.  

Finally the product was developed and tested in regard to the user’s emotional and sensorial 
experience with it, by a pilot group of blind and low sighted children with ages between 6 and 12 
years. This assessment was also accompanied by inquiries, facilitating a better understanding of the 
emotions observed. 

5. Board Game design 
Based on the interviews and observations made during the first part of the research work we have 
determined the following principles in witch to base the design of the board game: 

i) The game aims to develop visual, tactile and sound stimuli and allow its use by all children. This 
must be explored with the hands, in order to discover the different textures, recognizing forms, details 
and dissimilarities. The definition of the figures or drawings to be represented needed some care. It is 
important that these are simple and easily perceived by the child through touch or color, without great 
details that can be cause of confusion or doubts in understanding the elements presented. 

ii) The product should have characteristics in common with the generality of the toys, but with 
some specificities and adaptations, in order to facilitate and better adapt its use by blind and low vision 
children. 
  

Taken the above considerations the board game presented in figure 1 was developed. This board 
game has different textile structures in different game cells (Figure 2) and uses interactive textiles in 
some of these cells, such as surfaces that react with a sound if the players press the cell area or that 
have specific smell properties (like in cell 13 presented in figure 2, were there is a strawberry smell). 



 

 
Figure 1 - Interactive Textile board game developed 

 

 
 

Figure 2 – Detail of some examples of textile structures used in the development of the board game. 
 

6. Results 
The results of the observation period, combined with the interviews and the theoretical research 
supported the choice of textures, colours, sounds, smells, shapes, and other important features to use 
on the surfaces of the interactive board game. 

The board game was developed including some specific features and adaptations to facilitate and 
better adapt its use by the blind and low vision children. It is meant for this to be explored with the 
hands, allowing the child to find out and distinguish the various textures, smells and sounds, 
recognizing shapes, details and differences. 

 
Since it was not possible to get a significant number of children of the chosen age range to test the 

product, and since the product is still in prototype stage, it was decided to performed only exploratory 
testing. The board game was tested with a group of three visually impaired children aged between 6 
and 11 years (Figure 3).  
 

 
Figure 3 – Test stage: Children playing with the board game 



 
In order to obtain a feedback of the product and although the evaluation was not filmed, 

observations were registered by the researcher and also by a psychologist who followed the whole 
process. The observations were registered in terms of the emotions expressed by the children during 
product use, the easiness/dificulties encontered, and general satisfaction/dissatisfaction. 

 
Overall there was a positive product experience, with a significant level of emotional involvement 

of the users. In general the emotions ellicted by the game were mostly joy, curiosity and enthusiasm. 

7. Conclusions 
This project emphasized the contribution of design to a more inclusive society, providing a knowledge 
of all the problems that involve the constraints faced by blind and low vision children. 

The product has characteristics in common with the generality of the toys, but with some 
specificities and adaptations, in order to facilitate and better adapt its use by blind and low vision 
children, the design of the product was carefully developed, as this should also captivate normal 
children. 

 
The first results point to a clear indication that textiles perform well in this type of applications. 

From the emotional point of view, positive emotions were demonstrated not only at the beginning of 
the game, but also along the whole course of play, being verified that the interactivity of the game has 
always led to a lot of enthusiasm, joy, curiosity and surprise by the children. 

The product responded positively to the needs for which it was thought, beeing clearly inclusive 
since it enabled playing between children with low vision and blind children and it is believed that it 
would also enable these children to play with normovisual children. 

 
Given the lack of fully inclusive board games that allow play between children with various types 

of impairements and not only those with visual impairment, it is considered that it would be interesting 
to develop other complementary studies taking also into account children with other types of 
problems, such as deafness, allowing a greater inclusion. 
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Abstract. The present work aims to present the showcase, its relation with the building, with 

fashion and with the observer. The importance of this exhibition space extends from the 

aesthetic and communication functions to be part of a wide textile and clothing chain. This 

role integrates the whole cycle of creation, textiles, clothing and fashion accessories. For this 

article we used bibliographical references of design and fashion, as well as methodologies of 

photographic and ethnographic documentation, with application of focus groups. From the 

focus groups were identified descriptors related to emotional design. Such descriptors point to 

the emotions arising from memories, tastes and attitudes. These factors can lead to decisions 

and assist the wider knowledge of the target audience. 

1. Introduction 

The textile and fashion chain has an extension that allows the study of several areas and the 

contribution of a wide knowledge. After the creation and production, the commercial destination of 

these products needs the support of the communication and visual merchandising areas, which the 

showcases take part of. In the current configuration of the fashion chain, the presence of this space is 

largely established by photographic records. Despite being part of a broad field, it lacks studies that 

support it, especially about conceptual and theoretical aspect. We can combine visual knowledge 

with theory to get better results and align brands, products and consumers. From these assumptions, 

one starts from the segmentation of the market. This study of the showcases is related to the popular 

market layers in Brazil, specifically in a city where fashion and apparel activity stands out: Fortaleza, 

mayor city of Ceará, situated in the northeast of the country. 

 

2. The showcase and trade 

Fashion surpasses and recreates the frontiers of clothing, in addition to using the most diverse means to 

communicate and expose its innovations. Although innovations are factors that increase fashion and the 

field of communication, the display cabinets, understood here as a space to expose fashion, are still a 

strong appeal of commerce to the customer or user. The presence of commercial spaces destined to the 

exhibition has antique records. There are no significant differences between the trade and the exhibition of 

products for almost fifteen centuries. The stores of Trajan's Market in Rome and the commercial spaces of 

the seventeenth century had not changed so much. In the nineteenth century, with the use of iron and steel, 



 

 

 

 

 

 

the exhibition spaces began to approach what today is understood by showcase. And then large 

magazines, galleries and, later, the shopping centers were established. From that century, with the 

industrial development the practice of commerce advances in techniques of sale and space occupation. 

Ornamented showcases in order to enhance the product, mannequins well dressed to value clothes and 

accessories, as well as events informing the evolution of fashion and stimulating its consumption [1]. 

 

3. Showcase, elements of design and fashion: composition, message and identity 

The showcase contributes to the aesthetics of commerce, its architecture and even to the marketing and 

culture of a place. It also provides a view from outside that can show the store. This view can show the 

brand through products or services. The space we call the showcase is composed of several elements 

related to the interior design: floor, ceiling, background, lighting, colors and composition of displays and 

products. The elements of the facade are added to the elements of the showcase and can be related to the 

principles of design: rhythm, harmony, balance, symmetry and asymmetry [1]. One of the most important 

elements for the showcase is the lighting, because from this derives the perception of everything that is 

exposed. The effects of lighting influence colors, volumes, textures, scale and can change the whole idea 

of an environment [2]. 

Just like in interior design, the display case should have a balance between interior and exterior 

lighting to provide a specific effect. The lighting should be supported by points that offer flexibility abut 

location and height. It can improve changes and make the space more interesting to the audience. Lamps 

that provide good color definition are ideal for being artificial light sources and valorize the products in 

showcases showing the right colors, just as they were designed.  

The outside of the store sends messages to consumers that make them feel attracted or not. Thus, the 

shop façade, signage and showcases offer a vision that defines the retail. The designer creates 

environments with the ideal of stimulating desires and creating impulses. The goal is to trigger a range of 

different moods - impulsive, contemplative, sinuous, positive - that will affect consumer behavior [3]. 

The retail identity must convey to the essence of the brand or store with the personality of its 

customers. Besides the physical characteristics and composition, there is an entire experience with 

sensations transmitted by these spaces and materials. The strongest and most common stimulus to a shop 

window observer is vision. Through vision the basic principles of design are perceived and decoded by 

the other senses, which provides the experience of multisensoriality. This adds value to the design and 

identity you want to communicate. Materials can be used to generate holistic and multisensory 

experiences or to provoke a sense or group of meanings [4]. The traditional perception is already 

broadened by the phenomenology of space, which includes different responses to the senses and acts 

together with the specificities of each human being, according to memories activated in relation to varied 

stimuli. 

 

4. Fashion production and showcases: creativity and exhibition 

The fashion production of a showcase harmonizes different pieces. These combined pieces can show a 

style created to present the store or brand image. It is applied in exhibitions and communicate to the 

people what the store has to offer, fashionable launches, new products, promotions and even show how it 

is possible to combine them together [5]. The mannequins are used as support for clothing, accessories, 

hair aesthetics and makeup. They can even transmit the zeitgeist of a time. It is clearly perceived in 

pictures through a period of time. In the twentieth century there were many advances in aesthetics, 

tecnology and materials. Then, styles had been replaced every decade. 

The role of the fashion producer has developed focused on fashion events and magazine editorials. 

Recently, part of these professionals work in shops and shopping mall. It happens most because of the 

showcases and visual merchandising, which demands specialized knowledge. 

They can add points to the presentation and bring a more scenographic touch to the showcases. 

 

5. From exposure to emotion in showcases: Brazilian popular fashion 

Based on elements of visual communication and the principles that rules them, the necessary framework 



 

 

 

 

 

 

for the decoding of non-verbal messages is formed, and the display case is placed here as a representative 

of this type of communication. Demetresco [6] defends the showcase, which is part of the facade, as a 

discourse of the architecture of a store and as a possibility to break the usual monotony of the form. 

Lipovetsky [7] expands the concept of consumption linked to the sensory from memory element. It 

defends a return to the past as the advent of consumption and that the consumer seeks more permanent 

stimuli, instant emotions and recreational activities. The author defends that “this reinvigorated 

consumption of the past is one of the cosmos facets from experiential hyperconsumption: it is no more 

than just access to material comfort, but rather to sell and buy reminiscences, emotions that evoke the 

past, memories of times considered more splendorous”. 

Emotional connections have brought specific knowledge to designing. In this sense, beyond use, 

objects are linked to the user by stories, memories and feelings, which can increase the value of functional 

and aesthetic issues. At first called design and emotion, now also known as emotional design, it is a 

knowledge that presents itself as a possibility to explain complex connections between the user, the 

product and the environment. Norman [8] establishes three levels of understanding the object-related 

pleasure: visceral (which presents immediate and instinctive response to appearance), behavioral 

(response to experimentation and performance of objects, involves a bit more processing of information 

received) and reflexive (more rational, refers to meaning, interpretation and individual understanding). 

Jordan [9] developed methods of identifying with the user from what he calls descriptors, which are 

feelings or emotions described by words, arranged in antagonistic pairs. The author also established the 

term pleasantness to describe the interaction of users with products. Desmet [10] proposes that emotions 

can be established between positive and negative, which would help design processes and interaction with 

the user by focusing on positive emotions. He afirms that  the positive emotions is the one which people 

identify themselves immediately. The emotions that the authors discuss in their works would be ways of 

connecting the user and the product. Besides that there is a possible combination of these emotions, 

identified through the user's discourse. It also configures a way to trace the characteristics to be included 

in the project. 

 

5.1. Brazil and classes C, D and E 

Brazil has, in its socioeconomic classification, the class division from A to E, where class A represents the 

top and class E the base of the pyramid. These standards are established by government and agencies data 

[11]. The classes considered most popular are from C to E, where class C represents the brazilian middle 

class. The size of the brazilian fashion market, its complexity and market segmentation have led 

professionals to perceive the need to differentiate the attention given to their goods and services. With a 

large production of fashion articles, focused mainly on the domestic market, Brazil has achieved in recent 

years a significant increase in access to information and purchasing power of the popular classes. These 

classes represent considerable numbers of the Brazilian population and the market targeted at them can be 

a market of prosperity, not by prices, but by volume of sales. Therefore, we need to give attention to this 

audience. Major retailers and shopping malls have realized a promising niche market for the country as 

well as fashion producers and stylists. They started working for these brands in advertising and fashion 

marketing with catalogs, lookbooks, catwalks, editorials and shop windows. The idea is to improve 

communication with this emerging niche. Formerly marginalized times, today the most popular classes 

reflect data that in 2010 the Brazilian clothing production was nine billion pieces. The three largest 

companies aimed at the popular classes (C & A, Renner and Riachuelo) sold around 100 to 120 million 

pieces. 

 

5.2. The Popular Fashion in the city of Fortaleza. 

The Haute Couture luxury market continues to produce and launch creations set in calendars organized by 

its major brands. Prêt-à-porter, nowadays linked to the conglomerates, also produce systematically. 

Between the fashion created for the most exquisite market, the standardized fashion and the popular 

fashion, there is the differential of elements coming from the counterculture and the street movements, 

already in the middle of century XX. Those movements contributed to what is now a mass fashion and 



 

 

 

 

 

 

even what can be called popular fashion. It is marked by the ephemerality of trends, mass dissemination, 

rapid substitution and immediate consumption. And the novelty of popular fashion in the contemporary 

world is mass produced by countries that supply large distribution chains like China, India and other 

Eastern countries. Brazil stands out for creating a popular fashion that comes largely from the television 

production of soap operas and TV shows. It is the launch of an aesthetic trends existing or created by 

television costumes that are absorbed quickly by the market, copied by confections and quickly take the 

shop, its showcases and the streets. 

With the growth of the popular market, the so-called modinha (like “small fashion”), the places of sale 

also began to expand and specialize. From fairs to markets, from markets to shops. And so there were 

small shopping centers in the center of the city. These centers started to operate with shops and services 

destined to the public that already frequented the center of the city and consumed modinha. 

One of them, the Central Shopping Mall (Figure 1), has stores destined to the feminine, masculine and 

children's public, with garments, accessories and various services. It seeks an aesthetics next to shopping 

centers with stores that maintains the popular aesthetics of modinha, with exhibitions marked by quantity, 

excess of colors and a visual identity without sophistication. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Indicators for a suitable showcase from the point of view of interior design, fashion focus groups 

and previous results 

 

6.1. Focus groups 

The article is part of an ongoing PhD research on emotional design and showcases. This research focuses 

on the female audience of brazilian classes C, D and E. It is intended to study the relationship between 

behavior, tastes and aesthetics of this group through their perception of fashion windows. 

A script was prepared to be applied in two focus groups with questions about memory, product choices 

and details that captured attention in a showcase, leading to buying decisions. In addition to these issues 

were presented three showcases pictures (Figure 2) of different brands to stimulate an analysis and get 

opinions from the group. All content was recorded in video, transcribed in text and later classified in 

tables established according to physical and / or action characteristics of the showcases (product, lighting, 

look, promotion, brand and design elements) and emotional inputs (visceral, behavioral, reflexive, 

negative and positive). These inputs were established according to Jordan's emotional descriptors [9], 

based on methodology that established tables which format contained content, synthesis and codification 

of each discourse presented by the two groups [12]. 

 

 

 

 
    Figure 1: showcases of popular shops of a mall in Fortaleza. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: pictures of showcases presented to the focus groups. 

 

 

6.2. Previous results 

The content derived from the groups presents the perception of those women. Concepts, elements and 

perceptions related to window displays, design and fashion were communicated and verified through their 

speeches. They could express their perception and way of establishing connection with is presented and 

their purchase decision. In addition to the consequences of purchasing, the perception shown by these 

women may also reflect the cultural matter through colors, scenery, choice of pieces and their daily 

relations. Influences such as the hot climate of the city, made one of them, for example, clearly repel one 

of the multinational brand showcases: "I do not see myself in the product they put in the shop window. 

They put on a style that is not from Brazil. They wear a lot of cold clothes. The colors, very black and the 

fabrics, I do not enter that store because of the window." 

 Other participants also stated their relationship with the communication of promotional actions. One of 

them established her purchases are mostly through promotional activities from stores and that the word 

"promotion" is a stimulus to stop in front of the showcase. Then, another participant told that she could 

not buy a piece of value X, although when she saw the store on sale with pieces of value X/3, bought 3 

pieces. Which means int the end she bought 3 products for the previous unit value that, theoretically, she 

could not buy. The fact of buying 3 pieces for the value of one, possibly makes this customer think she 

has the purchase power that previously believed not to have. The type of payment (by credit card) maibe 

provides this temporary (or virtual?) purchase power. 

 

7. Final considerations 

Having this content and crossing the data with established concepts, it is possible to come to some 

considerations. Although the public buying the modinha has expanded its access and its purchasing power 

of improvised and temporary spaces like fairs and markets, the organization and a certain degree of 

sophistication also reached that public. In the form of organized malls and shops that try to follow an 

aesthetics of big brands, the public demonstrates their identification with their own tastes and has the 

ability to define what aligns or not with their culture.The search for the lowest price or promotion does not 

invalidate the requirement for a good presentation and a good fit on the garment,. Other testimonials also 

state that even if the store shows a sophistication or price more expensive than is usually paid and people 

identify with what was exposed, they are willing to pay for that product. 

Although some focus group participants expressed a fear of overcoming a limit for entering a store or 

buying a product, others demonstrated a resourcefulness in saying that although the store looked 

expensive, they would have no trouble in entering to see other products or even admire the space and 

other products besides those presented in  the showcase. 

 From the data collected and future cross-reference, we can build a basis for a better understanding of 

the public's aspirations, which can help to align products, presentation and consumption. This 



 

 

 

 

 

 

understanding should take into account beyond the already used public, values and identity, as well as the 

emotional aspects of this public, its culture and the current access to information. It is then possible to 

make the identity of a brand  and can link objective concepts to the subjectivity of an audience. 
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Abstract. Drape is one of the most important properties of fabric, which significantly
influences the appearance of a garment or technical textile. Being closely related to stiffness
and other mechanical parameters, drape is also influenced by seams and other modifications of
the pure textile fabric. In most investigations, the drape coefficient according to Cusick is used
to measure drape, using a special drape meter, which allows to quantitatively describing the
textile’s behaviour in terms of drape coefficient, number of nodes, etc. This article gives an
overview of possibilities to modify fabric drape by printing different geometrical patterns on
textile fabric. Their geometry and distance also influence on fabric drape. The resulting
differences in a real garment using a skirt as an example will show the impact of 3D printing
on garment drape.

1. Introduction
Drape is one of the most important properties of textile fabric which allows a fabric to be bent in more
than one direction by creating different folds pleasant for the eyes. This property is of great
importance for garment design and production for the selection of the appropriate fabric for a specific
product. This characteristic is most often measured using a drape tester according to Cusick, as
described, e.g., in EN ISO 9073-9. According to this standard, a circular textile fabric is placed
between two smaller circular disks, with its projecting area hanging due to gravity. Using a parallel
light beam from below, the shadow of the hanging fabric is projected onto a circular paper ring on top
of the textile. The drape coefficient is defined as the percentage of shadowed area in relation to the
complete circular paper ring. For the first tests, textile fabrics and circular ring should have a diameter
of 30 cm, resulting in the drape coefficient d30. Further tests with smaller or larger diameters for very
soft or stiff fabrics, respectively, are also described in the standard.

In different studies several parameters have been proposed to quantitatively assessing fabric drape.
The effect of seams is evident in several studies made by different authors. Increase in stitch density
increases the drape coefficient on viscose fabrics [1]. Earlier investigations of other research groups
concentrated, e.g., on the drape of geotextiles [2] or fabrics for composites [3] and investigated the
influence of seams [4] and metallized yarns [5]. However, only few reports about coatings or 3D prints
on textiles can be found yet [6,7], although especially 3D printing allows punctually changing the
mechanical properties of a textile fabric [8,9], and the adhesion between textile fabric and 3D printing
polymer has been investigated and optimized in several former projects [10,11].



The paper thus depicts examinations of the fabric drape, depending on 3D printed different patterns
on textile fabric. The influence of such 3D printed patterns on the drape of a complete fabric is shown
using a skirt as an example.

2. Methods and Materials
Geometrical patterns, such as squares, triangles and circles in different orientations, were 3D printed
on textile fabrics. The printed patterns are depicted in Fig. 1. Some patterns were printed only along
the outer part of the tested fabrics, similar to the area in which it is ideal to print on a skirt without
impeding the wearing comfort, while other patterns were printed on the entire fabrics. Some of the
latter were excluded from further evaluation due to the composite fabric becoming too stiff.

Figure 1. Different patterns for 3D printing on textile fabrics.

The properties of textile fabric used for 3D printing are: white polyester, thickness 0.67 mm, areal
weight 136 g/m²; and grey polyamide, thickness 0.46 mm, areal weight 172 g/m². For printing, the
FDM (Fused Deposition Modelling) printer Orcabot XXL (Prodim International) was used. As
filament material, PLA was chosen which has proven to show superior adhesion to most textile
fabrics. Printing was performed at a nozzle temperature of 215 °C and a heating plate temperature of
90 °C, using a 0.4 mm nozzle.

Pattern 1 Pattern 2 Pattern 3 Pattern 4

Pattern 5 Pattern 6 Pattern 7 Pattern 8

Pattern 10 Pattern 11 Pattern 12 Pattern 20

Pattern 22 Pattern 23 Pattern 30 Pattern 31



A self-built drape tester according to Cusick was used to investigate fabric drape. Drape
coefficients were calculated by semi-automatized image analysis according to EN ISO 9073-9.

Figure 2 Drape test of pure textile fabric (left) and a fabric with a 3D-imprinted pattern (right panel).

3. Results and Discussion
Drape profiles of different 3D printed geometries on the white fabric shows differences of textile
fabric. Fig. 3 depicts exemplarily typical situations in the drape tester, depending on the imprinted 3D
pattern. The printed patterns modify the soft, irregular drape of the pure textile fabric.

Figure 3. Drape profiles of pure textile fabric (image no. 0) and textile fabric with 3D-imprinted
geometries.

As visible in Fig. 3, fabric drape is strongly modified by 3D printed geometries in terms of drape
coefficient, number of nodes, and regularity. This is affected not only by the shape of the 3D printed
geometries but is also linked with their weight and the free spaces between the imprinted areas.
In Fig. 4, the results of the drape coefficients (DC %) tests are shown. As already recognized from Fig.
3, the drape coefficients can be increased as well as decreased significantly by printing a suitable 3D
pattern on the original textile fabric.



Figure 4. Drape coefficients of the patterns (left panel) and respective numbers of nodes (right panel).

The number or nodes is less strongly influenced by the imprinted 3D patterns. Nevertheless it
should be mentioned that the error bars, indicating the reliability of the textile fabric approaching the
average number of nodes, are influenced by the 3D printed patterns.

For all patterns, drape was found to be influenced significantly by the 3D printed patterns,
especially by the free spaces between the imprinted areas as well as the overall areal weight of the
fabric. Depending on the arrangement of the patterns, different effects could be induced, especially
with respect to the number of nodes (number of maxima and minima along the separation line between
shadowed and illuminated area) and the amplitude (radial distances between maxima and minima, not
depicted here).

For the skirt, the desired properties were as follows: drape coefficient ~ 40-45 %, small standard
deviation to create reliable results, a non-stretchable fabric, and a pattern which does not only create
the desired drape coefficient but also a special design. For this, patterns 30 and 31 were tested on both
fabrics, resulting in the values given in Table 1. Due to the above described requirements, the grey
fabric was chosen for the skirt and printed with an up-scaled version of pattern 30 (cf. Fig. 6).

Table 1. Drape coefficients for different combinations of textiles and 3D printed patterns and
respective standard deviations. Advantageous / disadvantageous values are marked green / pink.

White fabric Grey fabric
Drape coeff. Std. / % Drape coeff. Std. / %

Pure fabric 36.3 1.4 44.9 3.7
Pure fabric + pattern 30 43 3.5 39.8 1.3
Pure fabric + pattern 31 35.5 2.4 40.7 0.9

A flared skirt model was used for testing drape on 3D imprinted patterns. The skirt model was
designed and simulated on CLO 3D software [12], and Figure 5 depicts some of the main steps during
skirt designing and simulation on a 3D avatar. The generated stress map displaying the friction
strength applied to the skirt through colour codes and numerical values (kPa) shows the right fit of the
skirt by inputting some of the fabric properties tested before, such as composition, weight and
thickness.



Figure 5. Main steps for virtual skirt designing and simulation.

Afterwards, the skirt patterns were exported, printed and used for fabric cutting and further steps of
skirt production. Figure 6 depicts the resulting skirt produced with 3D imprinted hexagon geometries.
The drape profiles show regular folds but differ in fold dimensions and numbers.

Figure 6. The skirt with imprinted 3D patterns on front and back.

4. Conclusion
Drape is a crucial factor for the appearance of garments and technical textiles. It is influenced in
various ways by 3D printing different geometrical patterns on textile fabrics. In this paper we have
tested the influence of different 3D printed geometries on fabric drape. For all patterns, drape was
found to be influenced significantly by the 3D printed patterns, especially by the free spaces between



the imprinted areas as well as the overall areal weight of the fabric. Depending on the arrangement of
the patterns, different effects could be induced, especially with respect to the number of nodes
(number of maxima and minima along the separation line between shadowed and illuminated area)
and the drape coefficient. Drape coefficients, numbers of nodes and amplitudes, as defined by EN ISO
9073-9, are reflected in the appearance of the skirt finally created from imprinted textile fabrics.
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Abstract. The concept of sustainability has begun to gain importance in fashion industry. The
companies, which are acting in sustainable fashion, want to gain recognition, inform the
consumer about their products and services and generate a demand from the consumers. But
the awareness of the consumers about sustainability is still an unknown. In this study, the level
of awareness of consumers about sustainable fashion was tried to be determined with a survey
established in Turkey in which the socio-demographic characteristics and the awareness level
of the participants were questioned. The result of the survey showed that the level of awareness
among the participants is not so high and the perception of sustainability is mostly limited to
some aspects of sustainable fashion such as “Usage of organic materials” and “Recycling”.
Besides, the analysis of the relation between socio-demographic characteristics and awareness
level of sustainable fashion showed that the awareness level increased with the education level
and income to some extent. But specifically, the males and the participants aged between 24-29
have higher levels of awareness compared with the other participants.

1.Introduction

The sense of fashion in apparel consumers caused the increase in consumption and the changes in
demand patterns. Today’s consumer is much more following the fashion trends and is showing more
willingness to identify themselves with their dressing. In accordance with the change in the demand of
consumers, the fast fashion concept became more popular, which responses quickly changing needs
and tastes; but some threats have come presence in terms of reduction of world reserves and increase
in industrial wastes recently. Therefore, the concept of sustainability has begun to gain importance in
fashion industry, which enabled sustainable fashion idea to spread up. Actually, the concept of
sustainability was first developed in 1972 at a United Nations conference. Conceptually, it
encompassed three issues: (1) the interdependence of human beings and the natural environment; (2)
the links between economic development, social development, and environmental protection; and (3)
the need for a global vision and common principles [1]. Actually, these concepts were taken for
granted by governments, retailers, producers and the environmental regulations and procedures
became stricter and more compelling.

Sustainability concept was also adopted in fashion industry. In fashion, it refers to fair production
and selling, which does not harm the environment and provide good working conditions, use of
environmentally friendly raw materials as well as recycled materials in the products with a longer life



time use and eco-labels [2,3]. The companies, which are acting in sustainable fashion, wants to gain
recognition, inform the consumer about their products and services and generate a demand from the
consumers. In their marketing programs, they use marketing claims to trigger especially the health
concerns of the consumers and the sense of decreasing the harm given to the environment.
Nevertheless, it is not clear whether the consumers are really aware of features of sustainable fashion
products and what the sustainability term corresponds to. If the level of awareness and knowledge of
consumers about sustainable fashion is known, it becomes possible to eliminate the confusion about
sustainability, to enlighten the consumer market and to give the correct messages in marketing
communications which will lead to conceive consumers for purchasing sustainable fashion products.

In this study, it was aimed to determine the level of awareness of consumers about sustainable
fashion and understand various benefits, they are seeking for. To this aim, a survey was conducted
among Turkish consumers including the following sections: (1) Socio-demographic characteristics of
participants, (2) Awareness of sustainable fashion and (3) The relationship between socio
demographic characteristics and awareness about sustainable fashion. The 16 questions under 8
criteria regarding the awareness of sustainability was adapted from the study established by Shen et al
[1] and the socio demographic characteristics and its relation with the awareness level of sustainable
fashion were analysed using statistical analysis and statistical charts.

2.Method

The data for this study was obtained from the survey conducted among 336 people living in Turkey.
The questionnaire was prepared in two sections. The first section included questions about the socio-
demographic properties and the second section was dedicated to include 16 questions under 8 criteria
regarding the awareness of sustainability. The 16 questions were taken from the study established by
Shen et al[1]. The eight criteria of sustainable fashion were defined to be recycling, usage of organic
materials, reusing of products, giving no harm to animal, producing products in good working
condition, producing products locally, custom made products with long life time, and fair production
and selling [4]. The participants were asked to indicate which of the sixteen statements under eight
criteria were the examples of sustainable fashion by answering yes/no questions.

The data obtained from these sections and the relationship between socio demographic
characteristics and the awareness level of sustainability were analysed using pie charts and statistical
measures such as measures of location such as mean and frequency.

3.Results

The questionnaire was conducted within a time period of three weeks in November 2016. 336
participants answered, 28% of which are male and 72% are female. The majority of the participants
belonged to the age group of 18-23 which was followed with the age groups of 24-29, 30-35 and 36
plus with the percentages of 53.9%, 36%, 6% and 9%. Among the participants 42.7% are still
attending universities as undergraduate whereas 36.3% are the under graduates. The rest of the
participants are respectively are graduates, high school graduates, still attending their graduate studies,
primary school graduates and high school graduates with the percentages of 6.1%, 4.7%, 9.9%, 0.3%
and 4.7% as seen in Figure 1. Considering the income level, it can be stated that most of the
participants belonged to low income class with 42% which was followed with low to medium,
medium and high income classes with the percentages 32%, 15% and 11% respectively as seen in
Figure 2.

The level of awareness of the participants were measured using the 16 questions which were
suggested by Shen, Richard and Liu. The researchers derived these 16 questions by closely examining
the extent sets of sustainability criteria developed in the literature. These questions were classified
under eight categories which are (1) Recycle (2) organic (3) Vintage (4) Vegan (5) Artisan (6) Locally



made (7) Custom and (8)Fair trade. In this study the same sixteen questions and 8 categories were
used but the eight categories were renamed differently for better understanding. The name of the
categories and the related questions with these categories were given in Table 1 in which the original
name of the categories were shown in parenthesis within the categories column.

Figure 1. The education levels of the
participants

Figure 2. The income level of the participants.

Table 1. The classification categories of the questions
Categories Question numbers

Recycling (Recycle) Question 1 and Question 7
Usage of organic materials (Organic) Question 11 and Question 15

Reusing of products (Vintage) Question 3 and Question 12
Giving no harm to animal (Vegan) Question 4 and Question 16

Producing products in good working condition (Artisan) Question 6 and Question 8
Producing products locally (Locally made) Question 5 and Question 9

Custom made products with long life time (Custom made) Question 10 and Question 13
Fair production and selling (Fair trade) Question 2 and Question 14

The sixteen questions were given in Table 2 with the overall answers from the participants. Since
all the statements within the questionnaire are the definition for sustainable production, the column
with the Title YES shows the number of participants giving the correct answer to the question; the
column with the title NO shows the number of the participants giving the wrong answer to the
question; the column with the title NA shows the number of participants that did not give any answer
to the question. The last column within Table 2 shows the percentage of the participants that give the
correct answer to the questions.

The percentage of correct answers became between 89.3% and 47%. When the answers given by
the respondents are analysed, it is seen that the four questions under two categories which were
renamed as “Usage of organic material” and “Recycling” had the highest number of positive answer.
This meant that the term sustainability is usually associated with the usage of organic materials within
the production and having the capability of recycling of the products after their beneficial life. The
other two categories that received higher amount of correct answers became “Fair production and
selling” and “Reusing of product”.  These points put forward that the activities which were established
to make the people adopt the issues such as corporate social responsibility and fair trade regarding



sustainable fashion reached their objectives. Besides, the re-usage of the garments which is
encouraged with the vintage fashion trend seems to have an indirect influence of the increasing of the
awareness of the consumers about the sustainability.

On the other hand, it was seen that, the aspects of sustainability regarding the categories “Giving no
harm to animals”, “Producing product in good working conditions”, “Custom made products with long
life time” and “Fair production and selling” were not so much understood by the customers. Getting a
mixed rank for the questions under these categories, it can be said that these aspects of sustainability is
either not explained to the final consumer well enough or they are not thought as these issues having a
direct influence on the sustainable fashion.

Table 2. The overall answers to the questions
No QUESTIONS YES NO NA %
1 A garment is made from recycled materials. Once the useful life of

the piece is over, it will biodegrade, instead of'adding to a landfill. 277 57 2 82,4
2 A garment is made by a company who follows standards of

environmentalism and social policy in areas related to production of
goods. 275 60 1 81,8

3 Second-hand clothes that have been given a new life through some
sort of customization. So the life of the item is extended so that it
stays out of a landfill and new resources are not used to create it.. 271 61 4 80,7

4 Products that have been made without the use of leather. 157 175 4 46,7
5 When something is made near you, then fewer resources were used

in the transport of the item. 183 152 1 54,5
6 The maker of the garment has comfortable working conditions and

enjoys a good quality of life thanks to a higher wage. The product is
likely to last season after season, thus reducing your need to buy a
new item. 198 135 3 58,9

7 Anything that has been made from already existing materials,
fabrics, metals or fibers. These are often reclaimed from previously
made clothing and accessories and reworked into new ones. 291 40 5 86,6

8 Products that have been crafted using artisan skills such as
embroidery, which preserve the perpetuation of ancestral traditions. 166 168 2 49,4

9 When purchasing the locally made product, it's like investing in
your local community. 189 142 5 56,3

10 A custom-made garment you cherish all your life and pass down to
loved ones, which means less consumption. 194 138 4 57,7

11 A garment is made from materials grown without the use of
pesticides, such as organic cotton. 288 45 3 85,7

12 Second-hand clothes or up-cycled clothes by using existing
materials. 267 65 4 79,5

13 A made-to-order garment, which is also called demi-couture. This is
a way of encouraging quality and "slow fashion" over mass-
produced disposable fashion. 182 150 4 54,2

14 A garment is made by a company who follows standards of
international labor, such as reasonable work hours, no child labor,
the right to unionize, a fair Uving wage. 222 109 5 66,1

15 Natural fibers that have been grown without any pesticides and
other toxic materials, preserving the health of humans and the
environment. 300 29 7 89,3

16 Products that have been made without the use of animal tissue
products. 217 113 6 64,6



The result obtained from the study was also analysed to see the relationship between the socio
demographic characteristics and the awareness level of sustainability. Within these analyses the
average number of correct answers to the 16 questions was selected as a comparison parameter and the
relationship was visualized with the pie charts showing the percentage level of awareness in Figures 3-
6.

The awareness level of male participants was found to be higher than the awareness of female
participants getting average score of correct answers of 5.1 and 4.8 which correspond to 32.1% and
29.8%. When the relationship between the age intervals and awareness level was analysed, it was seen
that the awareness level was highest for the participants aged between 24 and 29, with an average
score of 5 correct answers. The age intervals following this group became 18-23, 30-35 and 36 and
above with the average scores of 4.9, 4.8 and 2.9 respectively. The awareness level for the first three
groups are very close to each other whereas the people belonged to the oldest group had the lowest
level of awareness. Regarding the education level, it was observed that the awareness level was
highest for the graduates, which was followed with participants who are undergraduates, still attending
undergraduate, still attending graduate, secondary school graduates and primary school graduates with
the average scores of correct answers 5.4, 5.3, 4.8, 4.7, 2.7 and 1 respectively. This finding states that
education level positively affect the awareness level of sustainability. Since there is no much
difference for the participants, which are graduate and undergraduate, it can be stated that the
awareness level is increased more in the university.

Figure 3. The awareness level in different
genders

Figure 4. The awareness level according to
different ages

Figure 5. The awareness level according to
different education level

Figure 6. The awareness level according to
different income level
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Finally, the relationship between the income levels and level of awareness to sustainability showed
that the level of awareness was highest for the participants belonged to high income class getting the
highest score of 5.7 which was far better than the rest of the scores. In fact, the income classes, low to
medium, medium and low followed the top ranked data with the average scores of correct answers
which are 4.9, 4.7 and 4.6 respectively. The reason that the level of awareness is higher for low to
medium class may be related with the fact that, most of the participant which are still attending
undergraduate studies fell in this class.

4.Conclusion
This study investigated the level of awareness of consumers about sustainable fashion in Turkey.

The results of the study showed that the awareness level is not so high for the participants covering
all the aspects of sustainability. Some aspects of sustainability were much more favoured by the
participants such as “Usage of organic material”, “Recycling”, “Fair production and selling” and
“Reusing of products”. Thus the products made from organic materials seem to be more acceptable as
sustainable fashion products. Moreover, the other two aspects related with recycling and re-usage of
the products was perceived to be more related to sustainable fashion by the participants.

The analysis of the relation between socio-demographic characteristics and awareness levels of
consumers about sustainable fashion revealed that the male participants and the participants with high
income level have higher degree of awareness. Nonetheless, the awareness level was not found to be
associated with income linearly. Actually both relationship which are between awareness level and age
groups and awareness level and education level showed that, the participants aged between 24-29 and
the ones which had graduate and undergraduate degree were found to have higher level of awareness.

Based on these results, it can be said that the new generation which are well educated have higher
level of awareness about sustainable fashion but some aspects of sustainable fashion is still not well
known. Thus, the aspects of sustainable fashion should clearly be explained to these people to increase
their level of awareness and to increase the positive approach towards sustainable fashion products.
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Abstract. The presented research relates the basic elements of the art theory with the concept 

of style and fashion design. The objective of the research was to determine how style is 

manifested in knitting in different periods of fashion seasons. The collections of three 

designers were compared: Missoni, Issey Miyake and Sonia Rykiel, in four different seasons in 

three different years. The basic artistic elements used in the presented research were: point, 

line, light-dark and colour together with syntactic rules. A combination of different elements 

and syntactic rules refers to different artistic languages, which have their own artistic grammar, 

i.e. a different style. All three investigated fashion designers used knitting in their collections 

as a significant element which defined their style. Different knitting technologies as well as 

different yarns made of synthetic or natural fibres in all colour spectra significantly influence 

the surface of a knitted fabric. Even when the technology is the same, the use of different 

materials, structures, colours, etc. creates various unique surfaces. The method used in the 

presented research was a style matrix which is developed from the axiomatic system. Only the 

part dealing with the language of fine arts and the pictorial speech – the style of a certain 

designer and a certain work of art/knitted fabric was used. After the selected three designers 

were examined through all the periods, it was concluded that each designer can be 

characterised by his own style. Despite the influencing fashion trends, all the compared 

designers still retained their own style, their own techniques, their own inspirations. 

1.  Introduction 

The presented research relates the basic elements of the art theory with the concept of style and 

fashion design. It is difficult (or even impossible) to provide a universal definition of style. Through 

history, art historians defined style as realism, impressionism, dadaism, op-art, etc [1]. The objective 

of the research was to determine how style is manifested in knitting in different periods of fashion 

seasons. The collections of three designers were compared: Missoni, Sonia Rykiel and Issey Miyake, 

in four different seasons (Fall Ready-to-Wear, Resort, Spring Ready-to-Wear, Pre-Fall) in three 

different years: 2014, 2015 and 2016. Fashion trends have a great influence on fashion designers’ 

work and on fashion market to make profitable economic decisions. 

2.  Artistic and knitting elements 

Designers have used the same artistic elements as fine artists, i.e. painters. The basic artistic elements 

used in the presented research were: point, line, light-dark and color together with syntactic rules [2, 

3]. A combination of different elements and syntactic rules refers to different artistic languages, which 

have their own artistic grammar, i.e. a different style [4-7]. All three investigated fashion designers 

used knitting in their collections as a significant element which defined their style. Different knitting 

technologies as well as different yarns made of synthetic or natural fibers in all color spectra 

significantly influence the surface of a knitted fabric. Even when the technology is the same, the use of 

different materials, structures, colors, etc. creates various unique surfaces. 

Designers have chosen their own artistic and knitting elements to produce a knitted fabric in 

accordance with their vision and expression. One of the basic artistic elements is a point, while in 



 

 

 

 

 

 

knitting, a loop is the basic structure element used in weft and warp knitting. In knitting, an equivalent 

for artistic element - line is yarn intermeshed into a knitting course or wale which form a stripe. 

Different types of loop elements aligned in courses and wales create a surface of a knitted fabric: a 

texture characterized by shadows and composed of light-dark elements. Color is the element used in 

different combinations and hues in fine arts as well as in knitting [8]. For final surfaces, plastic 

variables: height, width, weight, position, direction, number, density, texture, which define the form 

are important. When these elements are changed, the form changes as well [2-6]. New meanings, and 

new emotional and sensual characteristics/properties are obtained, e.g. a small square is perceived 

differently than a big one. Knitting material, knitting machine and knitting process also define the 

knitted fabrics construction parameters. i.e. the knitted structure and the parameters/dimensions of the 

basic structure – loop. 

 

Table1. Artistic and knitting elements 

 artistic 

element 

point line light-dark color 

knitting 

element 

loop stripe 

(knitted  

course/wale) 

texture/structured jacquard 

(open/close structure, 

bulge/depression in structure) 

 

color jacquard 

 

3.  Experimental: defining style in knitting 

The method used in the presented research was a style matrix which is developed from the axiomatic 

system [4,5,6]. Only the part dealing with the language of fine arts and the pictorial speech – the style 

of a certain designer and a certain work of art/knitted fabric was used. In their collections, the 

investigated designers used the following knitting/artistic elements: the loop (point), the course/wale 

stripes (line), knitted texture (light-dark) and colour (colour). All of the designer used primary colours 

(i.e. red, yellow, blue) and secondary colours (i.e. green, violet, orange) in their collections. They also 

used the whole colour spectra. The lines were created from stripes in different colours and in different 

directions (orthogonal, horizontal, zig-zag, diagonal).  

Missoni design is known for the colourful, bright, space-dyed and zig-zag patterns. Lines are used 

to create zig-zag stripes in most of the designs [9].  

For Issey Miyake, the pleats remain the fil-rouge of his collections. In his new collections, the 

backed stretch and 3D steam stretch technology has been used. With this 3D technology, he has 

created geometrical patterns (snow crystals and hexagon, nature’s perfect shape). Miyake’s knitted 

seamless garments have always self-pleated after they have been formed [9]. 

Sonia Rykiel integrated a lot of sparkly Lurex into her knits; she mostly created jacquard patterns. 

Her unique style is recognizable by distinctive stripes, the house’s signature being rainbow stripes, 

used horizontally in many occasions [9].  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

   
Figure 1. Missoni Spring collection 2014, 2015 and 2016 

 

   
Figure 2. Miyake Spring collection 2014, 2015 and 2016 

 

   
Figure 3. Rykiel Spring collection 2014, 2015 and 2016 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  Conclusion 

After the selected three designers were examined through all the periods, it was concluded that each 

designer can be characterised by his own style. All the designers used the same basic elements (loop, 

yarns, colours, light-dark). All their collections included stripes, knitted structures, similar colours, but 

each of them used its own knitting technique, which led to stylistic differences among them. Through 

the periods, individual author could be recognized. The collections of Missoni, Miyake or Rykiel 

could be unambiguously identified. Despite the influencing fashion trends, all the compared designers 

still retained their own style, their own techniques, their own inspirations. The same principle of 

recognizable individual style can be seen in fine art. Fine artists use the same basic elements, but in 

different combinations to create their own style, reflecting their sentiments, feelings and intentions to 

present their own vison of reality. 
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Abstract. The development of fashion seems to have occurred in societies which were
changing, where that change is valued by some group within the society, and social mobility
was possible. Fashion is not possible in totally egalitarian society nor in a rigid hierarchy. The
paper presents Slovenian/Yugoslavian fashion design based on local industrial and educational
capacities in the golden age of the textile and clothing branch. The paradox of Western style
fashion in the frame of socialistic political system in commented. In the late 1940s, Yugoslav
modernity transmitted through fashionable dress was mainly representational, since industry
was unable to deliver fashionable dresses due to post-war poverty and backwardness.
Yugoslavia’s different path toward socialism was mirrored in its different symbolic and
material production of dress in comparison to that of other Eastern European countries.
Although factories had been nationalised, attacks on Western fashion were never intense, and
the Yugoslav regime did not establish a central dress institution to politically direct the design,
production and distribution of clothes as it was the case in most Eastern European countries.
The restoration and the development of the textile industry evoked a need for new jobs,
specifically in textile and fashion design. The fashion scene in Slovenia/Yugoslavia started to
differ from other Eastern countries. In the golden age of the national textile and clothing
industry fashion collections have gone hand in hand with the European fashion.

1. Introduction
Fashion is a system of institutions, organizations, individuals, groups, producers, users, events and
practices, media, etc. Fashion is the result of acceptance of certain cultural values, which are open to
relatively rapid influences or change [1].

Fashion is mobile; it is a process in motion, forever changing, reflecting society and time. Fashion
illustrates the multi-layered and heterogeneous nature of time, cultural-behavioral patterns and
communication channels, as well as certain aspects of the identity of groups and individuals. Fashion
is influenced by society, culture, industry, the economy, technology, the living environment, the
media, religion and numerous other factors. These reveal the importance of clothes as an aspect of
fashion and outward appearance as a means of expressing status, privilege, trends, inspirations,
symbolic messages, progressiveness, backwardness, needs within a particular historical period, the
social and economic situation, as well as other phenomena and motivations that rapidly change the
culture of dress and fashion [2]. Fashion is to do with innovation, the illusion of novelty. It is
characterized by change, change in the past but also an expectation of change in the future. Fashion is



part of our social world. For a particular style of clothing to become a fashion it actually has to be
worn by some people and recognized and acknowledged to be a fashion. By fashionable we also mean
the most admired styles, the styles with special significance of representing the current ideal [3].

The development of fashion seems to have occurred in societies which were changing, where that
change is valued by some group within the society, and social mobility is possible. Fashion is not
possible in totally egalitarian society nor in a rigid hierarchy. Therefore, in socialistic, non-Western
societies there seems to have been a tendency for dress styles and forms of adornment to remain fairly
stable, to change very slowly. Rigid social hierarchies seem to have effectively inhibited changing
patterns of dress. In the event of challenges to the political status quo, the elite use sumptuary laws to
control the dress of those seeking to rise above their allotted station, and to emphasize their political
dominance [3].

2. Yugoslavian textile and clothing industry
Although the Yugoslav textile and clothing industry has never been classified as priority after the
WW2, it ranked high in terms of the production volume and the number of employees. The
modernization process was very slow due to the lack of funds; its accumulation was transferred to
other industrial braches which were considered more important. In the first ten years after the WW2
the economic development was exclusively dictated by the state politics. It was managed centrally and
the needs of the individual republics were completely subordinate to the federal plan [4]. There was
textile and clothing industry in each of the six republics of Yugoslavia. By 1985, it engaged around a
million employees. The development of domestic textile and clothing ready-made production
designated an important economic objective, although many problems obstructed its implementation
[5].

The most part of the textile and clothing industry destroyed during the war has been restored by
1947; it was important to maximize the production to meet the basic necessities of life including
textiles and clothing. This was achieved by working in multiple shifts and by voluntary and unpaid
work. Despite poor operating conditions, textile and clothing industry achieved above-average results
and became one of the main exporters. Most of the problems it faced came from the administrative-
centralized management of the entire economy, caused by frequent changes in management,
bureaucratic requirements to prepare various reports and statistic data, change of regulations, etc.
Companies were also challenged by the shortage and poor quality of raw and auxiliary materials,
irregular supplies, the shortage of hardware and spare parts, poor quality of coal, electricity and water
deficiency, the lack of qualified personnel, fluctuation of human resources, etc. [4]. Post-war textile
and clothing ready-made products in socialist Yugoslavia lacked the quality of textile materials as well
as innovative overall design. Additional problems were caused by the lack of trained personnel. So, it
was not surprising that most citizens had their clothes custom-sewed by local fashion tailors. In 1959
only a quarter of Yugoslav citizens bought ready-made clothes [5].

In the period 1971-1975, textile and clothing industry recorded an increase in production of
hosiery, socks, underwear and other apparel by an average of 11%, while the production volume has
not increased in spinning and weaving industry. Export has increased which was mainly due to the
increased quality of products. The major part of the accumulation was invested in the renovation and
modernization of the machinery. The number of employees increased in clothing industry, while the
total number of employees has remained the same due to the reduction of the night work for women.
Despite the difficulties, textile and clothing production was additionally modernized and automated in
the period between 1976 and 1980 [4]. In the 1970' s, the state-owned textile industry was a significant
economic sector, covering approximately 12% of total industrial production [5].

Despite the crisis and the stabilization measures, the textile and clothing industry managed to
achieve above-average economic performance from 1981 to 1985. The production was stable, with an
increase in exports and improved coverage of imports by exports [4]. In the 1980' s, Yugoslavia was
among the leading clothing producers. Yugoslav fashion brands were sold both locally and
internationally [5].



In the last period before the disintegration of the Yugoslavia, the collapse of the textile industry
began. This was due to deteriorating economic conditions, hyperinflation, the decline in the
purchasing power of the population, problems with imports of raw and reproduction materials, etc.
Productivity was decreasing, salaries were still lagging behind. The branch tried to achieve the free
formation of prices, harmonization of import and export prices and customs duties, change in export
legislation and increase in salaries [4]. The situation dramatically changed during the 1990's and early
2000' s, when many textile companies ceased to operate and many employees in the textile sector lost
their jobs as a result of the collapse of the internal Yugoslav market, and as a consequence of the
privatization process [5].

Figure 1. Entrance to MTT textile factory in Maribor, Slovenia
(https://static.vecer.com/media/ocm/categories/tekstilna_industrija_v_mariboru/Tekstilna-

Industrija.jpg)

Figure 2. Spinning production (https://static.vecer.com/images/slike/2017/03/07/00126501F-
1980.jpg)

3. Yugoslavian fashion



In the late 1940’s, Yugoslav modernity transmitted through fashionable dress was mainly
representational, since industry was unable to deliver fashionable dresses due to post-war poverty and
backwardness. Yugoslavia’s different path toward socialism was mirrored in its different symbolic and
material production of dress in comparison to that of other Eastern European countries. Although
factories had been nationalized, attacks on Western fashion were never intense, and the Yugoslav
regime did not establish a central dress institution to politically direct the design, production and
distribution of clothes as it was the case in most Eastern European countries. Urbanized and elegant
Western dresses played an ideological role in the domestic fashion press, where they were presented in
opposition to the deprivations of the Soviet type of socialism [6].

Until the late 1950’s Yugoslavian fashion was ruled by the trend of copying other designs and
uniforms that were already-made in the clothing production. The development of the textile industry
evoked a need for new jobs, specifically in hiring textile and fashion designers. During that period,
Yugoslavia was similar to the other socialist countries such as Russia or Czechoslovakian Republic
with regards to fashion [7].

In 1952 the state started investing in fashion system. The fashion system soon after became major
feature of modern-urban life in an improved socialist environment. Western fashion and fashion trends
were subject of review and evaluation by a socialist system in manner to fit the totalitarian pretensions
of the regime. Standardization of fashion and control changes were made by specific aesthetics code -
"socialist good taste". However, the ideal socialist apparel was an ideological construct that had little
to do with real life. In order to prevent conflicts and possible disappointments in the power of the state,
the regime embarked on a project to create a whole range of institutions that improved the fashion
production and started the commercial revolution [8].

The situation in fashion was changing together with the political and social movements. The real
beginnings of the revolutionary and extravagant fashion started in late 50' s and early 60' s. At that
time the design was more oriented to the future, contemporary art and politics. Yugoslav fashion
production of the 1960's followed current Western fashion codes, but at the same time it built its own
distinctive style by incorporating exotic motifs taken from the thesaurus of the regional culture [7].
Since 1957, the textile and clothing industry began to employ designers in greater numbers.
Companies started hiring artists from the Institute of Applied Arts (Belgrade) and other professional
associations of applied artists. After more than decade of isolation the fashion designers returned as
wanted and needed professionals. For the sake of improving market supply, the government proposed
the establishment of consumer councils. According to the new market orientation the customers had to
be in focus in all spheres of economic and social life [7].

Privately owned fashion salons were officially recognized in Yugoslavia but were legally
restricted, as private companies were allowed to employ only up to five people. Even the most
prestigious among them, such as that of the Croatian designer Zuzi Jelinek, could not develop into
proper fashion houses. Jelinek was well informed about the latest fashion trends, but her innate
minimalism fitted well with the ideal of socialist simplicity, while adding a much-craved dose of
glamour. In 1959, Jelinek attempted to establish her fashion house in New York. Although she
enjoyed enthusiastic and professional support in America, her project failed, as she could not produce
her clothes in sufficient quantities for American market. ZuZi Jelinek learned her trade in pre-war
Paris working at the Nina Ricci fashion house. In 1960, Globus magazine considered her as Croatian
Coco Chanel [6].

Another difference of Yugoslavian fashion system compared to other socialist countries was based
on the liberal media approach to fashion. This approach was manifested through the concept of the
popular women's magazines of the time. The achievements of the Western fashion intrigued the local
public; its desire to imitate became larger [9]. Founded in 1953, the new Yugoslav fashion magazine
Svijet (World) strongly endorsed Western fashion trends. Svijet did not acknowledge the post-war
reality that burdened its readers with scarcities and poverty. Instead, the abundant use of unreferenced
Western fashion quotations expanded into a whole new parallel dream world to show how Yugoslav
socialism was different from other types of socialism, and even luxurious [6].



In the 80’s well developed textile and clothing industry presented up-to date collections from top
quality materials. In the golden age of the branch fashion collections went hand in hand with the
European fashion. They were presented twice a year on renowned fashion exhibitions in Belgrade,
Ljubljana and Sarajevo.

Figure 3. Fashion show, Ljubljana 1962 (https://dnevnik.si/1042759063)

Figure 4. Fashion collection at the exhibition Zuzi Jelinek – ambasador of fashion, Zagreb City
Museum 2008 (http://hrcak.srce.hr/134556)

4. Conclusion: Yugoslavian fashion as an inspiration
Never in the past did fashion look to the past as often as today. Sometimes it even seems that at some
point, the fashion turned and went in the opposite direction. Fashion designers keep returning to
history because of the rich traditional textile techniques. By using modern technology, they change
them to contemporary ones [11].



Yugoslav fashion of the second half of the 20th century has proved to be up-to date and comparable to
Western fashion [12]. In the 21th century it has been and hopefully will continue to be an inspiration
for global contemporary collections. For example: in 2012, fashion designer Sanja Grcic revived the
kult work shoes Borosana produced in Bosnian Borovo shoe factory in the 60’s. She gave a new look
to rather boring orthopaedic footwear. Other fashion collections of numerous Yugoslavian textile and
clothing brands could also be revived to honour the creativity and innovation of fashion design from
the golden times of Yugoslavian textile and clothing industry.

Figure 5. New life of Borosana protective shoes
(http://www.delo.si/assets/media/picture/20120607/Kult__borosanke%20sanja%204.jpg?rev=1)
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Abstract. The generation of solid textile waste in the process of development and clothing
production is an error that causes serious damages to the environment and must be minimized.
The greatest volume of textile residues is generated by the department of cut, such as textiles
parings and snips that are not used in the productive process. (MILAN et al, 2007). One way to
conceive new products environmently conscious is turned to the adoption of a methodology
based on Life Cycle Design (LCD) and Design Management.

1. Introduction
Textile and Apparel Productive Chain (TAPC) has a great relevance at global market in productive
capacity, jobs and commercialization. Due to your expansion, there was an increase of inputs, energy,
water and materials, resulting in an addition of residues in all extension of its productive chain. The
TAPC adds to Brazilian economy about R$ 114 billion in production every year and generates 1.6
billion of direct and indirect jobs [1]. In 2014, Brazil presented about 30 thousand formally registered
companies and 1.2 million ton in registered fabric consumption. On average, the volume of textile
waste discarded by the productive process of clothing is about 10% of the raw material consumed,
resulting, in that year, in a discard of 120 thousand tons of textile waste that are not properly used
inside the sector [2].

The purpose of this research is to present creative solutions applying the concepts of Design
Management and Life Cycle Design aiming to minimize and reduce the accumulated production errors
in some phases of the productive process of Fashion Clothing Manufacture (FCM), describing the
obtained results in cases of Brazilian enterprises of this sector. It is an exploratory study with literature
review, observing the social-environmental impacts that permeate in the Textile and Confection sector
and the application of concepts of Design Management (DM) and Life Cycle Design (LCD), an
important tool for professional from the fashion area. The methodology adopted was based on the
strategy of case studies with descriptive approach and research-action, using as fonts: documents,
registers, interviews and direct observation. It is still intended with this research, to provide theoretical



and practical subsidies that could guide researchers, professionals and students of related areas,
presenting new experiences, looks and possibilities for the development, elaboration and production of
new products with application of Sustainable Design, considering the pollution reduction and the
discard of residues involved in the productive processes.

2. Theoretical Basis
2.1. Textile and Confection Productive Chan and the Environmental
The production of the sector is composed by a great diversity of types of products intended to various
uses, different segments and customers, such as: clothing; socks and accessories; home products and
technical items. Consequently, there is an extensive range of raw materials that initially is
differentiated according to the source of the fibers (naturals, chemicals or synthetics), and which, in
turn, guide the industrial processes that results in large variations.

The TCPC uses many raw materials and inputs that are associated with some kind of social or
environmental impact, or yet, with the lack of concerning with the concepts of sustainability. The
effects of the use of fibers vary according to the different types and their industrial processes. These
materials affect the ecological and the social system and cause effects and aggressions to the
environmental like: effluent generation, color and residual sludge, gas emission, steam and smell of
specific processes for finishing yarn and fabric production, noise and vibrations, beyond the elevated
consumption of water and energy in all the extension of the productive chain. The TCPC is responsible
for significant environmental impacts in Brazil and worldwide, due to its productive processes and the
elevated index of consumption of its products that are discarded long before the end of its life cycle. It
is important and necessary to reformulate its productive processes, steps and sequences, aiming to
boost a cleaner production, in order to improve the efficiency of production looking for the reduction
of its environmental impacts.

Some researchers and authors point to the revision of the essentials steps of production and to a
change of perception as: conception and development steps and planning of productive processes
[3,4,5]. Initiatives based on systemic thinking aim to reach, in the long term, better results and success
for the environmental questions. The search for the selection of right materials and applying them in
the right products and service system has been the better strategy. However, in relation to treatment
and Waste Management, the factor that most of the programs ignore is the identification of residue
causes [6].

At confection industries, the generation of solid textile waste occurs daily mainly from the
department of the cuts of the molds on tissues. The solid textile waste generated are shavings and snips
that are not used in the process. The generation of this kind of residue is inevitable and results in
different variations of volume, types of tissues and, consequently, compositions of the textile fiber.
These residues are not considered dangerous, however represents a great problem to companies in the
moment of your discard [7,8,9].

In Brazil, the regulation of the Law no 12.305 of 2010 established the Nacional Solid Residue
Policy. The law regulated a series of principles, objectives and instruments for the integrated
management and suitable environmental management of the solid textile waste.

2.2. Design Management and the Life Cycle Design Strategy
The Design Management (DM) is responsible for the conception of products that incorporate some
primordial aspects to an organization: company objectives, customer satisfaction, market
competitivity, delivery on predicted time and the use and application of available resources. To Roda
[10] the DM consolidates itself, more and more, like an interesting study area of many initiatives from
companies, governs and institutions of consulting.

The consequences of this management will have an impact on the internal business environment
and its relations with the external environment. The characteristic of GD is to be present in the three
organizational levels: (i) strategical, acting directly on the image and positioning of the enterprise; (ii)



tactical, an intermediary level, having also actuations on planning; (iii) operational, of more concrete
actions and even more common in most companies. (CABRAL et. al., 2008). Through actions of
integrations of different sectors, the MD stablishes competitive strategies so the company can hold
itself on the market [11].

In the process of development and production of clothing the generation of residues can
beconsidered as a mistake that causes serious damages to the environmental and that must be
minimized. One way to conceive new products environmentally conscious is turned to the adoption of
a methodology based on Life Cycle Design (LCD). The LCD’s approach considers a systematic vision
of all the system-product (since pre-production, production, distribution, use and discard) and aims to
minimize the possible negative effects and the reduction of the environmental charge associated to the
whole life cycle of a product. In this sense, some LCD’s strategies are proposed as requirements that
should be observed primary by the professional involved in the process of product development, such
as: minimization of resources and selection of materials and process less impacting; extension of the
product’s life cycle; optimization of the life cycle; and, as an applicable strategy, in all cases, the
facility of assembly and disassembly [12]. Nevertheless, in practice, enable the management of a
whole system of a product’s life cycle becomes extremely difficult, mainly due to the fragmentation
and complexity of different productive process and the participation of actors and companies involved.
However, some authors consider the possibility to introduce and develop the Sustainable Design in a
partial form, in one of the phases of the system and/or processes, focal point of this research.

It is in this context that are considered the approaches of Design turned to environmental
sustainability and the relation of the designer professional activity looking for the environmental
preservation. The Design enters in the product project encompassing various aspects as ergonomics,
technology, environmental economy, social, aesthetic and anthropologic, acting in an ample way in
activities such as fashion, graphic industries and services. The current challenge is to produce products
respecting the environmental. The MD establishes competitive strategies for the integration of various
sectors and the [13].

The adoption of a clear strategy, a proper and compatible with the company pretension
management enables new opportunities of business, economic security, processual and sustainability
to the future. In this process, it’s up to the designer an important role to the improvement of the
product along its life cycle and with the environment, when it will pass to rethink methods to do
Design, the productive processes, the materials available, the excessive consumption, among others
processes and important decisions for the full development of a product.

3. Case Study
The aim of this research is to apply the strategies of Life Cycle Design and Design Management,
observing the management of solid textile waste generated by the cut department of the Case Study
companies.

For this paper, products of the Winter Collection/2017 were selected from two Brazilian fashion
brands of the women fashion market.

3.1. Case Study 1
This study refers to the collection named "Sport" and for better identification of the products they will
be named as: Sport Dress 1; Sport Pants 2; Tunic Sport 3; Top Sport 4 in Figure 1.



Figure 1. Colletion “Sport”

In Case Study 1 we emphasize the strategies of resources minimization and also the facility of
assembly and disassembly. The Sport mini collection has 4 garments composed by 1 pant, 1 dress, 1
tunic and 1 top. The highlight of this mini collection is the combination of the details in colors
different that those in the base of the garments, for instance: the black dress receives a frontal strip (of
same tissue), but in beige color; the black pant has a snip of beige color (of same tissue) at the frontal
of the garment; the white rob receives a black strip and a pocket in beige color (both from the same
tissue); the white top receives a pocket in beige color (of same tissue). In the moment of collection
development, the designer planned the fit and cut of the strips for the dresses and pants (that has the
same width) and the pockets to the tunics and tops (that has the same dimension). Figures 2 and 3
show the molds of the strip and the pocket which were engaged in the molding study of the dress and
the pant. In this case study, wastage of textile residue was avoided during the collection development
process.

Figure 2. Molds of the strip which were engaged in the molding study of the dress



Figure 3. Molds of the strip and pockets which were engaged in the molding study of the pant.

3.2. Case Study 2
In this case, we gathered 3 articles from the same mini collection that use a neoprene tissue with
dubbing in the reverse side in a different color, and that were named: Neo Coat 1; Neo Top 2 and Neo
Rob 3 (figure 3a). For these garments, the designer used the characteristic of the tissue that enable the
double-side use. The Neo coat 1 has a finishing of embedded seam and the snip at waist height
provides a differentiation between the silver grey at superior part and the opaque gray at the inferior.
It is noted that in the inside of the garment the colors are inverted. The Neo Top 2 and the Neo Rob 3
were made with a neoprene tissue in a dark grey tone with dubbling in the reverse side in white. In
these garments, the double-sided was also planned by the designer. We highlight the Neo Tunic 3 that
has a pocket in a tissue of silver knitted, this pocket is a reuse of the fitting study of the Shorts fabric
from the Academy 1 collection, figure 4.

Figure 4. Colletion “Neo”: Neo Coat 1; Neo Top 2; Neo Tunic and shorts Academy Collection



4. Final Considerations
It is perceived that the fashion industry has been more and more sensible to environmental concerns in
the last years, adopting attitudes and searching creative solutions looking for an “ecological fashion”.
However, there still a vast research field and opportunities to the development of innovative solutions
and the constructions of corporative and environmental strategies oriented to an increasingly conscious
market.

We emphasize that the adopted solutions were based on the approach of Lyfe Cicle Design aiming
a better use of the solid textile waste. It is noticed the importance of awareness of the designer as direct
responsible to the opening of the necessary changes in the product development and in the productive
processes of the studied companies, once that this study relates design and sustainability in your
aspects relatives to the LCD. In this case, the development of new products has as objective to
consider all the project phases and the possible environmental implications linked to the phases of the
own product’s life cycle. That is, it must be considered the steps of pre-production, production,
distribution, use and discard aiming to, like this, minimize all the possible negative effects.
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Abstract. In tourism is the first impression of essential meaning as tourists falling by what
they see. In designing the clothing image, for commercial use in tourist sector, should be
considered that clothes are consistent with the clothing habits of the region and that comply
with the heritage story and style of the geographical area. Clothing image of the tourism
representatives of the Bohinj region (Slovenia) has been developed. When designing, the
inspiration was sought in historical and contemporary clothing image and heritage stories, in
elements that representatives of the community recognize as their own cultural heritage.
Affiliated clothes for tourism employees should have a useful function of comfortable
workwear with heritage expression, meaning clothes are to be accepted as "everyday" clothes
and not as a costume.

1. Introduction
Clothing is non-verbal communications medium and therefore an important factor in establishing the
first impression, demonstrating the identity and enhancing its authenticity. In tourism is the first
impression of essential meaning as tourists falling by what they see.

Cultural heritage is the result of the development of human creativity in the past, today it can be
just considered as a starting point in the creative process that leads to innovative product with the
heritage dimension. In our case, designing clothes, our heritage is rewritten to make it attractive to
modernity. We try to make it part of ourselves, and ourselves as part of it, adapting to our image and
desires [1].

In designing the clothing image, for commercial use in tourist sector, should be considered that
clothes are consistent with the clothing habits of the region; that comply with the heritage story and
style of the geographical area; as well as clothes should be adjusted to the working conditions and the
diversity of jobs with comfortable models and materials. Clothing must identify the employee and
enable welfare, combining with individual accessories, and easy care [2]. On the other hands, in
Slovenia, expressing affiliation through a clothing image is mostly associated with affiliated costumes,
which is understood as costumes for special occasions [3].

Dress, especially affiliated clothing, is a form of non-verbal communication – a means of
interaction conveying a message through symbolism. Affiliated clothing is a type of dress which
enables the reception and promotion of ideas, and makes it easier for individuals and groups to
identify the roles which they are to present through their clothes [4].

2. Experimental Part



Clothing image of the tourism representatives of the Bohinj region, Slovenia (employees in
information centres an different local events, tourist guides, vendors of local handicraft and other
products) has a meaningful value, since its primary function is a clear expression of belonging to a
community and thereby strengthening loyalty to the local environment [4].

Employees in tourism and representatives of local handicrafts in Bohinj region often dress versions
of the national costume or replaces of historical clothing image of Alpine herdsmen and with this try
to present the local heritage and identity. In addition, they add to a costume modern fashion
accessories: comfortable shoes, jewellery, glasses, socks, jumpers. Clothes are often uncomfortable
and nevertheless they give an impression of a costume, there is always a doubt about their authenticity.

Designing clothing image with included Bohinj identity is a huge design challenge, which is left to
the designer interpretation of the appearance of the modern Bohinj affiliation dress. There are two
possible interpretation, the first one where destination identity may relate to the stylization
(transformation of forms, materials and models) of past Bohinj clothing heritage, a combination of
modern clothing pieces with ones from the past. The second one is the interpretation of the tradition
based modern image of the garment.

2.1. Design inspiration – Bohinj bouquet
In order to form a new group identity, history must be reconstructed. A presentation story and symbols
of the area must be extracted from it, thereby creating the inspiration for the creation of symbolic signs
and marks.

It is hard to define the story, as the identity of a certain (even national) area is not an unchangeable
fact passively handed down from generation to generation “but is rather a series of interconnected
trends occasionally going in different directions. For this reason each generation must decide which
of these it will accept, and build on them further”[5]. In the Bohinj region, several authentic
underlying topics can be found which are suitable for a presentational heritage story to serve as a basis
for the formation of symbolic signs of an affiliated clothing image; however, the chosen story must
also be linked to the orientation of the tourism destination.

When designing, the inspiration was sought in historical and contemporary clothing image and
heritage stories, in elements that people from Bohinj (representatives of the community) recognize as
their own cultural heritage. Since Bohinj is advertised as an area with rich biodiversity, a symbolic
would be in the form of a flower, precisely as a Bohinj bouquet as a beautiful present from the
mountains. These flowers are not only linked to the previous tradition, but also occur in everyday life
as a popular motif in the tourist’s signposts, paintings on the chests and gifts, and as an often used
embroidery motif.

2.2. Designing the affiliated clothing of Bohinj
The design process with the primary objective to define the clothing image which expresses the
identity of Bohinj has been inspired with the creative thinking design method. This approach
understands design as a process, a way of cooperation where the designer collaborates in a
interdisciplinary team and the design itself conforms to the understanding and vision of the people
who will use the designed apparel [6].

The decision that the key affiliated garments would be made by knitting techniques is closely
connected to the historic clothing customs of people from Bohinj, as hand-knitted pieces were
essential in both the male and the female wardrobe.

The conceptual sketches of the affiliated clothing and the idea of the clothing image, with a
cardigan as the central piece of the newly designed clothing image, were presented to the tourism
representatives first and afterwards also to the workers. Some of them had some doubts about what the
business look would be like with a cardigan instead of a jacket. However, the majority were positive
about the knitted cardigan, especially in terms of the comfort of wearing it. The knitwear with the
motif of the Bohinj bouquet was recognised as the basic garment of the newly designed clothing
image, which was agreed by the potential wearers.



The knitwear were made from the blend of 55% cotton and 45% acrylic with good applicable
properties and an easy care. The colour were speckled grey, burgundy red and beige, which formed the
basis of the emerging clothing image. The chosen production technique of fancy double knitting has
the great advantage in double-sided knit fabric with the motif on the reverse or ‘wrong’ side of the
knitting being a mirror image in an inverted colour combination. The motif of the Bohinj bouquet first
need to be transformed into a form and format suitable for knitting machine. The final production
parameters were configured by knitting trial samples and corrections, so that a satisfactory appearance
and size of the motif was achieved.

Figure 1: Simulation of knit fabric with the motif of the Bohinj bouquet

The complete design pattern for the women’s cardigan derives from knitted sample. A fitting
model was chosen for the cardigans as it is suitable for different figures and also simple to make. The
edges of the knitwear were finished with a wavy border. Three sample versions of cardigans with the
same motif in different colour combinations were made. Based on the knitted cardigan, sample
materials for other garments were also chosen. These matched the style of the cardigans and rounded
up the whole clothing image. The knitted motifs and chosen materials in various colour combinations
were again presented to the future wearers. Their first choices were: a speckled grey and burgundy red
combination for the cardigan; a burgundy red checked cotton fabric for the blouse; a beige cotton
pique jersey fabric for T-shirts; and a dark blue thin denim with elastane for the skirt.

The same knitting technique was also used for a belt, scarf and hat. The motif positioning was
transferred from the cardigans, except that the number of repetitions was changed. The destination
logo Bohinj was subsequently added to the series of products, and it was discretely positioned on the
cardigan sleeve, scarf edge and cap cuff. The design and motif positioning of the men’s cardigans
followed the concept of the women’s – in the same colour combination of speckled grey and burgundy
red. The men’s cardigans were made in a smooth knitting technique and the motif is much less
prominent than on the womens’ cardigans, as the Bohinj bouquet only appears into the striped pattern
on the chest and collar.

Beside cardigans, other sample models of garments from the collection were made according to the
selected sketches. Two versions of the skirt (in wide and straight cut), two women’s blouses (in plain
and checked fabric) were made and men’s and women’s T-shirts made of jersey material. In the final
phase of the design process the sample models and possible combinations of the individual pieces
were presented to the wearers of the affiliated garments.

The final clothing image was decided by the tourism representatives in consultation with the
designer. In choosing individual garments the suggestions of staff have been considered (the
possibility of wearing the tops with jeans, the skirt model, colour combinations). After the tourist
representatives confirmed the idea, the chosen clothing pieces officially became the affiliated clothing
with the identity of Bohinj region.



The presentation of the newly designed affiliated image was made as a fashion show at the
opening ceremony of the International Wild Flower Festival in Bohinj, which is visited by many locals
and tourists each year. The presentation of the affiliated clothing was highlighted in the invitation to
the opening ceremony, and promoted in an article in the local newspaper, where the story of the
Bohinj bouquet was also depicted. Announcing the fashion show of the affiliated clothing, the host
told the story of the Bohinj bouquet, associating it with the clothing and emphasizing that “people in
Bohinj will finally also be dressed according to the identity of Bohinj”.

Figure 2: Affiliated clothing of Bohinj region

The core of the collection, which in various combinations form the women’s affiliated clothing
image of Bohinj region, are cardigans in grey, burgundy red and beige with the motif of the Bohinj
bouquet. This appears over the whole surface and as a detail in a striped pattern which is
complemented by tiny patterning in red-beige. To mark the affiliation the composition also includes
the destination logo. The edges of the cardigan are finished with a knitted border and it has metal
buttons.

Figure 3: Knitted belt, which is worn as an accessory tied over the blouse



The same technique with a modified motif is also used for the belt, which is worn as an accessory
tied over the blouse or T-shirt. The cardigan is complemented by a checked cotton blouse with a white
collar, cuffs and edge piping for buttoning up. The belonging skirt is made of lightweight denim, the
narrow cut and has the lowered waist belt with two darts on each side below the stomach line. The
skirt is knee-length, and the bottom edge is folded outwards and highlighted by a checked waist belt.
An alternative to the skirt is a pair of dark trousers visually imitating jeans. Individuals may choose
the trousers themselves.

The knitted women’s and men’s cardigans, and a scarf and hat in the same style are also sold in the
souvenir shop. The items are sold in gift packages made of felt, to which a compact brochure is tied
describing the story of the Bohinj bouquet.

3. Conclusion
The newly designed affiliated clothing should express the character of the area stylistically and
visually. Thanks to the carefully-studied planning and its association with the story, the clothing
complies with the guidelines of the tourist destination, encompassing the elements of not only the
previous clothing practices and forms, but also current clothing fashions, and through subtly included
affiliation signs it also enables locals and visitors alike to identify the clothing as coming from Bohinj
region.

Engaging the future wearers of the affiliated clothing in the process of design is also an important
function in the design of the affiliated clothing image, as they were thereby included in the decision-
making process. This ensured a personal relationship between the users and the end-products, through
which identification with the affiliated clothing image was achieved, and the clothing was also more
effective promoted further. The individual pieces, the cardigans especially, are understood as a part of
their own creation.
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Abstract. The aim of this exploration is to develop a new database of solid algorithms and 

relations between the dress fit and the fabric mechanical properties, the pattern block 

construction for improving the reality of virtual system “body-dress”. In virtual simulation, the 

system “body-clothing” sometimes shown distinct results with reality, especially when 

important changes in pattern block and fabrics were involved. In this research, to enhance the 

simulation process, diverse fit parameters were proposed: bottom height of dress, angle of front 

center contours, air volume and its distribution between dress and dummy. Measurements were 

done and optimized by ruler, camera, 3D body scanner image processing software and 3D 

modeling software. In the meantime, pattern block indexes were measured and fabric 

properties were tested by KES. Finally, the correlation and linear regression equations between 

indexes of fabric properties, pattern blocks and fit parameters were investigated. In this manner, 

new database could be extended in programming modules of virtual design for more realistic 

results. 

1. Introduction 

Due to its superiority of efficiency and convenience, virtual clothing simulation becomes very popular 

in apparel industry and garment research. The results in virtual simulation environment looked 

realistically in general, however, these results were hardly trustful for exact clothing shape forecasting 

and research[1]. The reason of its inaccuracy is that virtual environment lacks the essential database of 

clothing fit with the synergy effects of combining textile materials, pattern block construction, 

clothing style, etc[2,3]. A small change of these synergy effect elements will conduct distinct fit or 

misfit of clothes, designs of collar, shoulder, armhole, etc could be the factors of clothes misfit. In 

order to analyze and describe the fit, we proposed and created identical parameters by correlations and 

linear regression equations with textile material mechanical properties, pattern block indexes, with 

which virtual design could be improved with realistic fit and simulation appearances. 

The aim of this research is to improve the existing virtual database used for designing of system 

“body-dress” by adding new algorithms and relations between dress construction, fabric mechanical 

properties, and pattern blocks. Figure 1 shows the framework of improving the reality of virtual 

system “body-dress” by means of developing new database. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The framework of improving virtual system “body-dress” with new database 

2. Methods of research 

“Dress-body” was analyzed as a system because both elements - dress and body - influenced the final 

appearance and fit of dress. Three essential elements used to build this system were investigated: dress 

style, pattern block and textile material. 

2.1. Dummy for experiment 

Dummy 160/84A (A means difference between bust girth and waist girth are from 14 to 18 cm, bust 

girth = 84 cm, waist girth = 66 cm, hip girth = 88 cm, shoulder width = 12 cm, distance between bust 

and waist = 16.8 cm, distance between waist and hip = 18.5 cm) was chosen. It was used in the process 

of pattern making, dresses wearing and fit indexes measuring.   

2.2. Pattern blocks of dresses in H-style and X-style  

Derived from Japanese new cultural basic block[4], through optimizing and sample wearing 

experiments, the basic pattern block was sketched as Figure 2. Basic pattern blocks of dress in H-style 

(PDH1) and in X-style (PDX1) shown as Figure 3. There were no darts around waist level on PDH1 

while PDX1 has ones.  

As more important factor of clothes fit, shoulder’s design will directly affect the whole shape of 

dress,the fit will be changed as well. Therefore, to get the misfit of dresses, the basic block was 

transformed by increasing and decreasing SP (shoulder point), SNP (shoulder neck point), FNP (Front 

neck point), ADP (armpit depth point) with other pattern indexes kept constant as shown in Figure 4.  

After these transformation, the shoulder sloping angles of transformed pattern blocks in H-style(PDH2, 

PDH3, PDH4, PDH5) and X-style (PDX2, PDX3, PDX4, PDX5) changed accordingly.  

2.3. Textile material tested by KES 

Five kinds of textile materials for dress making were selected: plain woven cotton thin calico (T1), 

plain woven polyester cloth (T2), plain woven cotton thick calico (T3), twill woven elastic denim cloth 

(T4), plain woven elastic polyester cloth (T5). Essential mechanical properties of these fabrics were 

tested by KES testers (KES-FB1, KES-FB2) four times. Then the interval of tensile, shearing and 

bending properties were calculated as shown in Table 1. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Shell of dummy in 

black (Japanese cultural basic 

pattern block in gray) 

 

Figure 3. Basic pattern 

blocks of dresses in H-

style and X-style (darts 

in dotted line for X-

style)  

Figure 4. Transformed pattern 

blocks with different neck, shoulder 

and armhole lines 

 

Table 1. Mechanical properties of fabrics tested by KES  

Instrument Mechanical property index Intervals 

KES-FB1 

(Tensile) 

Linearity of the strain curve LT warp: 0.626 - 0.970, weft: 0.612 - 0.859 

Tensile energy (maximum load = 

500cN/cm) WT (cN·cm/cm²) 
warp: 6.513 … 38.788, weft: 12.463 … 44.250 

Tensile recovery following 

extension RT (%) 
warp: 41.933 … 60.785, weft: 37.893 … 52.815 

Tensile strength F when elongation 

is 3% (cN/cm) 
warp: 14.35 … 414.94, weft: 19.85 … 213.59 

KES-FB1 

(shearing) 

Shearing stiffness G (cN/[cm·(°)]) warp: 0.158 … 2.998, weft 0.440 … 2.405 

Shearing leg moment 2HG (cN/cm) warp: 0.170 … 6.290, weft: 0.065 … 5.148 

Shearing leg moment 2HG5 (cN/cm) warp: 0.708 … 10.383, weft: 0.610 … 7.098 

KES-FB2 

(Bending) 

Bending stiffness B (cN·cm²/cm) warp: 0 … 0.145, weft: 0.026 … 0.155 

Bending hysteresis moment 2HB 

(cN·cm²/cm) 
warp: -0.776 … 0.390, weft: -0.025 … 0.201 

2.4. Dresses for experiment 

With five kinds of distinct fabrics and 10 pieces of patterns, 50 pieces of dresses in H-style and X-style  

with different fit were made. After measuring of bottom heights and 3D scanning (see 3.2, 3.4),the 

front center seams of all dresses were dismantled and ironed, then photographed in the front projection 

(camera installation was exactly the same). 

3. Fit indexes of system “body-dress” 

In order to express the fit of system “body-dress”, new indexes were proposed to be measured and 

analyzed. 

3.1. Shoulder sloping parameter SS on dress pattern blocks 

Shoulder slope is the angle between shoulder line and horizontal plane, which is one of the pivotal 

index to describe shoulder shape of a body or clothing. Considering that shoulder widths of all dresses 



 

 

 

 

 

 

were constant in this experiment, shoulder sloping of pattern blocks (SS) were expressed by the 

vertical difference between SP and SNP: 

                                                                      SS = LFNB - LFSB                                                            (1) 

Where: LFNB is the length from front waist line to back waist line across SNP, LFSB is the length 

from front waist line to back waistline across SP, as shown in Figure 5. The SS value (cm) of pattern 

blocks were respectively 7, 5.5, 1.8, 8.7, 9.9.  

3.2. Bottom heights of dresses 

On PDH and PDX patterns, the bottom lengths were designed constant, too. However, the height from 

bottom to the floor varied when the patterns and the fabrics were changed. Therefore, bottom heights 

to the floor in front (BHF), profile (BHP) and back (BHB) projection were measured. The differences 

between BHP and BHF, BHP and BHB were calculated as ΔBHF and ΔBHB. 

3.3. Angels of front contours 

With dresses dismantling of front center seams, the angels of front contours (AFH, AFX) were 

measured in Photoshop.  

 

 

 

Figure 5. Measurements of 

LFNB and LFSB  

Figure 6. Sliced segments 

of 3D scanned dress  

3.4. Air volume parameters 

Dummy and all dresses were scanned by VITUIS Smart XXL 3D body scanner and exported as 3D 

format file (.obj). These 3D files were optimized, sliced and measured in 3DS MAX (3D modeling 

software) as Figure 6 shows. Dress segments over bust level were closely fitted with dummy so that 

only segments between bust and hip levels were investigated. Thus, air volume indexes were obtained:  

                                                                    AVFx,y = VSFx,y - VDFx,y                                                                                    (2) 

                                                                    AVBx,y = VSBx,y - VDBx,y                                                                                   (3) 

                                                                     AVx,y = AVFx,y + AVBx,y                                                                                   (4) 

                                                                     RVx,y = AVFx,y / AVBx,y                                                                                      (5) 

Where: AVFx,y and AVBx,y were respectively  front and back air gap between dress samples and 

body. VSFx,y and VSBx,y were respectively front and back air volume of dress samples, VDFx,y and 

VDBx,y were respectively front and back air volume of dummy. AVx,y expressed the full air gap. RVx,y 

expresses the ratio proportion of front and back air volume (x is the pattern number, y is the fabric 

number). 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Discussion of fit indexes 

4.1. Discussion about  fit indexes 

When SS = 7 - 9.9 cm, the dresses in H-style shown horizontal bottom line in three projection, but 

when SS = 8.7 cm, the dresses in X-style were close to show horizontal bottom. And bottom heights of 

the dresses in H-style were inclined to be horizontal rather than the dresses in X-style. 

In addition, the dresses from PDH2 and PDH3 (1.8 cm ≤ SS ≤ 5.5 cm) shown  AFH as 0°, which 

indicated that the front center lines were vertical and dress shape would be immobile after front 

contours were seamed. Moreover, the dresses from PDH4 and PDH5 (8.7 cm ≤ SS ≤ 9.9 cm) shown 

bigger AFH, AFX (2.1° … 10.5°). 

4.2. New algorithms of fabric properties, pattern block parameter and fit indexes 

Based on fabric properties, the pattern block parameters and the fit indexes, the linear regression 

equations were obtained after linear regression analysis as: 

                                                                 AFH = 4.3 - 19.3Bwarp                                                             (6) 

                                                                AFH = 0.80SS - 2.69                                                                (7) 

                                                                AFX = 5.4 - 12.0Bwarp                                                              (8) 

                                                               AFX = 0.69SS + 0.04                                                                (9) 

Where: Bwarp is bending stiffness in warp direction of fabrics. 

From equations (6) - (9), AFH and AFX were expressed with Bwarp and SS. With Bwarp increasing, 

fabrics were less flexible to bending, the front center lines were more inclined to keep vertical with the 

bending strength from shoulder part and back torso, the angles of front contours would be bigger. 

Furthermore, as SS increasing, the shoulder slope of dress changed accordingly, the supporting point 

of dress moved from SNP to SP, the dress shape changed, which led to bigger angle of front contours. 

Taking dresses in X-style as example, the bottom height variance in front and back projections were 

described as: 

                                                           ΔBHF = -0.194 - 0.0007Fwarp                                                     (10) 

                                                           ΔBHB = -1.216 + 0.0007Fwarp                                                    (11) 

                                                              ΔBHB = -0.147 - 0.031SS                                                        (12) 

Where: Fwarp is tensile strength in warp direction of fabrics. 

From equations (10) - (12), ΔBHF and ΔBHB were described with Fwarp and SS. With Fwarp and SS 

varied, the length and proportion of front and back dress were changed, therefor resulting in changes 

of ΔBHF and  ΔBHB. Furthermore, ΔBHB were more inclined to vary with SS rather than ΔBHF. 

As figure 8 shows, with these algorithms of fabric properties, pattern block parameter and fit indexes, 

dress fit indexes were expressed by : 

                                                                     AF = f (Bwarp, SS)                                                              (13) 

                                                                  ΔBH = f (Fwarp, SS)                                                             (14) 

Where: AF is the angle of front contours as Figure 7, ΔBH is the bottom height difference as Figure 8.  

With AF and ΔBH, the fit of system “body-dress” were predicted as concrete indexes and values, 

which could be the convincible basic database for realistic virtual design. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Angle of front contours 
 

Figure 8. Bottom height difference 

5. Conclusion  

The synergy effects of textile materials, pattern block and clothing styles distinctly influence clothing 

fit, which are expressed by special algorithms of fit indexes. Fit and misfit can be predicted when 

shaping factors in system “body-dress” are fixed. The new database of fit variation mechanism to 

these synergy effects should be extended to virtual system “body-dress” to improve the simulation 

results. 

In the future, we are going to increase the number of factors that affects clothes fit and misfit, the total 

database of fit variation mechanism of  system “body-dress” will be investigated and utilized in virtual 

environments. 
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Abstract. Body silhouette 3D measurements need to be performed separately in each country
due to significant ethnic differences in body silhouette which preclude the transfer of European
data to particular countries. Systematic research allows to update information on the population
body silhouette and body proportions as well as select the size changes possible to implement
in clothing construction modifications. The diversity in body silhouettes and sizes as well as
the issue of clothing fitting encourage clothing producers to provide work wear clothing based
on individual measurements of the end users’ bodies. In the framework of the carried research,
the group of construction workers was selected as the target group of the analysed work wear
clothing users. 42 construction workers, men only, were measured. The body silhouette
measurement process was non-contact and was carried out with the use of 3D body scanner.
The collected data on the body silhouette allowed to select sizes used to construct the work
wear clothing and identify the clothing size. The selected measurement points of the body
silhouette underwent statistical analysis to determine the distribution of random variables, here
body sizes. The variables distribution characteristics were calculated. On that basis, the fitting
appraisal of work wear clothing with respect to the size of the finished product corresponding
to the adequate size of individually measured worker/end user was performed. The size
overview of the work wear clothing used by the specific professional group and the appraisal
of the size fitting to the body silhouette took into consideration the work wear clothing
ergonomic functionality with respect to the body posture when performing the tasks, design
and clothing construction. The analysis based on the currently gathered end users’ remarks and
objections concerning the clothing fitting and performed body silhouette measurements allows
to modify the existing work wear clothing for the selected group of end users. The research
was aimed at the improvement of the work wear clothing fitting thanks to personalization
based on individual body measurements at the stage of construction design.

1. Introduction
Functionality of working and protective clothing apart from appropriate selection of the fabric to be
used should be correlate with the degree of fitting to user’s silhouette, aesthetic appearance and
draping. Each of the features mentioned in combination with ergonomics cab decide about functional
suitability and influence the quality of product. The basic requirement in the assessment of the
working clothing functionality is the possibility of free movements and activity of the man dressed.
This is conditioned by the ergonomic structure of clothing with the use of structural accessories with
appropriate size on specified spots of clothing, taking into account the properties of fabrics. The
selection of working clothing results from environmental hazard and activities carried out during
work. If one fails to take into consideration the ergonomic requirements during designing working



clothing, it can often result in a lack of acceptance by the users obliged to wear it. The ergonomic
designing of clothing, particularly protective clothes, reduces the discomfort of their use and decreases
the onerousness connected with the movements done during wearing and performing professional job.
The consideration of the ergonomics principles facilitates the use comfort increase and in the case of
individual protection means and working clothing increases the acceptance of their use [1].
Anthropometric measurements of silhouettes are used not only for ergonomic clothing designing but
also for making elements that form the man environment [2, 3]. There are available published reports
containing data for designing and ergonomic assessment of machines and equipment [2] destined for
designers of the man’s work environment and human live. In the sphere of clothing industry, apart
from information about the man silhouette in designing and modeling clothes one should assume the
functions of particular elements of clothing and consider its purpose. Characteristics of work
conditions constitutes all the factors acting on the human organism in the work environment
determined by microclimate, technological process and the intensity of man activity [4]. The man
physical movements during his work occur in his/her many positions (standing, seating, and lying,
kneeling, squatting). The basic measurement data of man silhouette used in clothing industry describe
the human body on the basis of measurements carried out in the standing motionless position on
persons dressed with underwear. The measurements of man’s body with correctly selected structural
accessories constitute the basis of optimal clothing structure and consequently comfortable clothes
during wearing. Anthropological studies have shown that there are relations between the proportions
of: width, length of the whole body and its particular elements as well as the influence of the body
position on the values of the features measured, and the ergonomic working clothing should take all
these elements into consideration.

2. Methodology
The tests performed included the measurements of the silhouettes of workers employed in building
sector carried out jobs with different degrees of energetic expenditure and with different movements
and positions of body connected with their profession (services of crane, welder, assembler/fitter and
carpenter). 42 persons of the male sex, performing building works, wearing selected working clothes
were measured. The measurements of the building workers silhouettes were taken in the field, using
mobile measuring equipment - Anthroscan 3D VITUS Smart XXL from Human Solutions Company
[4]. The apparatus is equipped with 4 scanners located in the corners of room and also computer
system for recording over 100 various measurements of human body surface and data analyzing. The
measurements of human body surface were made in two positions according to standard used in the
clothing PN-EN-13402 [5].

The measurements used for the construction of working clothing and identification of the worn clothes
size were selected from the collected data of silhouettes.

a) b)

Figure 1. Views of male silhouette
according to the measurement procedure
used: a) position A; b) position B



The selected measurements of silhouettes were subjected to statistical analysis paying attention to the
establishment of the distribution of random variable, i.e. body measurement.
The analysis of silhouette measurements was related to garments, assuming the whole silhouette is
dressed and the best movement opportunities are provided during performing the work.
In ergonomic designing one must consider the man anthropological data to retain appropriate
proportions between body measurements and a device in order to shape the optimal working zone. An
important factor affecting the creation of work conditions is professional clothing – working or
protective clothing, adapted to the operations and requirements of the technological process. For the
test targets two-piece warning garment was selected that had the measurements declared by the
measured builders.

Figure 2. Two-piece warning garment

3. Results
There were performed statistic calculation within the scope of the determination of essential
differences between the clothing measurements and corresponding user’s body measurements, taking
into account the structural accessories of the garment (to retain clearances). The measurements of
jacket and trousers were collected for analysis. The following body measurements were selected as the
basis of the statistic assessment of jacked: chest size (4510), high waist size (6515), size of buttocks
(7520), length of the upper limb (8030), neck circumference (1520), width of arms (3030),
circumference of arm (8520), back width (3020).
Selected measurements of body for the assessment of trouser fitting: waist size (6510), hip size (9510),
knee size (9520), internal length of trouser leg (9020).
The statistic assessment was carried out to determine the regressive relationship between the
dimensions of the body of garment users and the dimensions of the ready-made garment used by them.
The selected body dimensions have a direct reference to the ready-made garment, taking into account
the structural and ergonometric additives connected with the destination of garment and the kind of
professional activities carried out while wearing it.
Ascribing the size of clothing to the user with specified dimensions, the following data were taken into
account:

 height and size of chest for clothing used in the upper body part, determining the structural
addition of circumference from 20.0 to 24.0 cm,

 height and waist circumference for clothing used in the lower body part, determining the
structural addition of circumference from 10.0 to 14.0 cm. It was not succeed to fit the
dimension of garment elements for 6 persons since in the case of these users, too great



divergence occurred between body dimensions and the ranges of height and circumferences
that were assumed in the dimensions of the garment made.

Table 1. Correlation of body measurement points

Body measurement points Correlation coefficient R Correlation
4510 0.984 Full dependence
6510 0.981 Full dependence
6520 0.920 Full dependence
6515 0.893 Very high dependence
7520 0.757 High dependence (considerable)
8030 0.599 Moderate dependence (essential)
1520 0.750 High  dependence (considerable)
8520 0.720 High dependence (considerable)
9510 0.470 Moderate dependence (essential)
3030 0.208 Distinct but low dependence
9520 0.707 High dependence (considerable)
9020 0.678 High dependence (considerable)
3020 0.754 High dependence (considerable)

For the accepted significance level, p, the values of the coefficient of linear correlation ranged from
min 0.208 to max 0.984.
The correlation dependence was obtained for all the analyzed body dimensions, while the extent of
this dependence was diversified. (Table1.)
As an example, the diagrams of dependences for the analysis of chest size (4510), waist size and
length of upper limb and the internal length of lower limb are presented.

 For the size of chest (4510).
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Diagram 1. Size of chest (4510)- Dependence of garment dimension
on the body dimensions

Diagram 1 shows the linear relationship between the real size of the person measured and the
corresponding size of garment.
Diagram 2 presents the difference with a value of about 20.0 cm in chest size between the real size and
the garment size. From the diagram it follows that the correct tolerance has been retained.
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Diagram 2. Results of body measurements and measurements
of clothing for the upper body part for the chest size (4510)

 For the size of waist girth(6510)
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Diagram 3. Waist circumference (6510) - dependence of the
garment size for the lower part of body on the body size
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Diagram 4. Results of body measurements and size of garment
foe the lower body part – for waist circumference (6510).



In the case of the circumferences considered, the body dimensions assume decisively lower values
than the adequate dimension of clothing. This is connected with the necessity of providing appropriate
freedom of movements during wearing the working garment during performing professional activities.

 For the size of the upper limb length
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Diagram 5. Length of the upper limb (8030) – dependence of body
dimensions and garment dimensions

In relation to the length of sleeve, there occur greater differences between body dimensions and
clothing dimensions, from which results a lower linear correlation. For the group of users with
different arm lengths, one sleeve length is anticipated. It is not advantageous with respect to fitting
ability and use agronomy. This observation of the fitting capability of sleeve length is also noticeable
in Diagram 6. The value of median of body dimensions and garment dimensions are comparable but
the range of tolerance garment size is distinctly shifted towards higher values, opposite to the range of
the body size tolerance.

Diagram 6. Length of the upper limb (8030) – results of body
measurements and clothing measurements
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 For the lower limb length
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Diagram 7. Relationship of body dimensions and clothing
dimensions for the lower body part for the length of lower
limb measured from the base to the step (9020).
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Diagram 8. Results of measurements of body and clothing
sized for the lower body part for the length of lower limb
measured from base to step (9020).

In the case of the length of internal trouser leg, the body size is measured from the base, thus it is
naturally it is higher in relation to the size of clothing (trouser leg is shorter by 2 cm to provide the
freedom of movements). Hence visible differences between assessed sizes and higher values obtained
for body size. The value of correlation coefficient shows a lack of strong monotonic relationship
between the considered sizes, which suggests that in the tested population occur cases of both too
short and too long trouser legs. This means that one should make changes in the construction of
trousers to fit the length of trouser legs for the needs of users, which is particularly essential for
working clothing, its ergonomics and the safety of use.
The observed differences and a strong divergence of the measurement results under discussion may be
perceived with respect to implementation of changes in the structure of garment in this range, with
simultaneous assurance of the ergonomics of movements of the working clothing users.
The basic structure of the garment under analysis was subjected to modeling treatment consisting in
providing a clearance in the area of the jacket back by the formation of fabric excess in the form of
folds(with a depth of 3.0 cm). Therefore, it seems that there is a sufficient clearance that allows one to
carry out professional activity.



4. Conclusions
The studies of the dimensional analysis of man during his labor constitute an interdisciplinary issue
necessary to observe the safety and comport of using his clothing. The system of determining the size
of clothes is closely connected with the rules of constructing fabrics and the formation of dimensional
lines. A correct garment adapted to body dimensions takes into account the movement dynamic of user
during performing his work and optimally covers his silhouette.
Taking into consideration the basic dimensional features of users, there is a possibility of fitting the
garment size according to regulations to the size, ranges of body height and circumferences. The
comparative analysis of body dimensions essential, with respect to usability, to the structure of
clothing and having an influence on the fitting capability and dimensions of ready-made garment,
indicates what optimal structural accessories should be used in the construction of garment.
Based on the analysis of the results obtained it has been found that there is a need for personalization
of working clothing on the basis on individual measurements of silhouettes, which will make it
possible to improve the garment fitting to silhouettes and the comfort of use under work conditions.
For the parameters of chest and waist sizes, a correct tolerance was observed, while for the parameters
of the upper limb length and internal length of lower limb, there is a lack of strong dependence
between the sizes considered, which suggests that in the tested trial are cases of too short and too long
products, both sleeves and trouser legs.
The differences observed and a high divergence of the result sets under discussion may be noticed
with respect to the implementation of structural changes in this range, providing the movement
ergonomics of the working clothing users at the same time.
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